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1: Important Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword by TADAYOSHI

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Important Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword by TADAYOSHI ~ Early Shinto period. In its beautiful gold inlaid furniture with fine
lacquer work to scabbard. Beautiful and very beefy blade with a large blood-groove to each side, showing very nice active Hamon
tamper-line. Tang is signed "Tadayoshi". Circa 17th century. The Hizen school centered in Saga town on the western side of Japan
was one of the glorious successes of the Shinto period. It is founded by Hashimoto Shinsaemonjo who took on the art name of
Tadayoshi, under the sponsorship of the daimyo Nabeshima Naoshige. The house style is based on the work of Yamashiro Rai, and
swiftly gained and maintained a reputation for high quality swords, both beautiful and practical with excellent cutting ability.
~~~~~Tadayoshi was born in 1572 and began learning sword-craft at the end of the koto period. His father was a swordsmith of
average average ability who signed under the name Michihiro. His lineage descends from the Sa school. Michihiro died in 1584 and
Tadayoshi was orphaned. His father and grandfather (Morihiro) were both in the service of the Nabeshima daimyo and at the time of
his father's death, Tadayoshi was too young for service. Instead he took up sword crafting in the village of Nagase-Mura. Roger
Robertshaw's excellent reference books The School of Hizen Tadayoshi states that his teacher was likely Iyo no jo Munetsugu.
Tadayoshi may have taken on some learning from the nearby Dotanuki school as well. ~~~~~At the age of 25 with some 12 years of
study under his belt, Tadayoshi had entered the service of Nabeshima Naoshige as a swordsmith, and was sent to study under the
great master Umetada Myoju in Kyoto. Myoju was able to produce high quality copies of the work of Shizu and Sadamune, and early
Tadayoshi work of this period follows his teacher in exploring these forms. Throughout the history of the Hizen school a Midareba
which is based on this work appears as part of the repertoire its smiths. Myoju seems to have taken a liking to the young Tadayoshi
as he co-signed several of his works stating that â€œThis Tadayoshi is my student" on the nakago as a soemei. Umetada Myoju
granted Tadayoshi the tada character which has been faithfully handed down the main Hizen line ever since. ~~~~~After three years
under Myoju, Tadayoshi returned to Hizen and with funds made available through the Nabeshima daimyo he set up his forge and
took on sixteen relatives and 60 or so local workers under employment in sword manufacture. Over the years he would sign his
swords in various different ways, beginning with a simple five character signature (gojimei) Hizen (no) Kuni Tadayoshi. Though most
of his work is not dated, the changes in his signature allows us to group his work into periods. Without going too deeply into the
details, for more study on the signature I will simply refer you to Roger Robertshaw's book. During this time Tadayoshi also
continued to experiment with midareba and it would be a common form seen in other smiths of the Hizen school such as Tadakuni
and Masahiro. In spite of this, the core style of Hizen remained centered around Rai in its settled form of the late Kamakura and early
Nanbokucho. ~~~~~Tadayoshi tempers various hamon but he shows himself at his best in suguba that reminds us of Rai Kunimitsu.
(Token Bijutsu 556). ~~~~~After much success and ever increasing skill in sword making, in 1624 Tadayoshi received the honorary
title of Musashi no Daijo during a visit to Umetada Myoju in Kyoto. At this time he also received the noble clan name of Fujiwara from
the Imperial Court. In commemorating these events he changed his name to Tadahiro, a combination of his teacher's name and his
father's name, making for a new long signature of Hizen (no) Kuni ju Musashi (no) Daijo Tadahiro. His son would inherit the Tadahiro
name and we generally refer to him with the nickname Omi Daijo from his own honorary title. Tadayoshi would not live to see his
grandson, the third generation who resumed the name Tadayoshi and who would rival him in talent. ~~~~~The Hizen school was
very prosperous towards the end of Tadayoshi's life. After he changed his name to Tadahiro, some other habits seem to appear.
One is that dates more frequently appear on his blades, and those with the Tadahiro signature tend to show his highest degree of
skill. There are about 96 Juyo blades by Tadayoshi which is an extremely high number for a Shinto smith. 58 of these represent his
work up until the name change at age 53. The next 8 years of signing his name Tadahiro show 38 more Juyo. This represents 2.4
Juyo per year of work in the first part of his career. For the last part under the Tadahiro name this rises to 4.75 Juyo per year. During
the end of his life he dealt with a fair amount of sickness too, and I theorize that the swords he made and signed himself as Tadahiro
were likely above the commercial caliber of swords previously made and that were continuing to be made by the large number of
sword-smiths working in his forge. I think he likely slowed down his own personal production due to illness and lessened commercial
necessity for output from his own hands with the success of the workshop. As he seems also to have had an extreme amount of
natural talent, I think also that he continued to accumulate skill as the years progressed and this also culminates in these works from
the last period of his life being recognized at Juyo much more frequently than those that come before. The combination of these two I
think increases the number of masterpieces that are directly associated with his personal work. ~~~~~During the last period of his
life Tadayoshi took orders from the Nabeshima daimyo to make a special form of blade to be used as gifts. ~~~~~From August 1630
Shodai Tadahiro began signing custom order swords of exceptionally high quality for high ranking people, using the mei Hizen Kuni
Ju Fujiwara Tadahiro i.e., without the Musashi Daijo title. He used a thick chisel and carved extended chisel strokes. The mei are
called Kenjo-mei and obviously indicate a valuable sword...(Roger Robertshaw The School of Hizen Tadayoshi). ~~~~~These
kenjo-mei blades of exceedingly high quality specifically withhold his honorary title. As Mr. Robertshaw says, these blades were used
as gifts to high ranking people. This served the Nabeshima daimyo well in several ways, not only were they spectacular gifts but they
were very smart marketing packages for the skill of the Hizen forges. I think that the honorary title is withheld on these because the
intended recipients of these blades were people who had legitimate titles (that is, not honorary ones) and it would be a sign of
respect for that person as being a legitimate lord. It is not a large leap to accept what Mr. Robertshaw says, given that these were
custom ordered gift swords, that they would be made in such a way to have the finest quality possible that Tadayoshi could
manufacture. ~~~~~In the Juyo output, I count 11 such blades out of the 38 from the Tadahiro mei period, and according to Mr.
Robertshaw, these would have all been made from the years 1630 to 1632. ~~~~~There are three swords that bear the date of the
2nd month of Kanei 9 in the Juyo record. This corresponds with February of 1632. Sword-smiths had a habit of only using the
months of February and August for dating blades, because these were the 2nd and the 8th months. The characters used for these
two numerals appear as two horizontal or two vertical strokes, and it symbolizes something being parted by a sword. So the dates
are not exact, and it is not clear to me if the 2nd month would be used right up until the 8th month then the date would roll over, but I
think this is a good assumption to start with. What we do know is that these three swords show the last date used for the
manufacture of his swords and no other later date was used. ~~~~~ Tadayoshi would die on August 15th of 1632 and was bedridden
for some time up until this date. His 19 year old son would pick up the name Tadahiro and with a large amount of help from his
father's students, would continue to grow and nurture the family business. ~~~~~The work of the last part of his life continue to show
an exploration in form, from tanto with detailed horimono, to works in pure suguba and those that appear with Muramasa-like mirror
hamon with mixed in gunome or choji, to the Shizu or even a Masamune like style that dates back to his learning under Myoju.
Taken as a whole they look like the ongoing experimentation and enjoyment in expanding and practicing a broad repertoire of style.
Throughout this though Tadayoshi continued to return to the core form of Hizen-to, the elegant Rai based suguba on konuka hada
that made the school famous. ~~~~~When the Shodai died on the 15 Aug. 1632 his swords epitomized the classic Tadayoshi traits
of koroai sori (â€œjust right", that is graceful torii-zori), even width, chu-sugu hamon (medium straight temper) with brilliant nie (found
on Goji-mei), ko-maru boshi (small turnback in the tip temper), and an unobtrusive yakidashi (taper in the temper line at the
hamachi)....(Roger Robertshaw The School of Hizen Tadayoshi). ~~~~~Tadayoshi is considered one of the true luminary smiths of
the Shinto period and one of its representative smiths. His work is held in great esteem and has been from the day of its
manufacture, and even from the days of his study under Myoju who seems to have been the first to fully appreciate his talent. Sword
testers who experimented with his swords throughout the Edo period would grant him the reputation of Sai-jo O-wazamono indicating
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a grand-master level of sharpness. Only thirteen smiths over the history of swords achieved this rating. Fujishiro also rates him at
Sai-jo saku for grand-master level of skill. This puts him in a very elite club, the fellow members being Kotetsu, Kanemoto, Nosada,
Kunekane, and his grandson Mutsu no Kami Tadayoshi, as the only smiths to carry both top ratings. ~~~ Total Length in Scabbard 32" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 22"
2: Very Fine Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword by MUNEYOSHI

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Very Fine Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword by TADAYOSHI ~ Early Shinto period. In its beautiful gold inlaid Fuchi-Kashira with
large gilt copper manukies of intricate subject, including a Battle Bow. Early iron tsuba with fine pierced and gold inlaid decorations.
Fine lacquer work to scabbard depicting three Dragons in clouds. Beautiful blade with a broad active Hamon tamper-line. Tang is
signed "MuneYoshi". Circa Early 17th century.MuneYoshi was a sword-smith who worked around the KeichÃƒÆ’Ã‚Â´ era
(1596-1615) at the end of the kotÃƒÆ’Ã‚Â´ era of sword making. He worked in the Wakasa Province which combined with the
Echizen Province to form the modern day Fukui Province in Northern Japan. Muneyoshi is a swordsmith who also worked in Mino,
Echizen, Ecchu, Izumo and Iwami provinces. Total Length in Scabbard - 29 1/2" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to
the tip) - 20 1/4"

3: Nice Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword ~ Bizen, SUKESADA

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Nice Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword ~ Bizen, SUKESADA ~ Koto era. A very elegant example in its chiseled iron furniture,
iron Tsuba of a Kano Natsuo style, Mino school menukies. Mounted with a beautiful and deadly early fullered blade, showing light
but interesting Hamon tamper-line, tang bearing a partially worn smith signature, most likely Sukesada, who cut very shallow
signatures during late koto times. Bizen province, Circa late Koto era (16th century). Total Length in Scabbard - 29" Blade Length
(along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 21 1/4"

4: Rare Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword with Silver &

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Rare Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword with Silver & Gold inlaid mounts. Beautiful and rare example, in its very ornate silver
and gold inlaid iron mounts depicting Dragons in clouds. Mounted with a strong early blade showing decent Hamon tamper-line, tang
unsigned with several small undistinguished marks, most likely late koto to early Shinto era. Total Length in Scabbard - 22 1/4" Blade
Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 13 1/2"RELISTED FROM WINTER AUCTION DUE TO NON-PAYMENT.

5: Fine Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword ~ KURODA MORIMASA

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Fine Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword ~ KURODA MORIMASA ~ Wild Tamper Line. Beautiful example in its chiseled iron
furniture with gold inlaid decorations, Tsuba having a lengthy signature for Katainaka (backwoods) Yukiharu, 1850
ÃƒÂ¢Ã¢â€šÂ¬Ã¢&euro;Å“ 1875. Ref. Haynes H 12369.0. Worked in the style of Jakushi. Housed in a very fine lacquered scabbard.
Wearing an exquisite blade showing exceptional and rare Hamon of absolutely wild pattern. Tang bearing a large lengthy signature
of the smith Higo ?? Kuroda Morimasa, Chikuzen province, He worked around Kyoho jidai, circa 1716 -1736. Ref. Hawley
MO149.Total Length in Scabbard - 30 5/8" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 21"

6: Nice Japanese Samurai KOTO era Wakizashi Sword ~ Signed

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Nice Japanese Samurai KOTO era Wakizashi Sword ~ Signed KANEMASA ~ Ca. 1444 - 1504. A very nice early example in its iron
furniture with light gold inlaid decorations, fine lacquer work to the scabbard. Mounted with a very early blade showing nice active
Hamon tamper-line, silver habaki mount at ricasso. Tang is signed KaneMasa. Circa 1444 to 1504, Mino province.Total Length in
Scabbard - 29 1/2" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 18"

7: Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword ~ Shin-Shinto ~

USD 800 - 1,200

Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword ~ Shin-Shinto ~ Unsigned. Blade showing almost straight Hamon tamper-line well visible all
along the edge and around the tip. Sea-bottom motives with Carp, Stingray and Crabs to the large brass Tsuba.Total Length in
Scabbard - 27 1/2" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 19"
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8: Early Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword ~ Koto or Early

USD 600 - 900

Early Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword ~ Koto or Early Shinto ~ Unsigned. In its early iron mounts having large Thistle flower
to the cut-through iron tsuba abd iron Duck menukies, the Koshira pommel appears to be of horn. Tang showing considerable
age.Total Length in Scabbard - 26 5/8" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 17"

9: Unusual Japanese Samurai TANTO Dagger ~ Shinto era ~

USD 800 - 1,200

Unusual Japanese Samurai TANTO Dagger ~ Shinto era ~ Harimono Inscription. In its very nice lacquered wood mounts, wearing a
powerful thrusting blade of rare spear-point form, one side bearing two large carved in steel characters of Harimono type work.Total
Length in Scabbard - 11 1/4" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 6 3/4"

10: Museum Quality Japanese Samurai KAZARIDACHI Court Sword

USD 8,000 - 12,000

Outstanding Japanese Samurai KAZARIDACHI Court Sword ~ Jade & Enameled Decorations. Scabbard of Nashiji (Pear-skin)
Lacquer with Abalone shell inlays (pairs of mystical Ho-o birds). The gold gilt copper fittings of very fine quality chiseled filigree work
inlaid with green Jade stone enamels. The decoration also incorporates a design of Paulownia leafs and vines - the plant associated
with the ruling Tokugawa shoguns of the Edo period (1600-1868). From the Heian period (794-1185) the Kazaridachi was most
common form of mounting for court swords and this style remained in use until the nineteenth century. Intended purely for
ceremonial occasions and generally worn by courtiers rather than warriors, the Kazaridachi rarely held a well forged steel blade,
although with exceptions such as on this Stunning example, the blade on this sword, though slender in width, is of very good quality
and is quite quick and very deadly in use. The blade with minimal curvature if any, and is likely to date from the early Shinto period.
Original hangers are disattached but miraculously survived with the sword. During the Edo period, such mountings were sometimes
worn not only by imperial courtiers but also by the shogun and other members of the military aristocracy. The use of the triple
hollyhock crest reinforces the suggestion that this Kazaridachi was worn by a member of the military aristocracy rather than by
imperial aristocracy. The decoration of Ho-o birds coupled with the Paulownia leaf symbolizes the benevolence of the ruling
Tokugawa shoguns. Almost identical and similar examples can be found in Museums in Japan, Europe and US.Total Length in
Scabbard - 38 1/2" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 21 1/2"

11: Very Good Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword ~ Blade +

USD 1,200 - 1,800

Very Good Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword ~ Blade + Kozuka Signed ~ MUNEMITSU. Lovely example in its fine quality
bronze furniture with gold and silver inlaid relief images of warriors in combat. Large iron Tsuba of scarce octagonal form, decorated
with fine webbing patterns. Bronze handled Kozuka with a large gold gilt dragon, bearing a lengthy signature to the blade. Very nice
blade showing active Hamon tamper-line, interestingly slightly bumpier to one side and more straight on the other, the tamper-line is
well visible along the entire edge and curving around the tip. Ricasso with the copper double-habaki. Tang is signed by the
blacksmith Munemitsu. Koto period, circa 1470s.MUNEMITSU (ÃƒÂ¥Ã‚Â®Ã¢&euro;&rdquo;ÃƒÂ¥Ã¢&euro;Â¦Ã¢&euro;Â°), 5th gen.,
Bunmei
(ÃƒÂ¦Ã¢&euro;â€œÃ¢&euro;Â¡ÃƒÂ¦Ã‹Å“Ã…&frac12;,
1469-1487),
Bizen
ÃƒÂ¢Ã¢â€šÂ¬Ã¢&euro;Å“
ÃƒÂ¢Ã¢â€šÂ¬Ã…â€œBizen
no
Kuni-jÃƒâ€¦Ã‚Â«
Osafune
SakyÃƒâ€¦Ã‚Â
no
Shin
MunemitsuÃƒÂ¢Ã¢â€šÂ¬Ã‚Â
(ÃƒÂ¥Ã¢&euro;Å¡Ã¢â€žÂ¢ÃƒÂ¥Ã¢&euro;Â°Ã‚ÂÃƒÂ¥Ã¢&euro;ÂºÃ‚&frac12;ÃƒÂ¤Ã‚&frac12;Ã‚ÂÃƒÂ©&bull;Ã‚Â·ÃƒÂ¨Ã‹â€ Ã‚Â¹ÃƒÂ¥Ã
‚Â·Ã‚Â¦ÃƒÂ¤Ã‚ÂºÃ‚Â¬ÃƒÂ©Ã¢â€šÂ¬Ã‚Â²ÃƒÂ¥Ã‚Â®Ã¢&euro;&rdquo;ÃƒÂ¥Ã¢&euro;Â¦Ã¢&euro;Â°), ÃƒÂ¢Ã¢â€šÂ¬Ã…â€œBizen no
Kuni
Yukie-gun-jÃƒâ€¦Ã‚Â«
Osafune
SakyÃƒâ€¦Ã‚Â
no
Shin
MunemitsuÃƒÂ¢Ã¢â€šÂ¬Ã‚Â
(ÃƒÂ¥Ã¢&euro;Å¡Ã¢â€žÂ¢ÃƒÂ¥Ã¢&euro;Â°Ã‚ÂÃƒÂ¥Ã¢&euro;ÂºÃ‚&frac12;ÃƒÂ©Ã‚ÂÃ‚Â-ÃƒÂ¨Ã‚Â²Ã‚
ÃƒÂ©Ã†â€™Ã‚Â¡ÃƒÂ¤Ã‚&frac12;Ã‚ÂÃƒÂ©&bull;Ã‚Â·ÃƒÂ¨Ã‹â€ Ã‚Â¹ÃƒÂ¥Ã‚Â·Ã‚Â¦ÃƒÂ¤Ã‚ÂºÃ‚Â¬ÃƒÂ©Ã¢â€šÂ¬Ã‚Â²ÃƒÂ¥Ã‚Â®Ã¢&e
uro;&rdquo;ÃƒÂ¥Ã¢&euro;Â¦Ã¢&euro;Â°), ÃƒÂ¢Ã¢â€šÂ¬Ã…â€œBizen no Kuni Osafune Katsumitsu Munemitsu BitchÃƒâ€¦Ã‚Â«
Kusakabe
ni
oite
sakuÃƒÂ¢Ã¢â€šÂ¬Ã‚Â
(ÃƒÂ¥Ã¢&euro;Å¡Ã¢â€žÂ¢ÃƒÂ¥Ã¢&euro;Â°Ã‚ÂÃƒÂ¥Ã¢&euro;ÂºÃ‚&frac12;ÃƒÂ©&bull;Ã‚Â·ÃƒÂ¨Ã‹â€ Ã‚Â¹ÃƒÂ¥Ã¢&euro;Â¹Ã‚ÂÃƒÂ¥
Ã¢&euro;Â¦Ã¢&euro;Â°ÃƒÂ¥Ã‚Â®Ã¢&euro;&rdquo;ÃƒÂ¥Ã¢&euro;Â¦Ã¢&euro;Â°ÃƒÂ¥Ã¢&euro;Å¡Ã¢â€žÂ¢ÃƒÂ¤Ã‚Â¸Ã‚Â-ÃƒÂ¦Ã¢&eu
ro;â€œÃ‚&frac14;ÃƒÂ¨Ã‚ÂÃ¢&euro;Â°ÃƒÂ¥Ã‚&pound;Ã‚ÂÃƒÂ¤Ã‚&frac12;Ã…â€œ, ÃƒÂ¢Ã¢â€šÂ¬Ã…â€œmade by Bizen Osafune
Katsumitsu and Munemitsu in BitchÃƒâ€¦Ã‚Â« ÃƒÅ’Ã‚Âs KusakabeÃƒÂ¢Ã¢â€šÂ¬Ã‚Â), second son of RokurÃƒâ€¦Ã‚Âzaemon
Sukemitsu
(ÃƒÂ¥Ã¢&euro;Â¦Ã‚Â-ÃƒÂ©Ã†â€™Ã…&frac12;ÃƒÂ¥Ã‚Â·Ã‚Â¦ÃƒÂ¨Ã‚Â¡Ã¢&euro;ÂºÃƒÂ©Ã¢&euro;â€œÃ¢â€šÂ¬ÃƒÂ§Ã‚Â¥Ã‚ÂÃƒÂ¥Ã
¢&euro;Â¦Ã¢&euro;Â°), SakyÃƒâ€¦Ã‚Â no Shin (ÃƒÂ¥Ã‚Â·Ã‚Â¦ÃƒÂ¤Ã‚ÂºÃ‚Â¬ÃƒÂ©Ã¢â€šÂ¬Ã‚Â²), younger brother of UkyÃƒâ€¦Ã‚Â
no Suke Katsumitsu (ÃƒÂ¥Ã‚ÂÃ‚Â³ÃƒÂ¤Ã‚ÂºÃ‚Â¬ÃƒÂ¤Ã‚ÂºÃ‚Â®ÃƒÂ¥Ã¢&euro;Â¹Ã‚ÂÃƒÂ¥Ã¢&euro;Â¦Ã¢&euro;Â°), he was born in
the ninth year of EikyÃƒâ€¦Ã‚Â (ÃƒÂ¦Ã‚Â°Ã‚Â¸ÃƒÂ¤Ã‚ÂºÃ‚Â«, 1437), there exist joint works with UkyÃƒâ€¦Ã‚Â no Suke Katsumitsu
and after the death of Katsumitsu also with his son JirÃƒâ€¦Ã‚Âzaemon Katsumitsu, we know date signature from the first year of
Bunmei (1469) to the third year of KyÃƒâ€¦Ã‚Âroku (ÃƒÂ¤Ã‚ÂºÃ‚Â«ÃƒÂ§Ã‚Â¦Ã¢&euro;Å¾, 1530) which shows us that he must have
lived
at
least
to
the
age
of
92,
he
supported
the
Sengoku-daimyÃƒâ€¦Ã‚Â
Akamatsu
Masanori
(ÃƒÂ¨Ã‚ÂµÃ‚Â¤ÃƒÂ¦Ã‚ÂÃ‚&frac34;ÃƒÂ¦Ã¢&euro;ÂÃ‚Â¿ÃƒÂ¥Ã¢&euro;Â°Ã¢&euro;Â¡, 1455-1496) ÃƒÂ¢Ã¢â€šÂ¬Ã¢&euro;Å“ who
gained temporarily control over the provinces Harima, Bizen and Mimasaka ÃƒÂ¢Ã¢â€šÂ¬Ã¢&euro;Å“ in forging swords and
accompanied him to Harima province, there also exist works which were made in KyÃƒâ€¦Ã‚Âto and in a field camp in
Ãƒâ€¦Ã…â€™mi province, mostly katateuchi with much niku, less tapering, and a short nakago are extant, tantÃƒâ€¦Ã‚Â are also
rather compact, have uchizori and a thick kasane, the jigane is a dense ko-mokume with ji-nie or a somewhat standing-out itame, the
hamon is a gunome-chÃƒâ€¦Ã‚Âji or suguha in nioi-deki mixed with ashi and yÃƒâ€¦Ã‚Â and ko-nie, the jiba of the 5th gen. is more
nie-laden than that of his predecessors and does not show utsuri, he was also renowned as excellent horimono carver,
ryÃƒâ€¦Ã‚Â-wazamono, jÃƒâ€¦Ã‚ÂjÃƒâ€¦Ã‚Â-saku.Total Length in Scabbard - 27 1/2" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki
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notch to the tip) - 19 1/2"
12: Rare Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword in Tachi Mounts ~

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Rare Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword in Tachi Mounts ~ Koto Blade, Circa 1400s-1500s. Beautiful weapon in its gold inlaid
iron mounts of Tachi style, matching copper of bronze menukies and kozuka featuring Dragon over Scepter motives highlighted in
gold. Early blade dating from the Koto period, most likely around 15th to early 16th century, tang showing extensive age, unsigned
but retains partially worn marking on one side.Total Length in Scabbard - 29" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to
the tip) - 19 1/8"

13: Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword ~ Koto or Shinto era.

USD 600 - 900

Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword ~ Koto or Shinto era. Large iron tsuba with chiseled decorations and traces of gold inlays,
one-character signature near the tsuka. Fuchi-Kashira of copper with engraved bamboo shoots. The mekugi appears to be of steel
and is likely a later replacement, unable to take it out thus unknown if the blade is signed.Total Length in Scabbard - 28 1/2" Blade
Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 15 3/4"

14: Rare Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword ~ Double-Signed

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Rare Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword ~ Double-Signed Koto Blade ~ BISHU OSAFUNE CHIKA. Lovely example of Samurai
weaponry, with copper mounts having interesting Family Mons to the fuchi, two out of three in solid gold. Good shibuichi kurikata
with silver inlay and keibori. Large floral Menukies in the style of Ezo or Umetada. Early iron tsuba with very delicate gold inlaid
decorations. Iron kozuka handle with faint signature and gold inlaid disks, blade lacking, appears to be original to the sword. Great
blade with very wide and very active Hamon, mounted with a gold gilt silver double-habaki. Mumei, tang signed both sides, Dated
Eikyo hachi nen ni gatsu {cut} (February 1437). Bishu Osafune Chika {cut} Osafune city in Bishu province, Chika [second character
lost]. A special sword indeed, the family Mons surely deserve further research, may turn out to be important or with Imperial family
connection.Total Length in Scabbard - 26 3/8" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 17 5/8"

15: Exquisite Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword ~ Signed

USD 3,500 - 4,500

Exquisite Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword ~ Signed SUKEMUNE ~ Shinto Blade. Fabulous example of the Samurai weapons
Art, featuring finest quality iron mounts with extensive chiseled and gold inlaid decorations. Leather tsukamaki, Waki Goto menuki.
Nara school Fuchi-kashira of chidori. Solid silver habaki, mokutsuba of wave with a Chinese border in gold nunome. (Chidori are
frequently pictured with waves).Mounted with a beautiful Shinto period blade signed two characters Sukemune, showing exceptional
active Hamon tamper-line in high contrast along entire edge and around the tip. Very fine piece of weapon overall, with its deadly
early blade and State of the Art mounts.Total Length in Scabbard - 27 1/8" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the
tip) -18 1/8 "

16: Massive Japanese Samurai Ko-WAKIZASHI Sword (TANTO

USD 800 - 1,200

Massive Japanese Samurai Ko-WAKIZASHI Sword (TANTO Dagger) ~ Arrow-Tips Mounts. A powerful example with a beefy broad
blade of scarce configuration, tang overpolished but the blade is definitely quite old and most battle-efficient, surely well used in its
times. Interesting and unusual iron mounts with chiseled arrow head motives, matching brass arrow-head menukies with gold gilt
finish. Impressive large Tanto or short Wakizashi (ko-wakizashi) of superb fighting qualities, a deadly weapon indeed, used by
Samurai warriors.Total Length in Scabbard - 20 1/4" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 12 1/8"

17: Nicely Mounted Japanese Samurai TANTO Dagger ~ Signed

USD 600 - 900

Nicely Mounted Japanese Samurai TANTO Dagger ~ Signed YOSHISUKE ~ Koto era. The tanto is signed nijimei, Yoshisuke. Also
known Gisuke, a Shimda smith. Circa Koji (1555 ÃƒÂ¢Ã¢â€šÂ¬Ã¢&euro;Å“ 1558). Ref. Nihon Toko Jiten ÃƒÂ¢Ã¢â€šÂ¬Ã¢&euro;Å“
Koto Hen, page 179. Very nice gold inlaid copper furniture, great Kozuka handle with wonderful Oni image holding a mask and
armed with a Katana sword, eligible signature on its blade. Nice looking piece overall with a well used 16th century blade.Total
Length in Scabbard - 13 3/8" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 6 1/2".RELISTED FROM WINTER SALE
DUE TO NON-PAYMENT.
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18: Very Nice Edo period Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword ~

USD 800 - 1,200

Very Nice Edo period Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword ~ Older Blade ~ Signed mounts. The Nara kozuka is signed Yasuchika,
with a carving of the Chika Kanji. The tangobara nakago would point toward the Shimada school. The iron tsuba is signed Kunihiro.
Total Length in Scabbard - 23 3/4" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 13 3/4".RELISTED FROM WINTER
SALE DUE TO NON-PAYMENT.

19: Early Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword ~ Long Signature

USD 800 - 1,200

Early Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword ~ Long Signature ~ No KAMI YOSHIKANE. In its very early iron mounts, wearing a
large and heavy blade featuring a lengthy smith signature on its tang, ...no Kami Yoshikane, Circa Koto or early Shinto era.Total
Length in Scabbard - 24 5/8" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 16 1/2"

20: Massive 19th C. Japanese TACHI Court Sword ~ with 29

USD 4,000 - 6,000

LIVEAUCTIONEERS BIDDERS, PLEASE VIEW ALL 37 DETAILED PHOTOS IN HIGHER RESOLUTION ON OUR WEBSITE
sofedesignauctions.com OR invaluable.com AS LIVEAUCTIONEERS ONLY ALLOWS 20 PHOTOS. THANK YOU ~ ! ~~~~~
Massive 19th C. Japanese TACHI Court Sword ~ with 29 1/2" KOTO era Blade. An impressive large example in its brass furniture
ensemble profusely engraved with Clouds motif. With its seldom encountered blued steel scabbard (in oppose to most seen
lacquered wood examples) having unusual cut through diamond Mon symbols each underlaid with gilt brass insertions and having
engraved leafed ornaments around. Huge tsuka with round brass Mon mekugi caps and large sting-ray skin windows. Mounted with
a powerful large Koto or early Shinto era blade, showing deep curvature to its length and exhibiting never cleaned finish with clearly
visible active Hamon tamper line of exceptional width. Lower blade having a gilt brass Habaki with engraved Mons matching to the
ones on the Tsuka. Massive two-hole Tang unsigned and showing extensive age of this impressive large blade. A rare and very
impressive Tachi example overall, due to its exceptional size, very large blade and Massive heavy built.

21: Very Cool 18th-19th C. Japanese Doctors Wakizashi Sword

USD 800 - 1,200

Very Cool 18th-19th C. Japanese Doctors Wakizashi Sword Imitation. A nicely executed example of the so called Doctors sword,
since the doctors were not allowed to carry a weapon they wore such sword imitations to keep up with fashion. The sword is all
wood, does not open and as far as its weapon-characteristics it can be used as a wooden stick to hit someone, and even for that its
kind of on a lighter side. Nevertheless this is a very ornate and intricate piece dating back to the 18th or 19th century, with brass or
copper furniture, including an imitation of an ornate kozuka knife. Lovely example indeed, made with much love and attention to
detail. Overall Length 24 1/2"

22: Japanese Samurai TANTO Dagger ~ MeiJi era.

USD 400 - 600

Japanese Samurai TANTO Dagger ~ MeiJi era. With wooden tsuka having copper butterfly menukies and chiseled iron fuchi-kashire
with insects. Wide blade, unpolished. Scabbard is slightly long for the blade but has a very nice lacquer job. Unable to get the
mekugi out so unknown if lade is signed.Total Length in Scabbard - 20" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) 8 5/8"

23: Exquisite Japanese Samurai Ko-WAKIZASHI Sword (TANTO

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Exquisite Japanese Samurai Ko-WAKIZASHI Sword (TANTO Dagger) ~ Superb Koto or Shinto Blade. A gorgeous example of the
Samurai weaponry, with chiseled copper mounts richly decorated with gold and silver depicting leafed trees on the fuchi-koshira and
mythological creature menukies, gilt copper kozuka handle depicting a flying crane over the tree, the kozuka blade bearing a very
unusual signature. Mounted with an elegant and very deadly blade of great quality, showing active Hamon tamper-line along the
entire edge, Circa Koto or Shinto era. A truly fine and exceptionally pleasant weapon.Total Length in Scabbard - 20" Blade Length
(along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 12 3/4"
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24: Nice Japanese Samurai TANTO Dagger ~ Signed KUNIHIRO ~

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Nice Japanese Samurai TANTO Dagger ~ Signed KUNIHIRO ~ Wild Tamper Line. Lovely tanto with copper mounts having fine
Nagoyamono foo-dogs fuchi and Very good Shakudo feather menukies with silver and gold inlays. Mounted with a beautiful broad
Hirzukure blade which exhibits awesome rare Hamon tamper-line, tang signed two characters, Kunihiro, circa Shin-Shinto era. Very
nice example overall, blade is just Super.Total Length in Scabbard - 16" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip)
- 9 3/4"

25: Fine Quality Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword ~ Rare

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Fine Quality Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword ~ Rare Blade ~ Nice Tamper-line. Beautiful example with gold inlaid copper
mounts and gilt copper dragon menukies, mounted with a very early pierced iron Tsuba showing scarce gold decorations. Beautiful
broad blade with prolonged tip and very unusual heart hole on the tang, appears to be quite early, probably an early Shinto era
example but might be Koto as well, nice tamper line along the edge. In its finely lacquered scabbard housing an exquisite
copper-handled kozuka depicting a richly gold inlaid ancient warrior armed with a sword and helmet. Total Length in Scabbard - 22
7/8" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 16 3/8"

26: Beautiful Japanese Samurai Large TANTO Dagger ~ Koto

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Beautiful Japanese Samurai Large TANTO Dagger ~ Koto Blade ~ Nice Tamper-line. Lovely example of a large Samurai fighting
Tanto dagger (or short Wakizashi, so called Ko-Wakizashi sword), in very attractive furniture featuring a copper handle kozuka with a
signed blade and carved copper fuchi-koshira with gold inlaid foo-dogs, further having a black wood tsuka adorned with large round
copper menukies, tsuba is most likely of blued copper or blued iron, very smooth and pleasant to touch. Mounted with an early broad
blade exhibiting wonderful tamper line and grained pattern of the steel, definitely a Koto period blade, unsigned and mounted with a
large gold gilt habaki. A beautiful example overall in it flashy red lacquered Saya.Total Length in Scabbard - 20 5/8" Blade Length
(along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 12 "

27: Attractive Japanese Samurai Short TANTO Dagger ~ Wide

USD 700 - 900

Attractive Japanese Samurai Short TANTO Dagger ~ Wide Blade ~ Active Tamper-line. A very pretty short Tanto with silver and gold
inlaid copper mounts having fishing motives, one silver menukie lacking. Mounted with a short but very broad blade which exhibits a
wide and active Hamon tamper-line. Unable to dismount the handle thus unknown if the blade is signed, most likely MeiJi period
(1800s.)Total Length in Scabbard - 14" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 7 1/4"

28: Very Good Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword ~ Fine

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Very Good Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword ~ Fine Scabbard & Mounts ~ TOKUGAWA ~ Edo period. A very attractive
example featuring a massive iron tsuba of rare form, having light gold inlays and applied Solid Gold family Mons of Paulownia leaves
- the plant associated with the ruling Tokugawa shoguns of the Edo period (1600-1868), further mounted with copper fuchi-koshira
having chiseled sea-shells and a lovely pair of Ho-o birds iron menukies with gold and silver highlights. Mounted with strong but
elegant blade showing narrow Hamon tamper-line and substantial age to the tang, most likely dating back from the Shinto era (17th
to 18th century) Scabbard featuring a high quality lacquer work with wonderful snowflake-like symbols.Total Length in Scabbard - 23
7/8" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 16 1/4"

29: Exquisite Japanese Samurai AIKUCHI Dagger ~ Signed

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Exquisite Japanese Samurai AIKUCHI Dagger ~ Signed SUYEKUNI ~ Koto era. A well mounted Aikuchi with a triple Tome Mon
surrounded by eight others in gold Takamake. Ribbed Tsuka with black lacquer band and green and lavender sparkles in the center,
mounted without Menuki. The Saya too is ribbed at the top, and finished in black lacquer with the green and lavender sparkles. The
kashira, koiguchi, kojiri, and uragawara are gold lacquer. The Kozuka is a 19th century copper with a Kabutogane end and a dragon.
Two piece gold gilt habaki. Ubu, machi okure tanto, signed nijimei Suyekuni. One double, and one single mekugi ana. Circa Koto era
(15th-16th century). A truly fabulous example overall, with fantastic lacquer job and a very early blade.Total Length in Scabbard - 18"
Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 10 3/4"
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30: Spectacular Japanese Samurai NO-DACHI Sword by

USD 15,000 - 25,000

LIVEAUCTIONEERS BIDDERS, PLEASE VIEW ALL 87 DETAILED PHOTOS IN HIGHER RESOLUTION ON OUR WEBSITE
sofedesignauctions.com OR invaluable.com AS LIVEAUCTIONEERS ONLY ALLOWS 20 PHOTOS. THANK YOU ~ ! ~~~~~
Spectacular Japanese Samurai NO-DACHI Sword by KANEMITSU SAKU ~ 35 1/2" Nagasa. A very rare Samurai sword, an
Ubu-Nakago, slightly machiokure shin-shinto era No-Dachi, signed Kanemitsu Saku. Originally mounted with two Mekugi. Red
copper fuchi-kashira decorated with keibori flowers, signed YOSHINAGATO. Massive red copper tsuba with fan in sukashi and
keibori. Red lacquered saya with some losses. Extremely long tsuka with gilt copper dragon menuki. Blade in good polish exhibiting
excellent active Hamon tamper line and blood-grove to either side. ~~~ State of the Art blade indeed on this exceptionally rare and
impressive Samurai weapon, as No-dachi swords are very difficult to produce because their length makes traditional heat treatment
more complicated: The longer a blade is, the more difficult (and expensive) it is to heat the whole blade to a homogeneous
temperature, both for annealing and to reach the hardening temperature. The quenching process then needs a bigger quenching
medium because uneven quenching might lead to warping the blade. ~~~~~ The method of polishing is also different. Because of
their size, No-dachi are usually hung from the ceiling or placed in a stationary position to be polished, unlike normal swords which
are moved over polishing stones. ~~~~~ In the past, acquiring a fully sharpened No-dachi was difficult, as they required special
custom orders. ~~~~~ As battlefield weapons, No-dachi were too long for samurai to carry on their waists like normal swords. There
were two main methods in which they could be carried. One was to carry it on one's back; however, this was seen as impractical as it
was impossible for the wielder to draw it quickly. The other method was simply to carry the sheathed No-dachi by hand. The trend
during the Muromachi era was for the samurai carrying the No-dachi to have a follower to help draw it. ~~~~~An exception does
exist, though. The Koden Enshin-ryu taught by Fumon Tanaka use a special drawing technique for "short" no-dachi allowing it to be
carried on the waist. The technique is to pull out the sheath rather than drawing the blade. While this move is also used in other
schools, for example, Yagyu Shinkage-ryu, Shin muso Hayashizaki-ryu and Iaido, only Enshin-ryu seems to have used it to improve
the drawing speed of a No-dachi, the other schools having used it with classical Katana. The Kage-ryu style is also used to draw
from the belt, using blades of approximately 2.8 shaku. ~~~~~No-dachi swordplay styles differed from that of other Japanese
swords, focusing on downward cuts. ~~~~~One possible use of No-dachi is as large anti-cavalry weapons, to strike down the horse
as it approaches. Alternatively, it could be used as a cavalry-on-cavalry weapon comparable to the Chinese Zhanmadao, with the
long reach, increased weight and slashing area of the blade offering some advantages over spears, lances and smaller swords. ~~~

31: Nice Japanese Samurai TANTO Dagger ~ Double Hamon ~

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Nice Japanese Samurai TANTO Dagger ~ Double Hamon ~ Early Blade. A restrained but still pretty example with its matching iron
fuchi-koshira and scabbard mounts having silver overlaid dotted decorations reminding of the stars in the sky, small copper tsuba
and fine matching habaki. Mounted with a broad early blade showing interesting double-hamon with a wavy tamper-line inside of the
straight one. Tang over-polished but the blade is most surely dates back from the Koto or early Shinto era. Accompanied by a
wonderful kozuka with gold inlaid handle with a very cool subject.Total Length in Scabbard - 16 3/8" Blade Length (along the spine,
from Habaki notch to the tip) - 10 "

32: Lovely Japanese Samurai AIKUCHI Dagger ~ Early Signed

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Lovely Japanese Samurai AIKUCHI Dagger ~ Early Signed Blade with HORIMONO. In its black lacquered mounts and sting ray grip
adorned with gold over copper blossom menuki. Mounted with a lovely elegant but very deadly blade showing slender almost straight
Hamon tamper-line and delicate Horimono carving to one side. Tang is signed by the smith, early blade, circa Koto to early Shinto
era.Total Length in Scabbard - 14 5/8" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 9 1/4"

33: Rare Japanese Samurai TANTO Dagger ~ Massive Signed

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Rare Japanese Samurai TANTO Dagger ~ Massive Signed Koto era Blade. An exceptionally powerful example mounted with beefy
broad and very thick Koto era blade, having one large fuller to one side and two narrow ones to the other, tang bearing a smith
signature, probably cleaned in the past but still showing the significant age of this almost armor-piercing blade. Red lacquered
scabbard appears to be of the right size and thickness however something abstracting the blade to dive all the way in. In its
wonderful iron mounts with extensive gold inlaid decorations. Very fine massive habaki with blued sides and gold gilt top and bottom,
a special dagger indeed, built for most efficient combat action but with high regard to quality of the mounts.Total Length in Scabbard
- 17 3/4" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 10 1/4"
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34: Nice Japanese KWAIKEN ~ Geisha's Dagger ~ Strong Koto

USD 600 - 900

Nice Japanese KWAIKEN ~ Geisha's Dagger ~ Strong Koto Blade ~ Signed. In its red and burgundy lacquered mounts, mounted
with a very early blade of very significant thickness and thus stabbing capability, definitely made for a serious woman to protect
herself. Light tamper line along the edge, tang bearing a smith name and showing extensive age of the weapon, circa 14th-16th
century.Total Length in Scabbard - 12" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 6 3/4"

35: Elegant Japanese KWAIKEN ~ Lady's Dagger ~ Signed Koto

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Elegant Japanese KWAIKEN ~ Lady's Dagger ~ Signed Koto Blade with Horimono. Another wonderful example of the Ladys Aikuchi
dagger, mounted with a lovely quality thick early blade of a distinctive form, both sides of the blade with carved Horimono decoration
and Japanese characters, showing narrow but active Hamon tamper-line along the edge on both sides and around the tip. Tang with
a smith signature and evidence of extensive age, circa Koto era (14th-16th century). In its lacquered wood shira-saya with solid silver
mounts, menukies engraved with Fans. Total Length in Scabbard - 10" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) 5 1/2"

36: Wonderful Japanese Samurai TANTO Dagger in Very

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Wonderful Japanese Samurai TANTO Dagger in Very Attractive Mounts. Strong thick blade with very nice active Hamon line well
visible along the entire edged and around the tip to the spine. Unsigned, most likely Shinto or shin-shinto era. Mixed materials
mounts including brass, copper, iron and a white metal tsuba, lovely lacquer work to the grip and saya, both topped with domed
finials of marine nature, as well as the kozuka handle. A very pleasant and very efficient weapon, could have been owned by either a
Samurai or a woman, perhaps Geisha, for self protection, back in the 18th-19th century.Total Length in Scabbard - 13 3/4" Blade
Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 7 1/2"

37: Good Showa period Japanese KATANA Sword ~ KANEHIRO SAKU

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Nice Showa period Japanese KATANA Sword ~ KANEHIRO SAKU ~ in Civilian Tachi Mounts. Nice brass furniture with chiseled
foliage and gold inlaid trimming, tip of the scabbard replaced. Early iron tsuba and a very nice pair of large copper beast menukies.
Mounted with a powerful blade showing strong active Hamon to the entire tip and around it to the spine. Long tang bearing a
signature of a famous Showa smith Kanehiro Saku. Total Length in Scabbard - 38 3/8" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki
notch to the tip) - 25 1/4"

38: Very Nice Showa period Japanese KATANA Sword ~ by

USD 1,200 - 1,800

Very Nice Showa period Japanese KATANA Sword ~ by KOJIMA YOSHIMICHI ~ in Civilian Mounts. Beautiful lacquer work to
scabbard with chiseled brass mounts, early iron tsuba and a brass mounted tsuka. Mounted with a great quality blade showing
excellent active hamon tamper-line, tang bearing a smith signature for Kojima Yoshimichi and a showa stamp. A very good civilian
Katana example overall.Total Length in Scabbard - 37 5/8" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 25 1/8"

39: Rare 19th C. Korean Sword of Japanese Samurai Katana

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Rare 19th C. Korean Sword with Japanese Samurai Katana Style Blade. In its carved wood furniture with a pair of fine large
menukies to the grip and gilt copper fuchi-koshira and an early iron tsuba with gold and copper inlaid decorations. Dafinitely a
battled-with sword, possibly carried through WW II era.Total Length in Scabbard - 33 3/4" Blade Length (along the spine, from
Habaki notch to the tip) - 20 7/8"
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40: Magnificent MASSIVE Japanese Exhibition Level Sword ~

USD 25,000 - 35,000

LIVEAUCTIONEERS BIDDERS, PLEASE VIEW ALL 104 DETAILED PHOTOS IN HIGHER RESOLUTION ON OUR WEBSITE
sofedesignauctions.com OR invaluable.com AS LIVEAUCTIONEERS ONLY ALLOWS 20 PHOTOS. THANK YOU ~ ! ~~~~~
Magnificent MASSIVE Japanese Exhibition Level Sword ~ HUGE Blade by FIJIWARA FUYUHIRO. Sword worthy of the Royalty, of
massive proportions and exhibition level quality, featuring iron fuchi-kashira with gold dragons in Takazogan. Long gold
double-dragon menukies. Shichu tsuba with dragon in Katakiribori and Keibori. Shichu kozuka with silver leaf and vines. Red copper
Kogai split chopsticks, with Mon. Iron Kurikata with silver vines in Takazogan. Red and black stippled saya with panels of red
dragons and silver clouds, representing Day and Night. Massive Hirzukure blade with a red lacquered Bohi ending in Kakedome,
Superb Hamon tamper line. Tang signed Unshu Junin Fujiwara Fuyuhiro, likely the fifth generation from the Izumo line of Fuyuhiro,
working around Tempo Jidai (1830-1844). ~~~~~This is an Over the Top sword, likely for a dandy or gambler, possibly for
presentation to an important figure of significant status and rank.

41: Very Interesting MeiJi era TSUKA for a Temple Sword ~

USD 400 - 600

Very Interesting MeiJi era TSUKA for a Temple Sword ~ Fine Lacquer Work. A seldom encountered style, very long wooden tsuka
with carved and lacquered decorations.Overall length 24 1/2"

42: Very Fine 19th C. HIGO KOSHIRAE Mounts for a Japanese

USD 800 - 1,200

Very Fine 19th C. HIGO KOSHIRAE Mounts for a Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword. An exquisite set of Samurai Wakizashi or
a very long Tanto dagger mounts for your important blade. Gold inlaid iron furniture, absolutely stunning exquisite gold inlaid copper
Kurikata mount on the scabbard.Total Length in Scabbard - 22 1/2" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 14
5/8"

43: Early Shinto era Japanese Samurai YARI Spear ~ Signed

USD 600 - 900

Early Shinto era Japanese Samurai YARI Spear ~ Signed ECHIGO no KAMI KANESADA. An ubu sankaku Suyari, signed Echigo no
Kami Kanesada, Settsu province. Two generations, Kambun (1661) First generation Nihon Toko Jiten (Shinto hen page 44 & 45)
and second generation Empo (1673).Total Length - 46 1/4" Blade Length - 8 1/8"

44: Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword, Early Blade ~ Nice

USD 800 - 1,200

Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword, Early Blade ~ Nice Hamon ~ Signed Fuchi NARA SAKU. Tsuba is decorated with some gold
Nunome, Shakudo menuki. Blade is likely Koto to early Shinto era, mumei unsigned and showing extensive age. Total Length in
Scabbard - 24 1/2" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 14 1/8''

45: Exquisite Japanese Samurai AIKUCHI Dagger Mounts ~ Late

USD 600 - 900

Exquisite Japanese Samurai AIKUCHI Dagger Mounts ~ Late Edo. Fabulous set of mounts for your special blade, having fine quality
sting ray grip with gilt copper menuki of Boy riding a Buffalo. Exquisite saya with fabulous lacquer work of chaotic colorful stripes.
Original fine braided cord through Kurikata with gold fittings. Complete with its wooden blade. A proper blade will turn these beautiful
mounts in to a top-notch Samurai dagger. Total Length in Scabbard - 15" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the
tip) - 8 1/4"
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46: Rare MeiJi era Japanese Secret Message Carrier

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Rare MeiJi era Japanese Secret Message Carrier Disguised as Aikuchi Dagger. A unique and very seldom encountered element of
the mid to late 19th century Japanese warfare culture, this small container built to be disguised as a small dagger is designed to
carry important and secret documents or messages. In its brass furniture with a small brass kozuka in place and original braided
strap for carrying around the belt. A lovely quality example of an exceptional rarity for a collector.Overall Length 9 3/8"

47: Early Japanese Samurai TANTO Dagger in Shira-Saya ~

USD 600 - 900

Early Japanese Samurai TANTO Dagger in Shira-Saya ~ Great Hamon Tamper-line. Wooden shira-saya mounts with horn insertions
and fittings. Beautiful blade showing fantastic Hamon tamper, tang showing extensive age, most likely Koto to early Shinto era.Total
Length in Scabbard - 10 1/4" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 5 1/2"

48: Very Old Japanese KWAIKEN Lady's Dagger Blade in Nice

USD 300 - 500

Very Old Japanese KWAIKEN Lady's Dagger Blade in Nice Shira-Saya. Blade is most likely Koto era. Nice shira-saya case with
bone finials. Total Length in Scabbard - 8 5/8" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 4"

49: Fine Japanese Samurai TANTO Dagger ~ Koto Blade ~

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Fine Japanese Samurai TANTO Dagger ~ Koto Blade ~ Signed KUNIHISA ~ Wonderful Mounts. Beautiful example with high quality
gilt copper mounts depicting Samurais in action. Mounted with a thick early blade exhibiting beautiful and unusual Hamon
tamper-line and bearing a Koto era smith signature to its tang, nijimei, Kunihisa. Very nice Satsuma red saya with mother of pearl
chips inlaid. Kogatana signed Noshu Kaneyoshi. Silver foil habaki. A very attractive piece of weapon overall.Total Length in
Scabbard - 16 3/4" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 9"

50: Large Japanese Samurai TANTO Dagger ~ Koto or early

USD 800 - 1,200

Large Japanese Samurai TANTO Dagger ~ Koto or early Shinto Blade ~ Very Fine SAYA. Very nice blued steel tsuba and matching
koshira with gold gilt Paulownia leaves - the plant associated with the ruling Tokugawa shoguns of the Edo period (1600-1868).
Mounted with an early broad blade with silver foil over copper habaki, tang unsigned but showing extensive age, most likely Koto to
early Shinto era. Housed in a gorgeous Saya exhibiting finest quality lacquer work and a very fine Kojiri.Total Length in Scabbard 21 1/4" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 11 3/4"

51: Superb Showa era Japanese KATANA Sword ~ Massive Blade

USD 5,000 - 8,000

Superb Showa era Japanese KATANA Sword ~ Massive Blade by ICHIHARA NAGAMITSU. This beautiful Gendito Katana holds a
Showa era blade made by famed sword maker Ichihara Nagamitsu and bearing his Early two-character signature on the tang. This
beautiful blade is unusually thick and is the thickest Ichihara Nagamitsu blade that has ever been seen in the USA. The blade was
remounted in 1998, as it was acquired without any mountings. Because of the unusually thick blade, the correct military mounts
could not be obtained. The koshari, tsuka and saya are a mixture of matching old and new parts. The large Tsuba, Fuchi, Kashira
and Menuki are antique. The Tsuka, Same, wrap, Saya, Kojiri and Kurigata were newly made in 1998 when the sword was
remounted. The stippled brass Kurigata and Kojiri were made to match the metal & motif of the Fuchi-Kashira and Hitsu-ana. The
beautiful lacquered Saya is a rich hand rubbed coffee colored brown that lightens and darkens based on the lighting conditions. This
is a short, but powerful Katana, with a big massive Tsuka. ~~~~~Nagamitsu is one of the most famous names in the history of
Japanese swords. There have been various sword-smiths named Nagamitsu who worked from the mid 1200's through the 1940's.
The most famous of them worked in Bizen, although sword-smiths by this name are recorded as having worked in Satsuma, Yamato,
Yamashiro and other locations. Ichihara Ichiryushi Nagamitsu worked during the Showa Era in the 1930's and 1940's. ~~~~~ It has
been established that Nagamitsu was a participant in the first Army Shinsakuto Exhibition held in 1944, in which he entered under
the name of Ichihara Nagamitsu. Nagamitsu resided in Okayama and is mentioned in the Tosho Zensho by Shimizu which lists him
as a Rikugun Jumei Tosho (Army approved sword-smith) and as a member of the Rikugun Gunto Gijutsu Tenrankai. He was
awarded the Kaicho-sho prize at a sword competition held by Riku-gun Gunto Sho-rei Kai before the war. ~~~~~ On May 20, 1984, a
Nagamitsu blade was awarded Shinteisho origami by the NTHK. Nagamitsu blades have also received Hozon origami from the
NBTHK in Japan. This attests to the high regard that these blades are currently getting in Japan and the fact that they are judged to
be true Gendaito. ~~~~~ Swordsman Saruta Mitsuhiro, head of the Musashi Dojo Ryuseika of Osaka, used a blade made by
Ishiryushi Nagamitsu to perform kabutowari (helmet cutting). The blade successfully cut several centimeters into the iron plate
helmet without sustaining significant damage, thus demonstrating the excellent quality and resilience of Nagamitsu swords. ~~~~~
Ichihara Ichiryushi Nagamitsu often carved mei using an unusual style of Kanji for the "naga" character. "Naga" is usually written with
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three horizontal strokes to the right of the top vertical stroke. On many Ichihara Nagamitsu blades the "naga" Kanji is written with
only two horizontal strokes. It is my belief that this is a "trademark" of Ichihara Nagamitsu and an important kantei point in
distinquishing his blades from those of other sword-smiths who signed Nagamitsu during this period. However, there are several
Nagamitsu blades known signed with a standard "naga" Kanji which may be a variant and from the same forge as the others, and
perhaps carved by a student or assistant. Much has yet to be learned about the blades of from the forge of Nagamitsu. ~~~~~ Given
the number of variations of signatures (mei) found on Nagamitsu blades, combined with the quantity of blades known, it seems
unlikely that they are all the work of one lone sword-smith. It is likely that Nagamitsu had a number of students and assistants who
also produced blades at his forge and who signed sword blades on his behalf. Therefore each blade must be judged on its own
merits and not simply on its signature. ~~~~~ There is no doubt that this most powerful blade of Outstanding quality was made by
the Master Nagamitsu himself and was most definitely a special order for an important Army figure of significant status and rank, or
possibly even a One-of-a-Kind Exhibition example. ~~~~~Total Length in Scabbard - 38 7/8" Blade Length (along the spine, from
Habaki notch to the tip) - 24 1/4"
52: Early Thick Japanese TANTO Dagger Blade in Shira-Saya

USD 450 - 650

Early Thick Japanese TANTO Dagger Blade in Shira-Saya mounts ~ Nice HAMON. Interesting line markings on the tang, early blade
probably Koto or early Shinto era, very thick and thrust-worthy.Total Length in Scabbard - 12 7/8" Blade Length (along the spine,
from Habaki notch to the tip) - 6 7/8"

53: Early Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword in Unusual

USD 400 - 600

Early Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword in Unusual Shira-Saya case, having kozuka slot and a knob for the string. Tang
showing extensive age of the blade, most likely to date from Koto or early Shinto era, circa 15th to 17th century.Total Length in
Scabbard - 23 1/2" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 14 1/8"

54: Fabulous MeiJi era Japanese TANTO Dagger ~ Fine Carved

USD 800 - 1,200

Fabulous MeiJi era Japanese TANTO Dagger ~ Fine Carved Bone Mounts with deities and large dragon tsuka. A beautiful example
of rare form and higher than average quality. Total Length in Scabbard - 15 1/8" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to
the tip) - 6 1/4"

55: Unusual MeiJi era Japanese TANTO Dagger for European

USD 300 - 500

Unusual MeiJi era Japanese TANTO Dagger for European Trade. With its carved ox-bone hilt and simulated Kozuka handle, bull
horn Kashira. Housed in a very nicely lacquered wooden scabbard. Blade with heavy surface oxidation and wide straight Hamon
line. A slightly different dagger from most encountered examples of this type.

56: Fine Quality MeiJi era Japanese Wakizashi Sword in

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Fine Quality MeiJi era Japanese Wakizashi Sword in Profusely Carved Bone Mounts. Beautiful large example of fine Japanese
carving art implemented on some of the presentation weapons of the mid to late 1800s, this fine specimen also bearing multiple
mother of pearl elements and signed by the artist at the lower end of the saya. Mounted with an elegant but strong deeply curved
blade which surprisingly shows active Hamon tamper-line as it is rarely met on most similar examples. This Gorgeous sword comes
in its embroidered fabric storage case which shows significant age wear.Total Length in Scabbard - 30 1/2" Blade Length (along the
spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 17 3/4"

57: Superb Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword ~ MASSIVE Koto

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Superb Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword ~ MASSIVE Koto Blade ~ Signed MITSUMUNE. An outstanding Ubu Hirazukure
Wakizashi with a thick and healthy broad blade of most powerful proportions, in full polish, showing a very distinctive wide Hamon
tamper-line and fine graining, tang bearing a smith signature, nijimei, Mitsumune, circa Koto era (15th-16th century) Housed in an
exceptionally well made shira-saya case, specially built for this Spectacular 500-600 year old Samurai weapon.Total Length in
Scabbard - 23 1/2" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 15 1/2"
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58: Superb Japanese Samurai KATANA Sword ~ 30" Nagasa

USD 4,000 - 6,000

LIVEAUCTIONEERS BIDDERS, PLEASE VIEW ALL 24 DETAILED PHOTOS IN HIGHER RESOLUTION ON OUR WEBSITE
sofedesignauctions.com OR invaluable.com AS LIVEAUCTIONEERS ONLY ALLOWS 20 PHOTOS. THANK YOU ~ ! ~~~~~ Superb
Japanese Samurai KATANA Sword ~ 30" Blade in Full Polish ~ Owari Kuni Ichidosai Mitsusada. Rare and quite spectacular samurai
Katana in full polish, exhibiting most fabulous and exciting very active Hamon tamper line and bearing a smiths signature on its tang
attributed to Owari Kuni Ichidosai Mitsusada, the shin-shinto era blacksmith, circa 1860s. A truly impressive 30" blade, quite rare to
find of such length and condition.Total Length in Scabbard - 41 3/4" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) 30"(Nagasa)

59: Long Japanese Samurai KATANA Sword with Two Bohi Blade

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Long Japanese Samurai KATANA Sword with Two Bohi Blade Grooves. Beautiful long blade with healthy hamon & boshi. Unsigned;
this sword should be sent to shinsa. Total Length in Scabbard - 42 7/8" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) 27 1/2"

60: Beautiful Japanese Samurai KATANA Sword ~ Koto Blade

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Beautiful Japanese Samurai KATANA Sword ~ Koto Blade Signed SUKESADA ~ Fine Saya. An ubu, machi okure katana signed,
nijimei, Sukesada, judging by the length of the nakago, it is likely aroud Eisho (1504 ÃƒÂ¢Ã¢â€šÂ¬Ã¢&euro;Å“ 1521). There were
eight Bizen Sukesada working primarily in Eisho, although obviously smith primarily working just before or after, would be making
swords during this period as well. Eisho, like Oei (1394 ÃƒÂ¢Ã¢â€šÂ¬Ã¢&euro;Å“ 1428) was a period of artistic revival in Bizen
sword smithing. Very high class fuchi-kashira in shibuichi, and it appears that the gold is utori (sheet gold) rather than gold plating.
The kojiri of Chinese sages is Jakushi. Very fine saya. Exceptional signed saya kojiri/drag fitting. Signed with a kaki--written version
of a craftsman's kao.Total Length in Scabbard - 37" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 25 1/4"

61: Very Good Japanese Samurai KATANA Sword ~ Koto Blade

USD 1,800 - 2,800

Very Good Japanese Samurai KATANA Sword ~ Koto Blade Signed NORIMITSU ~ Fine Mounts. A very nice early example of Bizen
machi okure katana signed nijimei, Norimitsu. Sue Koto era. Nakago has 3 mekugi-ana holes. Intricate design Silver foil habaki.
Beautiful 18th century Tsuba with golden bull motif. Blade showing wonderful and very active Hamon tamper-line of rare
pattern.Total Length in Scabbard - 37" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 26 1/2"

62: Beautiful Japanese Samurai Ko-WAKIZASHI Sword ~ Fine

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Beautiful Japanese Samurai Ko-WAKIZASHI Sword ~ Fine Mounts ~ Shinto Blade. Exceptional mounts. Ribbed saya, Homono Nara
fittings. Signed fuchi/kashira 'Nara Toshihara'. Healthy hamon & boshi. G.I. bring-back serial # scratched lightly on to blade surface.
A very attractive example of an extra-long Tanto or so called Ko-Wakizashi, a deadly Samurai weapon with highest regard to the
Art-work and Beauty. Total Length in Scabbard - 20 1/2" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 13"

63: Beautiful Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword ~ KUNIKANE

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Beautiful Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword ~ KUNIKANE SAKU ~ Nice Mounts. Beautiful example of Samurai weaponry Art,
mounted with an early blade showing active Hamon tamper-line, tang signed sanjimei Kunikane Saku. Moku tsuba of gold dragon in
waves. Fuchi with takabori flower design. Kozuka is a kurikara dragoon and ken. Silver and gold horse menuki. Satsuma red saya,
shibuichi fuchi, horn kashira, iron tsuba with waves and sea shells. A very attractive piece of weapon overall.Total Length in
Scabbard - 20 1/2" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 13 1/8"
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64: Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword in Shira-Saya ~ Signed

USD 600 - 900

Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword in Shira-Saya ~ Signed BUSHU SHITAHARA. Nice strong blade showing lovely Hamon
tamper-line, tang signed with smith name Bushu Shitahara, circa Shinto era. In its resting Shira-Saya case.Total Length in Scabbard
- 31 1/4" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 21 1/4"

65: Lovely 19th C. Japanese Samurai TANTO Dagger ~ Signed

USD 600 - 900

Lovely 19th C. Japanese Samurai TANTO Dagger ~ Signed MASATSUGU ~ Dated 1838. Tang with Long grass script signature
Masatsugu, other side dated Tempo kyu nen ?? 4th day (1838). Iron fuchi-koshira with gold inlays, interesting large menukies and a
nice brass tsuba with open work dragon.Total Length in Scabbard - 18 1/2" Blade Length (along the spine, from Habaki notch to the
tip) - 12 3/4"

66: Wonderful Japanese Samurai Ko-WAKIZASHI Sword/Dagger ~

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Wonderful Japanese Samurai Ko-WAKIZASHI Sword/Dagger ~ Silvered Mounts ~ Great Hamon Tamper-line. A mumei hirazukure
wakizashi with a bonji and a lotus horimono, beautiful tamper line. Ko-kinko tsuba, Momoyama or early Edo. Shakudo nanako kogai,
Other mounts are 19th century. Blade is late Koto era (16th century).Total Length in Scabbard - 21 1/8" Blade Length (along the
spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) - 13"

67: Early Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword Blade ~ Signed

USD 400 - 600

Early Japanese Samurai WAKIZASHI Sword Blade ~ Signed KANEHISA ~ With Nice Gold Leaf Habaki with a large Mon, signature
looks to be sue koto.Overall Length 21 1/8"

68: Massive Koto era Japanese Samurai TANTO Dagger Blade ~

USD 400 - 600

Massive Koto era Japanese Samurai TANTO Dagger Blade ~ Double Signed ~ KUNIMUNE. Blade and tang of exceptional
thickness, the strong ridge goes through the entire tang which is very seldom encountered. Double signed tang, one side with smith
name - Kunimune, another side illegible...Very early and rare blade, probably for piercing armor.Overall Length 9 1/4"

69: Koto era Japanese Samurai TANTO Dagger Blade ~ Signed

USD 400 - 600

Koto era Japanese Samurai TANTO Dagger Blade ~ Signed Bizen SUKESADA SAKU. Nice early Samurai dagger, circa 1530s.
signed by a known sword-smith Sukesada Saku. Nice Hamon tamper line curving around the tip to the spine. Good clear signature.
Please see the last 4 photos for Historic information on this sword-smith.

70: Japanese Samurai TANTO Dagger in Shira-Saya Case.

USD 400 - 600

Japanese Samurai TANTO Dagger in Shira-Saya Case. Strong thick blade with nice active Hamon tamper line. Ubu tang has been
cleaned but shows good age, most likely Shinto or Shin-Shinto era. Total Length in Scabbard - 12 1/2" Blade Length (along the
spine, from Habaki notch to the tip) -6 5/8 "
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71: Nice MeiJi era Japanese YUMI Bow & Arrows for Boy's

USD 400 - 800

Nice MeiJi era Japanese YUMI Bow & Arrows for Boy's KYUDO Practice. Asymmetrical bow of traditional type used by Samurais, of
gilt and lacquered wood with straw bondage, red lacquer overall. The hand grip with original fancy fabric cover. With its four
feathered bamboo arrows having gilt and lacquered decorations, tips lacking.

72: Good Japanese Samurai Quiver with 4 Arrows for a YUMI

USD 550 - 750

Good Japanese Samurai Quiver with 4 Arrows for a YUMI Bow. Length of the Quiver is 37 1/4".

73: Very Fine Late Edo era Japanese TACHI Sword Stand.

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Very Fine Late Edo era Japanese TACHI Sword Stand. Wonderful lacquer job with Peacocks or Pheasants under the blossoming
tree, a very delicate Abalone shell inlay giving much character to the overall look of this beautiful Tachi stand.

74: Rare 17th-18th C. Japanese Samurai Back-Plate Armor

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Rare 17th-18th C. Japanese Samurai Back-Plate Armor with a FLAG HOLDER Bracket. A wonderful early example worn in battle by
a samurai carrying his Clan's flag mounted behind his back. Very well built comprising of 5 broad strong iron plates riveted to one
another and decorated with series of brass Mon flower-heads, lower and upper part having ornate leather covered iron borders. The
under-arm parts and the top section are separate pieces, tightly held by braid cords and covered by its original velvety fabric
depicting painted flowers, leafs and two Tigers at the ends of the strong iron flag-bracket mount. The interior of the back-plate
retaining most of its original leather cover and red lacquer finish. A fascinating and very attractive attribute of Japanese Samurai
warfare, will greatly compliment any advanced collection's display.

75: Good 18th-19th C. Japanese Samurai TANEGASHIMA ~ Long

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Good 18th-19th C. Japanese Samurai TANEGASHIMA ~ Long Matchlock Rifle. A very nice large example with its wonderful
two-tone wood stock and ornate brass mounts featuring fine quality engraved decorations. The lower stock with inlaid large Rabbit,
possibly indicative of this impressive gun's maker. Mounted with its strong large-caliber barrel of hexagonal section, restrained in
decorations but with most powerful battle capacity, the lower site mount however is adorned with noble material insertion of organic
nature. Beautiful and well decorated example overall.Overall Length 53 1/4"

76: Rare 19th C. Japanese Samurai Matchlock Carbine ~

USD 3,000 - 5,000

Rare 19th C. Japanese Samurai Matchlock Carbine ~ French Military Advisors of Tokugawa Shogunate. This signed matchlock
carbine has traditional Japanese Gold and Silver wire inlay work on the barrel, featuring a dragon, and a large Fleur-de-Lis inlaid in
gold. The fleur-de-lis, a French symbol, was not seen in Japan until the late 1860's A.D. when 15 French military advisors were sent
to Japan to train the Tokugawa Shogunate in modern methods of warfare. Tom Cruise's character in the 'Last Samurai', Nathan
Algren, was based on a French Officer, Jules Brunet, who fought with the Samurai against the modernizing Japanese Imperial
Government. The fleur-de-lis gold wire inlay is work that dates from 125 to 150 years ago. It is possible that the fleur-de-lis was
added to this much-older matchlock during the late 1860's by a Japanese gunsmith after the Tokugawa Samurai met and were
trained by the French, and were exposed to the fleur-de-lis design for the first time in Japan's history.
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77: Magnificent GIANT Japanese Temple Sword with Samurai

USD 20,000 - 40,000

Magnificent GIANT Japanese Temple Sword with Samurai O-DACHI Shinto Blade ~ 42 1/2" Nagasa ~ WOW !!! ~~~~~ DEAR
BIDDERS, PLEASE NOTE, THE DETAILED PHOTOS AND FULL DESCRIPTION OF THIS SPECTACULAR SWORD WILL BE
ADDED NEXT WEEK. THANK YOU ~ !

78: Rare Early Japanese Samurai JUMONJI-YARI Spear ~ Signed

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Rare Early Japanese Samurai JUMONJI-YARI Spear ~ Signed KAWACHI no KAMI BUN ? KANENAGA. With its original long staff
bearing a wooden board with dedication and a large copper collar with interesting Mon. Remains of abalone shell decorations and
straw wrapping. Large strong trident head is likely to date from Shinto era, long tang bearing a lengthy signature of the smith
Kawachi no Kami Bun ? Kanenaga.

79: Rare Antique Chinese Long JIAN Sword ~ Engraved Blade.

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Rare Antique Chinese Long JIAN Sword ~ Engraved Blade. An unusual and interesting example, with its long double egged blade of
shallow diamond section, having extended reinforced ricasso area of rectangular section, one side featuring an elaborate carved
Dragon, the other side with 4-character inscription. Mounted with a large brass guard of some-what Japanese Tsuba style, although
quite different and unique, having figural edge and large circular openings to each of the corners. Large two-handed grip of carved
wood showing substantial age and few very old stress-lines, nevertheless remaining solid and is profusely decorated with brass
tacks throughout, lower grip with brass ferrule and strong heavy leather washer, matching washer is on the blade side of the guard.
Quite a unique and interesting weapon, showing strong European influence in its large Rapier-like blade and some Japanese
influence in its mounts.

80: Large 17th C. Japanese Sword Tsuba ~ GUMOKU ZODAN ~

USD 400 - 800

Large 17th C. Japanese Sword Tsuba ~ GUMOKU ZODAN ~ Debris Floating on Water. Iron with extensive gilt brass overlays,
including Genroko Mons. Rare early example.Diameter : 3 1/8"

81: Early Edo Japanese Sword Tsuba ~ AKASAKA School ~ Old

USD 400 - 800

Early Edo Japanese Sword Tsuba ~ AKASAKA School ~ Old NBTHK (Green Papers) for TUKUBETSU KICHU ~ Extraordinary
Work. Thick Iron with wonderful open-work Dragon.Diameter : 2 3/4" x 2 5/8"

82: Very Cool 19th C. Japanese Samurai Sword Tsuba ~ Signed

USD 300 - 600

Very Cool 19th C. Japanese Samurai Sword Tsuba ~ Signed YOSHIHARU. Iron with Gold horse eye. Signed Yoshiharu who worked
in Kyoto (1825 - 1850). Ref. Haynes H 11501.0 Nihon Tosogu Kinko Dai Jiten. Vol III, S - Z. Diameter : 2 5/8" x 2 3/4"

83: Large 17th C. Japanese Sword Tsuba ~ KYO SHAOMI.

USD 400 - 600

Large 17th C. Japanese Sword Tsuba ~ KYO SHAOMI. Early Iron tsuba with intricate open-work designs. Diameter : 3 1/4"
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84: Nice 18th C. Japanese Sword Iron TSUBA with Fine Gold &

USD 200 - 400

Nice 18th C. Japanese Sword Iron TSUBA with Gold, Silver & Copper Overlay. A very delicately decorated to just one corner with
exquisite multi-metal Flowers and Birds scene, curving around the rim and Delicately touching the other side. Diameter : 2 5/8" x 2
3/4"

85: Large Japanese Sword TSUBA ~ Signed KIBAN TSUNEKUNI ~

USD 400 - 600

Large Japanese Sword TSUBA ~ Signed KIBAN TSUNEKUNI ~ Special Order Mr. ICHIZAWA. Iron with Early MON Symbols.
Impressive Large Special Order Example. Diameter : 3 1/2" x 3 3/8"

86: Rare SHOAMI School Japanese DAI-SHO Sword Set TSUBAS ~

USD 800 - 1,200

Rare SHOAMI School Japanese DAI-SHO Sword Set TSUBAS ~ Brass Inlaid Iron. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Shoami (or Ko-Shoami) is a
name of artistic school (style) for making sword-guards (tsuba), mounted on a Japanese sword (uchi-gatana or just katana). The
sword-guard is one of the most important symbols of the samurai. ~~~~~ ETYMOLOGY : The "ami" part of this name, which derives
from the name of the Amida Buddha, was once used to indicate a rank among priests of a branch of Buddhism called Jishu. Later,
after the founding of the Ashikaga shogunate, a number of men engaged in serving the Shogunal house in artistic or technical
capacities included this word in their names. ~~~~~ HISTORY : In the Muromachi period, samurai of high standing began to use the
uchi-gatana; and as a result, outstanding guards for these weapons came into demand. Possibly the elevation of the status of the
silver-smith to a position where he was entitled to use a name like Shoami dates from the time when craftsmen began producing fine
sword guards of this kind. Naturally, as the popularity of the uchi-gatana increased, so did orders for them and for their guards. This
in turn increased the number of people desiring to master the technique of guard design and production, since this field of endeavor
promised prestige and reward. Apprentices to sword-guard makers must have grown in numbers, and probably feudal lords outside
the capital invited these men to work for them. ~~~~~ From the Muromachi period until the nineteenth-century edict prohibiting the
carrying of swords, Shoami guards in a wide range of styles were being produced all over Japan. In fact, so numerous are the types
of Shoami guards that it is even considered safe by some people to call anything un-assignable to another group Shoami.
Furthermore, although some Shoami guards produced for specific clients are of high quality, they were made in quantity to be
treated as merchandise and sold as souvenirs of the capital city; and there is a tendency to regard Shoami guards generally as
inferior. ~~~~~ INFLUENCE :Shoami guards had great influence on other schools of design and production. For example, Higo
guards (produced in Higo Province), often called "the flower of sword guards," are closely connected with Shoami works. Such
famous guard makers as Hirata Hikozo, Nishigaki Kanshiro, and Shimizu Jingo were trained in the Shoami style, and the Shoami
influence is great in the works of Hayashi Matashichi and Miyamoto Musashi. Moreover, a large number of Shoami sword guards
easily pass as products of the more highly regarded Higo, Kanayama, and Owari groups. For these reasons, Shoami guards deserve
proper evaluation for their powerful influence and for their intrinsic merit as objects worthy of appreciation. ~~~~~ AESTHETICS :
The characteristic of the Shoami design is abundant movement with symmetry. The seppa-dai and the hitsu-ana for the kozuka and
kogai are wide, giving the guards a slightly heavy appearance. Truly outstanding Shoami open-work guards are limited to Kyoto
Shoami, and even among these the most valued are the Ko-Shoami, or old Shoami, from the Muromachi and Azuchi-Momoyama
periods. Muro-machi-period Ko-Shoami guards have a style that falls between those of Kyo-sukashi and Owari. Those of the
Momoyama period have elements in common with the style of Nishigaki of the Higo group. ~~~ Diameter 1: 2 1/2" Diameter 2: 2 7/8"

87: Typical 17th-18th C. KYOTO SHOAMI Japanese DAI-SHO

USD 800 - 1,200

Typical 17th-18th C. KYOTO SHOAMI Japanese DAI-SHO Sword TSUBAS Set. Of finely chiseled iron with open-work of Bamboo
motives. Ref. Haynes catalog April 1982, item 185. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Shoami (or Ko-Shoami) is a name of artistic school (style) for
making sword-guards (tsuba), mounted on a Japanese sword (uchi-gatana or just katana). The sword-guard is one of the most
important symbols of the samurai. ~~~~~ ETYMOLOGY : The "ami" part of this name, which derives from the name of the Amida
Buddha, was once used to indicate a rank among priests of a branch of Buddhism called Jishu. Later, after the founding of the
Ashikaga shogunate, a number of men engaged in serving the Shogunal house in artistic or technical capacities included this word in
their names. ~~~~~ HISTORY : In the Muromachi period, samurai of high standing began to use the uchi-gatana; and as a result,
outstanding guards for these weapons came into demand. Possibly the elevation of the status of the silver-smith to a position where
he was entitled to use a name like Shoami dates from the time when craftsmen began producing fine sword guards of this kind.
Naturally, as the popularity of the uchi-gatana increased, so did orders for them and for their guards. This in turn increased the
number of people desiring to master the technique of guard design and production, since this field of endeavor promised prestige
and reward. Apprentices to sword-guard makers must have grown in numbers, and probably feudal lords outside the capital invited
these men to work for them. ~~~~~ From the Muromachi period until the nineteenth-century edict prohibiting the carrying of swords,
Shoami guards in a wide range of styles were being produced all over Japan. In fact, so numerous are the types of Shoami guards
that it is even considered safe by some people to call anything un-assignable to another group Shoami. Furthermore, although some
Shoami guards produced for specific clients are of high quality, they were made in quantity to be treated as merchandise and sold as
souvenirs of the capital city; and there is a tendency to regard Shoami guards generally as inferior. ~~~~~ INFLUENCE :Shoami
guards had great influence on other schools of design and production. For example, Higo guards (produced in Higo Province), often
called "the flower of sword guards," are closely connected with Shoami works. Such famous guard makers as Hirata Hikozo,
Nishigaki Kanshiro, and Shimizu Jingo were trained in the Shoami style, and the Shoami influence is great in the works of Hayashi
Matashichi and Miyamoto Musashi. Moreover, a large number of Shoami sword guards easily pass as products of the more highly
regarded Higo, Kanayama, and Owari groups. For these reasons, Shoami guards deserve proper evaluation for their powerful
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influence and for their intrinsic merit as objects worthy of appreciation. ~~~~~ AESTHETICS : The characteristic of the Shoami
design is abundant movement with symmetry. The seppa-dai and the hitsu-ana for the kozuka and kogai are wide, giving the guards
a slightly heavy appearance. Truly outstanding Shoami open-work guards are limited to Kyoto Shoami, and even among these the
most valued are the Ko-Shoami, or old Shoami, from the Muromachi and Azuchi-Momoyama periods. Muro-machi-period Ko-Shoami
guards have a style that falls between those of Kyo-sukashi and Owari. Those of the Momoyama period have elements in common
with the style of Nishigaki of the Higo group. ~~~ Diameter 1: 3 1/4"Diameter 2: 3 1/8"
88: Rare 16th C. Japanese Sword Presentation Tsuba ~ Solid

USD 3,000 - 5,000

Rare 16th C. Japanese Sword Presentation Tsuba ~ Solid Gold Fukurin ~ possibly Chinese Enamel Work. An outstanding early
example of the Presentation Tsuba, made for someone very important with crude but beautiful early Enamel work, possibly special
ordered in China, with its heavy solid gold fukurin, likely 22 or 24 karats. Cloisonne on Sentoku, rare early work of double side
enamel with village scenes. Circa Koto era (16th century). Diameter : 3 1/4"

89: Nice 18th C. Japanese Sword NAMBAN Tsuba ~ Chinese

USD 200 - 400

Nice 18th C. Japanese Sword NAMBAN Tsuba ~ Chinese Import. Elaborate chiseled and pierced iron work with delicate gold inlaid
highlights. Diameter : 3"

90: Beautiful Large 18th C. Japanese Sword Tsuba ~ HEIANJO

USD 500 - 800

Beautiful Large 18th C. Japanese Sword Tsuba ~ HEIANJO ZOGAN. Diameter : 3 1/4"

91: Late Edo period Japanese Sword Tsuba ~ Signed BUSHU ju

USD 250 - 350

Late Edo period Japanese Sword Tsuba ~ Signed BUSHU ju MASAYOSHI. Iron with chiseld floral motives. Signed Bushu ju
Masayoshi, reference : Haynes H 04853.0 Nihon Kinko Tosogu Dai Jiten, vol 2, M - RDiameter : 2 7/8" x 2 3/4"

92: Early Large Japanese Sword Iron Tsuba ~ Nice Country

USD 300 - 600

Early Large Japanese Sword Iron Tsuba ~ Nice Country Work with trees. Probably 17th-18th century.Diameter : 3 1/4" x 3"

93: Beautiful 18th-19th C. Japanese Sword Tsuba ~ NAMBAN ~

USD 400 - 600

Beautiful 18th-19th C. Japanese Sword Tsuba ~ NAMBAN ~ possibly Chinese import. Imported as gifts, and very popular with
doctors as they demonstrated a certain worldliness. Fine and very attractive example, pierced iron with dragons temple and scrolls,
retaining much of its gold gilt inlays. Diameter : 2 3/4" x 2 7/8"

94: Nice 18th C. Japanese Sword KENJO Tsuba ~ SHOAMI KYO ~

USD 250 - 450

Nice 18th C. Japanese Sword KENJO Tsuba ~ SHOAMI KYO ~ SUZURI ~ Circa 1775. Iron with gold inlays. These were Gift tsuba
between the wealthy Japanese. Diameter : 2 1/2" x 2 3/4"
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95: Nice 19th C. Gilt Copper Japanese Samurai Sword Tsuba

USD 200 - 400

Nice 19th C. Gilt Copper Japanese Samurai Sword Tsuba with Foliage ~ Very Thick. Diameter : 2 7/8" x 2 5/8"

96: Rare 15th C. Koto era MUROMACHI KATSUSHI (armorers)

USD 400 - 800

Rare 15th C. Koto era MUROMACHI KATSUSHI (armorers) Large Iron Tsuba for Japanese Samurai Sword. Diameter : 3 1/4"

97: Large late Edo Japanese Sword Tsuba ~ Sukashi of Kiri

USD 200 - 400

Large late Edo Japanese Sword Tsuba ~ Sukashi of Kiri and Higo Mon. Iron with cut through decorations. Diameter : 3" x 2 3/4"

98: Late 18th - early 19th C. Japnese Sword Iron Tsuba ~

USD 200 - 400

Late 18th - early 19th C. Japanese Sword Iron Tsuba ~ Inlaid Snails. Diameter : 2 1/2" x 2 7/8"

99: Early Japanese Sword Iron Tsuba ~ Zen Budist Kanji ~

USD 200 - 400

Early Japanese Sword Iron Tsuba ~ Zen Budist Kanji ~ SUTRA NAN MU RENGE KYU. Diameter : 3" x 3 3/8"

100: Later OWARI School Japanese Sword TSUBA ~ Burned in

USD 100 - 200

Later OWARI School Japanese Sword TSUBA ~ Burned in Fire. Open-work Iron, 18th-19th century. Diameter : 2 7/8"

101: Early Large Japanese Sword Iron Tsuba ~ Monkey ~

USD 200 - 400

Early Large Japanese Sword Iron Tsuba ~ Monkey ~ Lightly Signed, possible OWARI. Likely 17th century.Diameter : 3"

102: Large 17th C. Japanese Sword Iron TSUBA ~ Signed KAGA

USD 200 - 400

Large 17th C. Japanese Sword Iron TSUBA ~ Signed KAGA NOBUIYE. Of Classic turtle shell pattern found on Miyochin work, but
usual sukashi for the school. Tsuba signed nijimei, Nobuiye. This is the work of Kaga Nobuiye, circa 1600, who made tsubas almost
exclusively of tortoise shell pattern.Diameter : 3 1/8" x 3"
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103: Early 18th C. Japanese Sword Iron Tsuba ~ NAMBAN With

USD 200 - 400

Early 18th C. Japanese Sword Iron Tsuba ~ NAMBAN With Dragons, classic import Gift Tsuba. Diameter : 3 1/4" x 2 3/4"

104: Rare Koto era 16th C. Japanese Sword Tsuba ~ KATCHUSHI

USD 300 - 500

Rare Koto era 16th C. Japanese Sword Tsuba ~ KATCHUSHI. Very thick early iron tsuba with restrained decorations, unusual
characters placed against the rim. Diameter : 2 7/8"

105: Unusual Early Japanese Samurai Sword Tsuba ~ Probably

USD 400 - 800

Unusual Early Japanese Samurai Sword Tsuba ~ Probably TOSHO. Iron with very delicate open work around the rim. Diameter : 3"

106: Early Japanese Sword Iron Tsuba ~ Classic AKASAKA.

USD 200 - 400

Early Japanese Sword Iron Tsuba ~ Classic AKASAKA. Diameter : 2 3/4" x 2 7/8"

107: Beautiful Gold Inlaid Large Japanese Sword Iron Tsuba ~

USD 400 - 800

Beautiful Gold Inlaid Japanese Sword Tsuba ~ Style of Classic Higo, likely KUMAGAI. Impressive large iron sword tsuba with
extensive gold inlaid dragon in the cloudsDiameter : 3 1/6

108: Bizen SHOAMI 17th-18th C. Japanese Sword TSUBA ~

USD 200 - 400

Bizen SHOAMI 17th-18th C. Japanese Sword TSUBA ~ GENROKU Period. Iron with Gold Nunome Work. Depicting Smoke, a
Crane in a Screen with silver stream, and a Tray. Cat-tails with silver stream to reverse. Unusual Early example. Diameter : 3 1/8" x
3".

109: Early Edo Japanese Samurai Sword TSUBA ~ Unusual TOSA

USD 200 - 500

Early Edo Japanese Samurai Sword TSUBA ~ Unusual TOSA MYOCHIN in AKASAKA Style. Ref Haynes catalog April 1982 #89.
Iron with distinctive open-work designs. Diameter : 2 3/4" x 2 5/8"

110: Fine 18th C. Japanese Sword Iron Tsuba ~ NAGASAKI or

USD 300 - 600

Fine 18th C. Japanese Sword Iron Tsuba ~ NAGASAKI or HIRADO Work. Elaborate Iron-work with Gold Eyes. Circa 1750 â€“ 1800
(As per Robert Haynes). Diameter : 2 3/4" x 3"
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111: Shakudo Kebori 19th C. Japanese Sword Tsuba ~ Engraved

USD 200 - 400

Shakudo Kebori 19th C. Japanese Sword Tsuba ~ Engraved KARAKUSA Design. Nice large tsuba of blued copper.Diameter : 2 3/4"
x 2 5/8"

112: Beautiful 18th C. YANAGAWA School Japanese Sword TSUBA.

USD 200 - 500

Beautiful 18th C. YANAGAWA School Japanese Sword TSUBA. Shibuichi plate with Katakiribori and Keibori decoration. Silver and
copper inlays. Depicting a Fujiyama mountain and two monks, one standing in water, another one on horseback. Diameter : 2 5/8" x
2 3/4"

113: Large 18th C. Japanese Sword Tsuba by MITO ~ Iron with

USD 200 - 400

Large 18th C. MITO School Japanese Sword Tsuba ~ Iron with Gold & Shakudo ~ Fox Hunt. Diameter : 2 7/8" x 2 3/4"

114: Early, 17th C. Japanese Samurai Sword TSUBA ~ OWARI

USD 200 - 500

Early, 17th C. Japanese Samurai Sword TSUBA ~ OWARI School. Muromachi to early Edo era, iron with distinctive open-work.
~~~~~Period of Work: From Muromachi till Early Edo. ~~~~~Province: Owari (today Aichi-ken). ~~~~~Main characteristics : Squared
rim (often)...Symmetric Hitsuana...Tsuchime surface...Tekkotsu...Designs are not filigrane but rather bold or strong.
~~~~~~~~~Owari Tsuba have generally squared rims but rounded ones are seen as well. Linear or coarse tekkotsu is visible which
is often shaved off. They show beautiful tsuchime and often a soft surface which seems to be the result of heat treatment. In early
guards from the Muromachi period both hitsuana have a similar shape and are relatively big. ~~~~~ The elements of the design and
the patterns depicted are generally symmetrical but exceptions with independent patterns like landscapes or symbolized historic
events (e.g. Musashino motives). ~~~~~ There are no distinct Masters of the Owari school known and the appraisal to that school is
based on the identification of the quality of the iron, the workmanship and the design. ~~~~~ Diameter : 2 3/4"

115: Nice 19th C. Japanese SHINCHU Tsuba for Wakizashi

USD 200 - 400

Nice 19th C. Japanese SHINCHU Tsuba for Wakizashi Sword. Very elaborate example of brass or copper with gold gilt highlights.
Diameter : 1 7/8" x 2 1/4"

116: Rare 18th C. Japanese Sword TSUBA ~ possibly JAKUSHI or

USD 300 - 500

Rare 18th C. Japanese Sword TSUBA ~ possibly JAKUSHI or HIZEN Work. Unusual diamond shape. Very thick iron plate with
Takazogan, deep Keibori and Katakiribori, gold Nunome resembling Jakushi or Hizen work. Shichi rim is gilt brass. Size : 2 1/2"
Square, Diagonal : 3"

117: Fine late Edo period Japanese Sword Tsuba ~ HIZEN

USD 400 - 800

Fine late Edo period Japanese Sword Tsuba ~ HIZEN School. Beautiful example of good size, iron with fine gold inlaid decorations.
Diameter : 2 3/4" x 2 7/8"
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118: Rare mid-Edo 18th C. Japanese Sword SUKASHI Tsuba with

USD 300 - 600

Rare mid-Edo 18th C. Japanese Sword SUKASHI Tsuba ~ Iron with Patterned GOLD Plug. This Tsuba had old NBTHK Green
papers for Tukubetsu Kichu (Extraordinary Work), unfortunately the consignor can not locate them at this time. The plug is
apparently of solid gold with intricate patterned decoration. Diameter : 2 5/8" x 2 3/4"

119: Fine Set of Japanese Samurai Sword/Dagger WAKI-GOTO

USD 200 - 500

Fine Set of Japanese Samurai Sword/Dagger WAKI-GOTO Menuki ~ EIBUSU & DAIKOKU ~ Gods of Good Fortune. Shakudo with
Gold and Silver overlay. Very nice pair.

120: Rare 16th-17th C. GOLD HORSE Menuki ~ Japanese Sword

USD 400 - 800

Rare 16th-17th C. GOLD HORSE Menuki ~ Japanese Sword Mounts ~ Very Unusual Design.

121: Good Set of KO-KINKO or MINO School Japanese

USD 200 - 400

Good Set of KO-KINKO or MINO School Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI Mounts ~ in Shakudo & Gold.

122: Rare Japanese DAI-SHO Sword Set MENUKI Mounts ~ Shakudo

USD 400 - 800

Rare Japanese DAI-SHO Sword Set MENUKI Mounts ~ Shakudo with Gold & Silver.

123: Rare Early 17th-18th C. Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI

USD 200 - 500

Rare Early 17th-18th C. Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI Mounts ~ MONKEY & HORSE ~ Gold Gilt Copper.

124: Nice 18th C. Pair WAKI-GOTO Japanese Sword/Dagger

USD 200 - 400

Nice 18th C. Pair WAKI-GOTO Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI Mounts ~ BIRD PLANTERS with FLOWERS. Shakudo with
extensive gold-work.

125: Good Set of MINO Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI Mounts ~

USD 200 - 400

Good Set of MINO Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI Mounts ~ FLOWER BASKETS. In Shakudom with extensive gold and copper
detailing. Fine large set.
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126: Fine Set KOKINKO Style Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI

USD 200 - 400

Fine Set KOKINKO Style Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI Mounts ~ Shakudo SUKASHI SPIDERS & WASPS.

127: Lovely Set of GOLD LIONS Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI

USD 200 - 400

Lovely Set of GOLD LIONS Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI Mounts ~ GOTO or YAKAGAWA Style. Heavily gilt copper.

128: Rare 16th C. Copper GOURDS Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI

USD 300 - 500

Rare 16th C. Copper GOURDS Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI Mounts.

129: Later Edo MINO School Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI

USD 200 - 400

Later Edo MINO School Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI Mounts

130: Fine earlier-Edo 18th C. Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI

USD 200 - 400

Fine earlier-Edo 18th C. Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI Mounts ~ Shakudo & Gold CHICKENS. Very nice early set.

131: Nice 18th-19th C. MINO School Japanese Sword/Dagger

USD 200 - 400

Nice 18th-19th C. MINO School Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI Mounts ~ PHEASANTS & FLOWERS. Shakudo with gold and
silver, both mounted on solid silver base, probably to be made in to Jewelry.

132: Fine Japanese Samurai Sword/Dagger Menuki ~ WAR-FANS in

USD 200 - 500

Fine Japanese Samurai Sword/Dagger Menuki ~ WAR-FANS in Shakudo Nanako & Gold. Beautiful pair.

133: Pair of 18th-19th C. PLANTS Japanese Sword/Dagger
Pair of 18th-19th C. PLANTS Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI Mounts ~ Shakudo & Gold.

USD 200 - 400
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134: Nice Early Copper SWALLOWS Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI

USD 200 - 400

Nice Early Copper SWALLOWS Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI Mounts.

135: Very Fine 18th C. GOTO School Japanese Sword/Dagger

USD 300 - 600

Very Fine 18th C. GOTO School Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI Mounts ~ DRUM STICKS & FLUTE. Shakudo with extensive
gold detailing.

136: Well Detailed 18th-19th C. Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI

USD 200 - 400

Well Detailed 18th-19th C. Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI Mounts ~ HORSE BITS & REINS. Shakudo with gold and silver, very
fine details.

137: Very Fine 18th C. Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI Mounts ~

USD 300 - 600

Very Fine 18th C. Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI Mounts ~ LADIES with FANS. Shakudo with Gold and Red Copper detailing.

138: Lovely Set of Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI Mounts ~

USD 200 - 400

Lovely Set of Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI Mounts ~ CONK TRUMPETS in Copper & Gold. Later Edo era.

139: Very Nice 18th-19th C. Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI

USD 200 - 400

Very Nice 18th-19th C. Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI Mounts ~ GOLD PUPPIES.

140: Fine 18th-19th C. Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI Mounts ~

USD 200 - 400

Fine 18th-19th C. Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI Mounts ~ FOO DOGS with TOMOE MON. Shakudo Foo-dogs and gold fans
with cylinder containing triple Tomoe Mon symbols. Note file finishing on the back. Very nice details.

141: Lovely Pair of 18th C. Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI
Lovely Pair of 18th C. Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI Mounts ~ Shakudo RATS with Gold Eyes.

USD 200 - 400
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142: Fine 18th-19th C. Japanese Sword/Dagger Single MENUKI ~

USD 100 - 200

Fine 18th-19th C. Japanese Sword/Dagger Single MENUKI ~ STIRRUP & Horse Bits in Shakudo & Gold.

143: Well Detailed Japanese Sword/Dagger Single MENUKI ~

USD 100 - 200

Well Detailed Japanese Sword/Dagger Single MENUKI ~ BASKET HOEM & BIRD in Shakudo & Gold.

144: Nice Quality Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI ~ Shakudo

USD 100 - 200

Nice Quality Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI ~ Shakudo Bird with Silver Honzogan on a Leaf & Gold Fruit, 18th-19th century.

145: Single WAKI-GOTO Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI ~ Shakudo

USD 100 - 200

Single WAKI-GOTO Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI ~ Shakudo ARCHER with Gold & Silver.

146: Early 17th-18th C. Copper ONI Japanese Sword/Dagger

USD 100 - 200

Early 17th-18th C. Copper ONI Japanese Sword/Dagger Single MENUKI.

147: Shakudo & Gold 18th C. Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI ~

USD 100 - 200

Mid Edo 18th C. Japanese Sword/Dagger MENUKI ~ LUNCH BASKET & DRINKING GOURD. Shakudo & Gold.

148: Fine SIGNED 18th-19th C. Japanese Sword/Dagger Large

USD 200 - 300

Fine SIGNED 18th-19th C. Japanese Sword/Dagger Large MENUKI ~ WATER DRAGON in Copper & Gold.

149: Museum Quality Japanese Sword Fuchi-Kashira by KAWARA

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Museum Quality Japanese Sword Fuchi-Kashira by KAWARA NAOTSUNA ~ Old NBTHK (Green Papers) for TUKUBETSU KICHU
(Extraordinary Work). Boxed fuchi-kashira Hakogaki by Kanzan Sato, Fuchi-kashira by Naotsuna. Samurai on Horseback in
shakudo, copper and gold on the Kashira, and Armored Samurai with a trident Yari spear on the Fuchi. Signed Kawara Naotsuna
with a Kakihan. Box by Kanzan Sato.
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150: Large Iron HIZEN Fuchi-Kashira ~ Japanese Sword Mounts.

USD 300 - 600

Large Iron HIZEN Fuchi-Kashira ~ Japanese Sword Mounts. Profusely inlaid with two-color Gold.

151: Good Set HOKUKYU (Kakihan) Fuchi-Kashira ~ Japanese

USD 200 - 400

Good Set HOKUKYU (Kakihan) Fuchi-Kashira ~ Japanese Sword/Dagger Mounts. Shakudo with finely carved Horses in Keibori,
original gilt fittings. Probably Mito School, 18th-19th century.

152: Signed Set of 18th C. Japanese Sword FUCHI-KASHIRA

USD 400 - 800

Signed Set of 18th C. Japanese Sword FUCHI-KASHIRA Mounts by NARA MASANAGA. Shakudo with extensive gold and silver
floral motives. Fuchi signed Nara (Shozui), which is a Chinese reading for Masanaga. There were two generations of Nara
Masanaga. The first 1725 - 1750 a student of Nara Toshinaga. The second, the adopted son of the first Masanaga, was the nephew,
and student of Isando Joi. He worked around 1750. Ref. Haynes. The Index of Japanese Sword Fittings and Associated Artists, H
04250.0 & H.04251.0. Wakayama, Toso Todogu Meiji Taisei Vol. 1, pages 135 & 136. The first generation had many students. The
second generation, several signatures.

153: Nice Set of Shakudo & Gold KAGA-ZOGAN Fuchi-Kashira ~

USD 200 - 400

Nice Set of Shakudo & Gold KAGA-ZOGAN Fuchi-Kashira ~ Japanese Sword/Dagger Mounts, 18th-19th century.

154: Very Fine 18th-19th C. SNAILS Fuchi-Kashira ~ Japanese

USD 800 - 1,200

Very Fine 18th-19th C. SNAILS Fuchi-Kashira ~ Japanese Sword Mounts. Shakudo with gold and copper inlays. Exquisite quality
example.

155: MINO School Shakudo & Gold FUCHI ~ Japanese

USD 100 - 200

MINO School Shakudo & Gold FUCHI ~ Japanese Sword/Dagger Mount ~ FLOWERS on NANAKO.

156: Fine ARCHER Hamano-Nara School FUCHI ~ Signed

USD 200 - 500

Fine ARCHER Hamano-Nara School FUCHI ~ Signed KATSURYUKEN NAOCHIKA ~ Japanese Sword/Dagger Mount. Shakudo
with exquisite gold and copper inlays, 18th - early 19th century.
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157: Fine TIDE CURTAIN Shakudo & Gold FUCHI ~ Japanese

USD 100 - 200

Fine TIDE CURTAIN Shakudo & Gold FUCHI ~ Japanese Sword/Dagger Mount ~ Unusual Textured Reverse.

158: Waki-Goto ARMED SAMURAIS on Nanako FUCHI ~ Japanese

USD 100 - 200

Waki-Goto ARMED SAMURAIS on Nanako FUCHI ~ Japanese Sword/Dagger Mount. Shakudo with gold and silver detailing.

159: Nice MEN PLAYING "GO" Waki-Goto FUCHI ~ Japanese

USD 100 - 200

Nice MEN PLAYING "GO" Waki-Goto FUCHI ~ Japanese Sword/Dagger Mount. Shakudo with gold, silver and copper detailing,
18th-19th century.

160: Fine 18th C. Brass & Gold FUCHI ~ Japanese Sword/Dagger

USD 100 - 200

Fine 18th C. Brass & Gold FUCHI ~ Japanese Sword/Dagger Mount. Featuring intricate basket-weave patter with gilt flower and
shakudo vine. Very attractive and uncommon example.

161: Fine NARA School FUCHI ~ Signed TOSHINAGA~ Japanese

USD 200 - 500

Fine NARA School FUCHI ~ Signed TOSHINAGA~ Japanese Sword/Dagger Mount. Shakudo with carved Samurais and officials,
gold and silver inlaid. Circa 18th - early 19th century.

162: Beautiful Waki-Goto CHARGING SAMURAI on Nanako FUCHI ~

USD 100 - 200

Beautiful Waki-Goto CHARGING SAMURAI on Nanako FUCHI ~ Japanese Sword/Dagger Mount. Shakudo with extensive gold
details, depicting a horse back Archer Samurai in full armor, charging to the battle with sword drawn and a large YUMI Bow over his
waste. Very attractive example.

163: Signed 18th-19th C. FUCHI ~ Japanese Sword/Dagger Mount

USD 100 - 200

Signed 18th-19th C. FUCHI ~ Japanese Sword/Dagger Mount ~ WISE-MAN & DEER. Shakudo with gold and silver inlays, depicting
a Wise Man resting on his Deer and the Heron standing by. Lengthy signature on both sides of altered Nakago-ana.

164: Good 18th C. TEA CEREMONY Nara School FUCHI ~ Japanese

USD 100 - 200

Good 18th C. TEA CEREMONY Nara School FUCHI ~ Japanese Sword/Dagger Mount. Shakudo with gold and silver detailing.
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165: Exquisite RICKSHAW CHARIOT Signed in Shoso FUCHI ~

USD 200 - 400

Exquisite RICKSHAW CHARIOT Signed in Shoso FUCHI ~ Japanese Sword/Dagger Mount. Very fine Shakudo fuchi with pine
branch in Katakiribori and a chariot in shakudo, copper, silver and gold. Signed in Shoso script, 18th - early 19th century.

166: Very Good 18th C. HORSES on Nanako FUCHI ~ Japanese

USD 100 - 200

Very Good 18th C. HORSES on Nanako FUCHI ~ Japanese Sword/Dagger Mount. Shakudo with 3 carved horses on nanako, one in
heavy gold gilding. Beautiful early piece.

167: Good Signed KIYOYUKI Shakudo FUCHI ~ Japanese

USD 100 - 200

Good Signed KIYOYUKI Shakudo & Gold FUCHI ~ Japanese Sword/Dagger Mount. Nicely carved with Chrysanthemums and gold
highlights, 18th - early 19th century.

168: Nice 18th-19th C. Country Work FUCHI ~ Japanese Dagger

USD 100 - 200

Nice 18th-19th C. Country Work FUCHI ~ Japanese Dagger Mount. Shakudo with flowers and leaves in katakiribori and keibori, gold
inlaid dew drops. Small fuchi for a Tanto. Good Country work example.

169: Nice Waki-Goto GOLD DRAGON in CLOUDS on Nanako FUCHI ~

USD 100 - 200

Nice Waki-Goto GOLD DRAGON in CLOUDS on Nanako FUCHI ~ Japanese Sword/Dagger Mount. Shakudo and gold, traces of
silver inlays, 18th - early 19th century.

170: Nice KAGA-ZOGAN Shakudo & Gold KASHIRA ~ Japanese

USD 100 - 200

Nice KAGA-ZOGAN Shakudo & Gold KASHIRA ~ Japanese Sword/Dagger Mount.

171: Nice KAGA-ZOGAN Shakudo & Gold KASHIRA ~ Japanese

USD 100 - 200

Nice KAGA-ZOGAN Shakudo & Gold KASHIRA ~ Japanese Sword/Dagger Mount.

172: Beautiful Hamano-Nara Sage in Soft Metal on Shinchu
Beautiful Hamano-Nara Sage in Soft Metal on Shinchu KASHIRA ~ Japanese Sword/Dagger Mount.

USD 200 - 500
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173: Fine SHOKI the DEAMON QUILLER on Nanako FUCHI ~

USD 200 - 400

Fine SHOKI the DEMON QUELLER on Nanako FUCHI ~ Japanese Sword/Dagger Mount. Shakudo with gold and silver detailing,
the Fuchi mount would have a Demon. Beautiful piece.

174: Very Fine 18th-19th C. HAMANO-NARA Japanese Samurai

USD 300 - 600

Very Fine 18th-19th C. HAMANO-NARA Japanese Samurai Sword/Dagger KOZUKA Knife Handle. Exquisite example of red copper
with shakudo and gold inlaid detailing.

175: Fine 18th C. Shakudo with Gold KAGA ZOGAN Japnese

USD 300 - 600

Fine 18th C. Shakudo with Gold KAGA ZOGAN Japnese Sword/Dagger KOZUKA Knife Handle. Extensive gold inlays on Tied
Curtains motif. Exquisite example, 18th to early 19th century.

176: Very Nice Whimsical RETAINERS AS RATS Japanese

USD 300 - 600

Very Nice Whimsical RETAINERS AS RATS Japanese Sword/Dagger KOZUKA Knife Handle. Shakudo with heavy gold detailing,
18th - early 19th century.

177: Beautiful 18th-19th C. WAKI GOTO Japanese Samurai

USD 300 - 600

Beautiful 18th-19th C. WAKI GOTO Japanese Samurai Sword/Dagger KOZUKA Knife Handle. Shakudo Nanako Jiita in a gold
frame. Figures in gold, silver and shakudo in takazogan...Carrying Buddha sitting in the Plant Leaf. Lovely quality example with high
attention to detail.

178: Very Nice 18th-19th C. GOOSE IN FULL MOON Japanese

USD 200 - 400

Very Nice 18th-19th C. GOOSE IN FULL MOON Japanese Sword/Dagger KOZUKA Knife Handle. A classic design of Shakudo with
Goose in Takazogan and a full moon in silver Hirazogan.

179: Unusual 18th-19th C. Shakudo, Silver, Gold & Red Copper

USD 200 - 400

Unusual 18th-19th C. Japanese Sword/Dagger KOZUKA Knife Handle. An unusual design of a Steam and Plants, with Silver Snow
on the leaves and gold inlays in a shakudo panel, and a red copper bird in flight half way down the Kozuka.

180: Signed YASUCHIKA Shakudo NARA School Japanese

USD 300 - 600

Signed YASUCHIKA Shakudo NARA School Japanese Sword/Dagger KOZUKA Knife Handle. A shakudo kozuka two people in
katakiribori and keibori. Bottom back is signed 'YASUCHIKA' (see Robert Haynes 11104.0). This is the signature of the "First
Yasuchika". His signature has been exhaustively studied and it is illustrated in numerous books. The main points to notice are the
size of the kanji, large and bold, and the power of the strokes. The first Yasuchika did not make many Kozuka. ~~~~~ As the
aesthetic tastes of the samurai developed, the demand shifted from the traditional fittings made by the main line Goto School to the
fresh and innovative designs of Machibori carvers such as Yasuchika. As they were not bound by the conventions of any school,
Machibori carvers had more artistic freedom in their designs. This restrained example was created by the 1st Yasuchika master, and
his works are Extremely Rare.
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181: Signed NAOCHIKA 18th-19th C. CHIDORI in Shakudo, Copper

USD 200 - 500

Signed NAOCHIKA 18th-19th C. CHIDORI in Shakudo, Copper & Gold ~ Japanese Sword/Dagger KOZUKA Knife Handle ~ Ishime
Ground.

182: Fine 18th-19th C. Signed KOGAWA MOTOYOSHI Japanese

USD 400 - 800

Fine 18th-19th C. Signed KOGAWA MOTOYOSHI Japanese Sword/Dagger KOZUKA Knife Handle. Shakudo Takazogan with gold
and silver details, SHOKI The Demon Queller with a Sword. Signed, Kogawa Motoyoshi. Ref Toso Kodogu Meiji Taisei, Vol. Pages
104 - 105.

183: Exquisite SAGE On HORSEBACK Signed MITSUCHIKA Japanese

USD 500 - 1,000

Exquisite SAGE On HORSEBACK Signed MITSUCHIKA Japanese Sword/Dagger KOZUKA Knife Handle. Shakudo with
exceptionally well detailed Sage on Horseback in Takazogan, Katakiribori and Keibori, Signed on the back ~ Mitsuchika. Kinugawa
Ref. Haynes Nihon Toso Kinko Dai Jiten H 05139.0

184: Antique Japanese Sword/Dagger KOZUKA Blade ~ SIGNED.

USD 150 - 250

Antique Japanese Sword/Dagger KOZUKA Blade ~ SIGNED.

185: Well Detailed 18th-19th C. Japanese Shakudo & Gold

USD 100 - 200

Well Detailed 18th-19th C. Japanese Shakudo & Gold Miniature ~ Possibly Sword mount.

186: ESCAPED RAT Japanese 19th C. Silvered Brass Miniature

USD 80 - 120

ESCAPED RAT Japanese 19th C. Silvered Brass Miniature Plaque.

187: MeiJi era Japanese Lady's Gilt Silver Belt Buckle ~ FAN
MeiJi era Japanese Lady's Gilt Silver Belt Buckle ~ FAN with FLOWERS.

USD 200 - 400
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188: Early Japanese Belt Buckle from Sword/Dagger MENUKI

USD 200 - 400

Early Japanese Belt Buckle from Sword/Dagger MENUKI mount ~ FISHERMAN. Shakudo with gold Menuki mounted on the solid
silver base to serve as a belt buckle or mount. Menuki is 18th century, Man riding the Carp Fish.

189: Lovely Japanese Belt Buckle ~ Early Sword/Dagger MENUKI

USD 200 - 400

Lovely Japanese Belt Buckle ~ Early Sword/Dagger MENUKI Mount ~ MAN with GIANT REDDISH. Shakudo with gold and silver,
Man carrying a Giant Reddish, mounted on the solid silver base for a belt accessory. Menuki is 18th Century, very nice details.

190: MeiJi Japanese Belt Buckle from 17th C. Iron & Gold TEA

USD 200 - 400

MeiJi Japanese Belt Buckle ~ 17th C. Iron & Gold TEA POT on STOVE Sword/Dagger MENUKI on Solid Silver Base.

191: Fine Early Japanese Sword/Dagger DEITY Menuki Pendant

USD 400 - 800

Fine 18K Gold Pendant from Japanese Sword/Dagger DEITY Menuki. Beautiful piece of Jewelry made of an early Samurai dagger
or sword Menuki of heavily gilt shakudo, the menuki is 18th century, later mounted on a Solid 18K Gold base, hallmarked on the
back. Gorgeous piece for a man or a woman.

192: Edo era Japanese SUNSET in WAVES Copper & Gold Mount ~

USD 100 - 200

Edo era Japanese SUNSET in WAVES Copper & Gold Mount ~ Possibly for a Large Sword.

193: Fine Antique Japanese 14K Gold & Enamel Woman's Belt

USD 400 - 800

Fine Antique Japanese 14K Gold & Enamel Belt Buckle ~ Well Hallmarked.

194: Fine 17th-18th C. Japanese DEMON FACE in Kaga-Zogan

USD 200 - 400

Fine 17th-18th C. Japanese DEMON FACE in Kaga-Zogan Iron & Gold with Silver Teeth ~ Possibly a Sword Mount.

195: Japanese MeiJi era Solid Silver Belt Buckle.
Japanese MeiJi era Solid Silver Belt Buckle.

USD 200 - 300
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196: Japanese MeiJi era Large Signed SATSUMA Geisha Button ~

USD 80 - 120

Japanese MeiJi era Large Signed SATSUMA Geisha Button ~ Porcelain & Enamel.

197: Lot of 4 Antique Japanese Small Mix Metal Items.

USD 100 - 150

Lot of 4 Antique Japanese Small Mix Metal Items.

198: Antique Japanese Samurai ARROW HEAD ~ Small Dagger.

USD 100 - 150

Antique Japanese Samurai ARROW HEAD ~ Small Dagger.

199: Beautiful Japanese MeiJi era Letter Opener with Dragon,

USD 200 - 400

Beautiful Japanese MeiJi era Letter Opener with Dragon, Oni, Eagle & TOMOE MON Symbols. Brass and silver, a very finely
detailed example, late 1800s.

200: Japanese MeiJi era Red Copper Charcoal ChopSticks for

USD 100 - 200

Japanese MeiJi era Red Copper Charcoal ChopSticks for TEA CEREMONY.

201: Japanese MeiJi era Gilt Brass Charcoal ChopSticks for

USD 100 - 200

Japanese MeiJi era Gilt Brass Charcoal ChopSticks for TEA CEREMONY.

202: Japanese MeiJi era Red Copper Charcoal ChopSticks for

USD 100 - 200

Japanese MeiJi era Red Copper Charcoal ChopSticks for TEA CEREMONY.

203: Japanese MeiJi era Gilt Copper Charcoal ChopSticks for
Japanese MeiJi era Gilt Copper Charcoal ChopSticks for TEA CEREMONY.

USD 100 - 200
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204: Nice Set of Edo era SILVER TIGER Menuki ~ Japanese

USD 200 - 400

Nice Set of Edo era SILVER TIGER Menuki ~ Japanese Sword/Dagger Mounts.

205: Set of Edo era TIDE HAY Copper MENUKI ~ Japanese

USD 150 - 250

Set of Edo era TIDE HAY Copper MENUKI ~ Japanese Sword/Dagger Mounts.

206: Good Set of early-Edo YUMI BOW & ARROWS Copper & Gold

USD 200 - 400

Good Set of early-Edo YUMI BOW & ARROWS Copper & Gold MENUKI ~ Japanese Sword/Dagger Mounts.

207: Nice Set of Edo PHEASANTS & BAMBOO Shakudo & Gold

USD 200 - 300

Nice Set of Edo PHEASANTS & BAMBOO Shakudo & Gold MENUKI ~ Japanese Sword/Dagger Mounts.

208: Unusual Set of CICADA Copper & Gold MENUKI ~ Japanese

USD 200 - 400

Unusual Set of CICADA Copper & Gold MENUKI ~ Japanese Sword/Dagger Mounts.

209: Interesting Antique Pair of SAMURAIS Copper & Gold

USD 200 - 400

Interesting Antique Pair of SAMURAIS Copper & Gold MENUKI ~ Japanese Sword/Dagger Mounts.

210: Antique Japanese Copper Plaque ~ Man Scared of the Frog

USD 200 - 400

Antique Japanese Copper Plaque ~ Man Scared of the Frog ~ Signed on Lantern. Very cool piece depicting an older man, perhaps
an old Samurai in Kimono with Inro case having large Oni Netsuke, startled by the frog. The lantern in the man's hand bears a
signature of the Artist. Some ink writing on reverse, circa 1800s.

211: Beautiful Japanese KISERU Opium / Tobacco Pipe, Case &

USD 800 - 1,200

Beautiful Japanese KISERU Hallmarked Silver Opium / Tobacco Pipe, Case & Pouch. The pipe case is of deer antler with wonderful
carving. Bamboo pipe with silver mounts, top one hallmarked. Complete with a lovely carved wood tobacco pouch of a Deity with
liftable face, adorned with Mother of Pearl eyes. Beautiful and overall highly ornate MeiJi era example.
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212: Antique Japanese YATATE ~ Portable Calligraphy Brush

USD 200 - 400

Antique Japanese YATATE ~ Portable Calligraphy Brush Case & Inkwell ~ with Dagger/Sword TSUBA as Netsuke.

213: Fine 19th C. Japanese INRO with 3 Drawers & Carved Horn

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Fine 19th C. Japanese INRO with 3 Drawers & Carved Horn NETSUKE. A beautiful and unusual example with fine lacquer work to
its wood case, having three drawers with silver knobs. Large horn Netsuke with profusely carved Samurais and Bamboo forest.

214: Three Japanese Samurai dolls

USD 150 - 300

Three Japanese Samurai dolls. Circa 1930s-1940s

215: Three Japanese Samurai Dolls

USD 150 - 300

Three Japanese Samurai Dolls. 1930s-1940s.

216: Set of three Japanese doll and a dog

USD 150 - 300

Set of three Japanese doll and a dog. Circa 1930s-1940s

216A: Lovely Japanese WW I to WW II Boys KIMONO with Military

USD 300 - 500

Lovely Japanese WW I to WW II Boys KIMONO with Military Motives. Embroidered with various Japanese writings and two boys,
one armed with Katana sword, another shooting the Machine Gun. Very cool piece for the Japanese Army officers child.

217: Japanese 19th C. Walking Cane Sword ~ ZATOICHI the

USD 600 - 900

Japanese 19th C. Walking Cane Sword ~ ZATOICHI the Blind Swordsman. Mounted with an elegant but very strong and deadly
blade having large fuller to lower third of its length, traces of Hamon tamper line are detectable. Cane is wood with bark cover and
brass mounts, top one engraved with vines. Good and very functional example of MeiJi era "Blind Samurai".Total Length 34" (inside
scabbard if present) Blade Length 21"
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218: Japanese 19th C. Walking Cane Sword ~ ZATOICHI the

USD 600 - 900

Japanese 19th C. Walking Cane Sword ~ ZATOICHI the Blind Swordsman. Barked wood cane mounted with a strong blade showing
active Hamon tamper line. Lower mount of white metal with a strong iron tip. Good MeiJi era example. Total Length 36" (inside
scabbard if present) Blade Length 19 1/4"

219: Japanese 18th-19th C. Walking Cane Sword ~ ZATOICHI the

USD 400 - 800

Japanese 18th-19th C. Walking Cane Sword ~ ZATOICHI the Blind Swordsman. Imitation tree bark lacquer work over wood.
Mounted with a strong and very functional blade having gilt copper habaki.Total Length 36 1/2" (inside scabbard if present) Blade
Length 20"

220: Interesting Antique Sword - Cane with Marked Japanese

USD 400 - 800

Interesting Antique Sword-Cane with Japanese Blade & Carved American Indian Motives. The blade with two-character markings at
the base. Red lacquered wood cane carved with American Indian images, possibly Japanese made for American market tradeTotal
Length 37 3/8" (inside scabbard if present) Blade Length 19"

221: Very Fine MeiJi era Japanese Sword Cane

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Very Fine MeiJi era Japanese Sword Cane ~ Fabulous Gold Inlaid Grip. An exquisite example from around late 1800s, with its large
iron grip having extensive gold inlaid and chiseled decorations of Highest quality workmanship. Mounted with a deadly sturdy
thrusting blade of substantial length and square cross-section. Housed in bamboo stick with black paint joints and richly gilt iron tip.
Gorgeous piece overall, probably made for European trade or possibly carried by a dandy or a gambler. Total length : 37" Blade
length : 20 1/2"

222: Fabulous 19th C. Japanese Monumental Screen Panel ~

USD 2,000 - 4,000

Fabulous 19th C. Japanese Monumental Screen Panel ~ Armed ONI Demon Samurai. A large wooden board profusely inlaid with
carved noble material and mother of pearl segments, depicting Oni demon in Samurai armor, armed with a beautiful sword and a
very long TETSUBO or KANABO fighting Club made from the Oar of his row-boat on which he seams to have come to this island,
you can see the boat, waves and other details in gold lacquer on the background. Exquisite and extremely attractive large example
of Japanese Carving and Shibayama Art.

223: Pair of 19th C. Large Japanese Embroidery Tapestry

USD 600 - 800

Pair of 19th C. Large Japanese Embroidery Tapestry Panels ~ Framed under Glass. Large and very decorative pieces in ornate gilt
wood frames set under the glass, both embroidered on silk depicting various Japanese figures, officials and wise-men. Beautiful
work, showing expected age wear, however, survived in very presentable and attractive condition overall.

224: Fine Russian Imperial Caucasian KINJAL Dagger ~ Silver

USD 1,500 - 2,000

Fine Russian Imperial Caucasian KINJAL Dagger ~ Silver Filigree & Niello Mounts. A beautiful large example in its Heavy silver
furniture profusely decorated with elaborate filigree work and Niello enamel, back of the hilt with two-letter hallmarks. Total length
(inside scabbard if present) : 18 1/2" Blade length : 12 1/2"
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225: Russian Imperial era Cossack KINJAL Dagger ~ Carved

USD 600 - 800

Russian Imperial era Cossack KINJAL Dagger ~ Carved Silver Mounts. With its horn grips of traditional form and silver mounts
carved and inlaid with Niello enamel. Mounted with a broad double edged blade bearing a struck maker's mark. Total length (inside
scabbard if present) : 21 1/4" Blade length : 14 3/4"

226: Unusual 19th C. Russian Caucasian KINJAL Dagger.

USD 400 - 600

Unusual 19th C. Russian Caucasian KINJAL Dagger. With its bone grips carved in traditional form, having brass rivet caps. Mounted
with its broad double edged multi-fullered blade struck on one side with distinctive maker's mark. Housed in a very nice fabric over
wood scabbard with large silvered mounts having chased decorations and a hanger chain. Total length (inside scabbard if present) :
14 1/2" Blade length : 7 3/4"

227: Rare 19th C. Russian Caucasian KINJAL Dagger with a

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Rare 19th C. Russian Caucasian KINJAL Dagger with a Side Knife Compartment. In its full silver furniture with carved and Niello
inlaid decorations. Black of the scabbard having a slander compartment to house a smaller utility knife, Islamic numerals in Niello
and stamped hallmarks for Imperial Russian silver. Wearing a strong double edged blade with different double fuller configuration to
each side. A very attractive example of seldom encountered pattern. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 20 3/4" Blade length :
14 3/4"

228: Impressive 18th-19th C. Large Silver Mounted Ottoman

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Impressive 18th-19th C. Large Silver Mounted Ottoman Turkish Wootz Damascus JAMBIYA Dagger with Fine Gold Work. A massive
example of better than average quality with fine silver work to hilt and scabbard. With its very broad double-edged blade of fine
watered Wootz steel. Overall length: 22 3/4". Blade length: 12 1/2"

229: Fine Quality 18th-19th C. Persian Khanjar Dagger With

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Fine Quality 18th-19th C. Persian KHANJAR Dagger with Agate Stone Hilt. An exceptionally attractive Persian khanjar with its solid
Agate hilt and wonderful gold gilt scabbard mounts chiseled with intricate open-work designs, possibly containing a coded script.
Wearing a vicious deeply curved double edged blade of fine wootz damascus steel and having central ridged reinforcement for most
efficient thrusting blows. Gorgeous piece of weapon overall, in its fabric over wood scabbard with large gilt brass mounts showing
wonderful quality open-work decorations. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 16 1/2"Blade length : 11 1/2"

230: Scarce 18th-19th C. Ottoman Turkish HANCER Dagger

USD 600 - 900

Scarce 18th-19th C. Ottoman Turkish HANCER Dagger. Good large example with a long curved double-edged blade of shallow
diamond section, showing active watered patterns of Turkish Wootz Damascus steel. In its full silver furniture of distinctive pattern,
showing traces of gilt finish now mostly worn.Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 17" Blade length : 8 1/2"

231: Beautiful 19th C. Indonesian Malaysian KRIS Dagger with

USD 400 - 600

Beautiful 19th C. Indonesian Malaysian KRIS Dagger with Well Carved Jeweled Grip & Strong Damascus Blade. Total Length (inside
scabbard if present) : 19 1/2", Blade Length : 12"
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232: Nice Large 19th C. Indonesian Malaysian KRIS Dagger

USD 400 - 600

Nice Large 19th C. Indonesian Malaysian KRIS Dagger with Fine Carved & Jeweled Grip.With a strong double edged blade of
flamboyant form, showing active Damascus steel structure. Fine carved grip with gilt metal mount set with multiple precious stones,
including Diamonds, Rubies and Emeralds. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 21 1/2"Blade length : 16 1/4"

233: Very Good 19th C. Asian Burmese Two-handed DHA Sword.

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Very Good 19th C. Asian Burmese Two-handed DHA Sword. An exceptionally impressive large example with a huge silver hilt and
silver dressed wood scabbard, Mounted with a large and very battle-worthy blade of traditional leafed form, both sides with
restrained engraved decorations. A very serious and battle-efficient weapon, built for most skilled and deadly two-handed operation
in combat. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 40" Blade length : 24 1/2"

234: Rare Indonesian Sumbawa Island Presentation Knife

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Rare Indonesian Sumbawa Island Presentation Knife Dagger in Fine Silver Mounts. See Albert G. Van Zonneeveld "Traditional
Weapons of Indonesia" page 74. A beautiful quality Presentation example. Total Length (inside scabbard if present) - 12 1/2", Blade
Length - 5 1/4"

235: Rare & Fine 19th C. Philippine Moro Child's KRIS Dagger

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Rare & Fine 19th C. Philippine Moro Child's KRIS Dagger in Solid Gold Mounts. Total Length (inside scabbard if present) - 12 1/2",
Blade Length - 9"

236: Very Large 18th-19th C. Ottoman YATAGAN Sword ~ Turkish

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Very Large 18th-19th C. Ottoman YATAGAN Sword ~ Turkish Ribbon Damascus. An impressive early example of outstanding
proportions for its type, wearing a powerful blade of traditional re-curved form, showing intricate patterns of Turkish Ribbon
damascus steel, both sides with partially worn silver inlaid decorations. Steel mounted hilt with large bull horn grips of traditional
eared form. Complete with its leather over wood scabbard having repousse silvered copper mounts. A rare oversize example of
these famed and very deadly weapons used by the Ottoman Janissary warriors.Total Length 38" (inside scabbard if present) Blade
Length 28 1/2"

237: Very Rare Ottoman Turkish Style MAMLUK / SHAMSHIR Sword

USD 10,000 - 20,000

Very Rare Ottoman Turkish Style MAMLUK / SHAMSHIR Sword ~ Superb 40-Steps to Allah WOOTZ Blade. This interesting late
18th - early 19th century saber is wearing a State-of-the-Art blade of one of the rarest and most complicated Woots damascus steel
patterns, a Ladder to Allah, which takes extraordinary skill of the blacksmith to perform. Blade having deep curvature to its length,
showing very active watered patterns throughout with few areas of light surface scratches, the Wootz steel pattern exhibiting
super-distinctive 40 Steps pattern, especially well seen if the blade turned away from the light, you can clearly see all 40 parallel
horizontal lines, not only that, each line is actually a Doubled-line which is just unbelievably hard to do retaining such accurate and
precise pattern. Exceptionally rare blade which is actually a Masterpiece of Islamic blacksmith Art, probably one of the Very Best
examples of this Spectacular work we will ever see for sale. With its Ottoman style horn grips and military type mounts of gold gilt
brass or copper, possibly carried by one of the Napoleonic era French officers, a Trophy blade perhaps captured by its owner during
the Eastern campaigns and built in to its furniture for further service. A blade of such extraordinary quality must have came from a
sword owned by Royalty and may have had precious metal and stones furniture which would be utilized by who ever captured and
obtained this very very special weapon. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 36 1/2" Blade length : 29" ~ Both measurements
are taken on a straight line, add about 1 inch if measured on the curve.
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238: Presentation Islamic Arabic Arab SAIF Sword ~ Gift of

USD 400 - 800

Presentation Islamic Arabic Arab SAIF Sword ~ Gift of the Saudi Arabia Royal Family. A very nice example from around mid 1900s,
these swords were made for presentation purposes from the Royal Family of Saudi Arabia to visiting dignitaries, individuals with
major achievements in helping the development and economy of the country, and anyone else deemed worthy by the King. It is not a
combat weapon but rather an attractive ceremonial sword which serves as indication of King's respect to its owner, just like a Medal.
In its gold gilt brass furniture with composite material grips, wearing a mirrored multi fullered blade with light curvature to its length,
and retaining braid fabric hangers with knots. A good display piece overall or a parade wear example. Total length (inside scabbard if
present) : 38 1/2" Blade length : 31 1/4"

239: Outstanding 18th C. Islamic Turkish KILIJ / SHAMSHIR

USD 6,000 - 9,000

An Outstanding 18th C. Islamic Turkish KILIJ / SHAMSHIR Sword with Heavily Gold Inlaid Wootz Damascus Blade & Silver Mounts.
A Very Large and powerful saber with deeply curved blade of very fine Wootz steel, extensive gold inlaid decorations to both sides
and spine, including Islamic calligraphy and symbolism. Silver mounts with traces of gold gilt finish. A Spectacular piece overall, of
Massive proportions and outstanding quality. Total Length (inside scabbard if present) : 40", Blade Length : 33" ~ Both
measurements are taken on a straight line and are considerably more if measured on the curve, this one is a Really Deeply curved
saber.

240: Massive 18th-19th C. Mogul Indian ZAGHNAL Battle Ax.

USD 600 - 800

Massive 18th-19th C. Mogul Indian ZAGHNAL Battle Ax. Well wrought of strong steel, possibly damascus, with its powerful armor
piercing and crashing double edged blade with pronounced central reinforcement ridge. Showing well preserved silver Koftgari
decorations to the lower blade and a strong base, mounted on its hollow steel haft with traces of silver inlays. Lower blade mounted
with unusual and seldom encountered steel panel having two brass lions. Powerful and deadly percussion weapon used by Mughal
warriors for centuries. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 24 1/4" Blade length : 10 1/4"

241: Very Cool Antique Polynesian New Guinea Carved Wood

USD 400 - 800

Very Cool Antique Polynesian New Guinea Carved Wood War Club. A short but strong hard-wood example with well carved spiked
head and geometrical patterned decorations, original leather wrist strap snapped but still present. ~~~~~ In the late 18th and early
19th centuries, there was no steel or bronze in the Pacific. Hardwood whalebone and stone were the hardest materials. One of the
dominant weapons was the club. Simple but deadly effective. In New Guinea, much of the Fighting was with a shield bearing
archers. In Polynesia clubs were the weapon of choice. It was the Polynesian war club that was the most highly prized and intricately
decorated warriorsâ€™ weapons. In Fiji, weapons were so venerated that some had personal names and given the same treatment
as idols. ~~~~~ Other offensive weapons used in Polynesian warfare include spears, bows and arrows, slings and bone daggers.
There are a huge variety of forms of Polynesian War Club more so than any other weapon. ~~~~~ Polynesian Warfare : In
Polynesian society, war was not uncommon and occurred between different tribes and clans. It was a chance for warriors to prove
their personal prowess and improve their reputations. It was quite a common, for example, for Maori war leaders to fight a one on
one duel as proxies for their armies. Wars had structure and a sense of formality. Fighting with war clubs was honorable. ~~~~~
Polynesians trained from a young age to use war clubs and in places, club fighting became almost a martial art. Youngsters spent
hours mastering the arm, body and foot moves necessary to use various types of war club effectively. ~~~~~ Each Polynesian
culture had distinctive club styles. It is possible to determine where a war club has come from by its shape and form. ~~~~~ In other
areas of the Pacific Like New Guinea and the Solomon Islands warfare was also ritualized but with projectile weapons and shields.
Length- 13 1/4"

242: Rare Massive 19th C. Philippine BARONG Sword With

USD 600 - 800

Rare & Massive 19th C. Philippine BARONG Sword with Damascus Blade. With an exceptionally heavy and massive blade of
slightly different form to most known examples, forge with clear indications of layered Damascus steel. With carved wood grip and
scabbard adorned with fabrics and braids. A Collectors Choice specimen and an absolutely deadly powerful weapon. Total length
(inside scabbard if present) : 23 1/2"Blade length : 15" Width : 3 1/2"
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243: Very Good 18th-19th C. Islamic SOSUN-PATA Sword ~ Fine

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Very Good 18th-19th C. Islamic SOSUN-PATA Sword ~ Fine Turkish Ribbon Damascus Blade. In its steel furniture of some-what
Shamshir style, having a wonderful large carved horn grip. Wearing a distinctive broad recurved blade of Yatagan style, showing fine
Turkish Ribbon damascus steel patterns to its core. Housed in its leather over wood scabbard with steel Steps of Allah wire stitching
to the back and large steel mounts en suite to the hilt. A truly beautiful and strong Islamic weapon of very seldom encountered type.
Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 34 1/2", Blade length : 27".

244: Very Fine 18th-19th C. Mogul Indian or Persian Jeweled

USD 4,000 - 8,000

Very Fine 18th-19th C. Mogul Indian or Persian Jeweled SHAMSHIR Sword. A beautiful and rare example fully dressed in exquisite
quality gold gilt copper furniture, showing finest detail to the scabbard decorations depicting hunt scenes and floral scrolls. Large hilt
of Turkish Kilij style is richly decorated with flower-shaped large precious stones, Rubies and Emeralds. Mounted with a very strong
deeply curved blade, having very unusual type of silver inlaid decorations to the lower third of its length. A very attractive and rare
Mogul warrior's saber, definitely carried by a Noble warrior of significant status and rank. Total length (inside scabbard if present) :
36" Blade length : 30 1/8"

245: Very Good 18th-19th C. Islamic Afghani PULOWAR Sword ~

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Very Good 18th-19th C. Islamic Afghani PULOWAR Sword ~ Chiseled Steel Mounts. A strong early battle saber of Afghanistan
warriors, in its chiseled steel furniture with large scabbard mounts and impressive hilt of traditional form, adorned with a pierced steel
locket to the pommel. Wearing an early broad single edged blade with a long double edged tip area, blade showing active watered
patterns of intricate damascus steel and bears a well preserved early Eye-lash (Gurda) markings to one side, often attributed to the
famed 17th century Venetian makers and is frequently met on early Indo-Persian sabers. Total length (inside scabbard if present) :
40" Blade length : 30 3/4"

246: Fine 18th C. Islamic Turkish PALA or KILIJ Sword ~ Gold

USD 4,000 - 6,000

Fine 18th C. Islamic Turkish PALA or KILIJ Sword ~ Gold Inlaid Damascus Blade. A very fine example, in its richly gold gilt brass
mounts with engraved floral decorations, horn grips of traditional Ottoman style. Wearing a very high quality blade of distinctive form,
having a large raised false edge area. Blade exhibits active damascus steel patterns and gold inlaid calligraphy to both sides of
ricasso, also having rare chiseled decorations to the lower blade with mercury gold inlay. Beautiful and very battle-efficient saber,
slightly unique blade form compare to most Pala swords of the period. Total Length (inside scabbard if present) : 32 3/4", Blade
Length : 25 1/2"

247: Rare 18th C. Islamic Turkish Wootz Damascus Dagger with

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Rare 18th C. Islamic Turkish Wootz Damascus Dagger with Enamel & Gold Inlaid Grip. Of very substantial size having a powerful
double edged deeply curved blade of Turkish wootz steel and featuring a central reinforcement ridge, lower blade and lower hilt with
gold inlaid decorations and scripts. Mounted with a fabulous grip of very distinctive form, heavily inlaid with gold and multi color
enamel, depicting War-trophies and foliage, pommel is inset with three turquoise stones, one missing. A very attractive large dagger
of serious combat efficiency. Total Length (inside scabbard if present) : 18 1/4", Blade Length : 12 3/4"

248: An 18th-19th C. Islamic Turkish SHAMSHIR / KILIJ Sword

USD 1,000 - 1,500

An 18th-19th C. Islamic Turkish SHAMSHIR / KILIJ Sword with a Strong Wootz Damascus Blade. A strong fighting example with its
ottoman style wood grips and carved steel cross-guard. Mounted with a very early blade most likely to date from the 17th century,
bearing a distinctive struck circular maker mark and showing fine watered patterns of good early Wootz steel. Total Length (inside
scabbard if present) : 36 3/4", Blade Length : 31"
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249: Rare Year 1223=1808 Islamic Ottoman Turkish YATAGAN

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Rare Year 1223=1808 Islamic Ottoman Turkish YATAGAN Sword ~ Extensive Gold & Silver Inlaid. A very good and rare example of
traditional Ottoman form with large eared grips of desirable material, having repousse silver side-straps and ferrule area extending to
the lower blade panels, all decorated with floral motives. Mounted with an excellent quality blade of typical re-curved form with finely
chiseled spine, both sides with extensive gold and silver inlaid decorations including multiple Koranic passages and Arabic
calligraphy among scrolls and ornamental designs. Also featuring a maker's cartouche and an Arabic year 1223 which corresponds
to 1808 in Gregorian calendar. Minimal wear to the inlays with some silver tarnish which can be cleaned to the new owner's choice to
reveal all the original bright silver. A very good specimen indeed, rare to see with such extensive and fine blade decorations.Total
length (inside scabbard if present) : 30" Blade length : 23 1/2"

250: Early 1771 Dated Ottoman Turkish or Greek Large BICHAK

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Scarce 18th-19th C. Ottoman Turkish or Greek Large BICHAK Knife Dagger. Massive early example with its heavy solid silver
scabbard having repousse decorations of Islamic Temples and war trophies among floral scrolls, traces of gilt finish throughout.
Mounted with a beautiful large grip of horn and bone sections with crowned silver tang-cap at the pommel. Wearing a large strong
single edged blade with silver inlaid Islamic scriptures to either side and a Year 1185 which corresponds to 1771 in Gregorian
calendar. An impressive large and early example, seldom to encounter.Total Length 21"(inside scabbard if present) Blade Length 15
1/2"

251: Very Large Antique Malaysian Borneo DAYAK Tribe Head

USD 400 - 600

Very Large Antique Malaysian Borneo DAYAK Tribe Head Hunter's Sword. An unusually large example with painted wood mounts
and massive deer stag hilt decorated en suite, all with extensive beaded and teeth decorations, scabbard housing a smaller utility
knife. Strong sturdy blades with heavy surface oxidation. A very decorative and impressive looking piece. Total length (inside
scabbard if present) : 30" Blade length : 26 1/4"

252: Rare 19th C. Indonesian or Malaysian Match-Lock Long

USD 600 - 900

Rare 19th C. Indonesian or Malaysian Match-Lock Long Rifle Gun. With its heavy solid brass mounts and strong wood stock,
match-lock lever lacking, otherwise a good looking and rare example used by Asian tribal warriors. Total Length (inside scabbard if
present) : 65 1/2"

253: Antique Malaysian Borneo DAYAK Tribe Head Hunter's

USD 200 - 400

Antique Malaysian Borneo DAYAK Tribe Head Hunter's Sword. In its painted wood and animal hide mounts adorned with beaded
and teeth decorations, hilt of one piece deer stag decorated en suite. Mounted with its hand forged blade of distinctive form, showing
heavy patina and significant age. Scabbard housing a small utility knife with grip lacking. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 28
1/2" Blade length : 20 1/2"

254: Attractive 19th C. Islamic Arabic Moroccan NIMCHA

USD 400 - 600

Attractive 19th C. Islamic Arabic Moroccan NIMCHA Dagger with Turquoise & Coral Decorations. A very ornate example in its filigree
brass mounts adorned with cabochon turquoise and red corals (some missing). Mounted with a deeply curved single edged blade
with a vicious slander tip, both sides chiseled and ornamentally brass inlaid. A handsome Arab dagger overall compare to most
relatively restrained Moroccan weapons. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 20 1/2" Blade length : 13 1/2"
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255: Nice Antique Chinese Traveling TROUSSE ~ Knife/Dagger &

USD 300 - 500

Nice Antique Chinese Traveling TROUSSE ~ Knife/Dagger & Chopsticks. In its sting ray skin and bone inlaid mounts, grips and
chopsticks are of bone en suite. Knife blade is exceptionally strong and sturdy, one side with struck maker's mark. Circa late 1800s
to early 1900s. A very nice example overall. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 12 3/4" Blade length : 6 1/2"

256: Beautiful Antique Chinese Dagger with Cloisonne Enamel

USD 400 - 800

Beautiful Antique Chinese Dagger with Cloisonne Enamel Hilt. A very attractive Chinese dagger with its strong deeply curved blade
and a massive hilt of gilt copper, profusely decorated with Cloisonne enamel inlays, probably a presentation example of some sort or
a flashy gift to someone of status. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 15 1/2" Blade length : 10 1/2"

257: Unusual 19th C. Chinese SWAGGER STICK Dagger, Possibly

USD 400 - 600

Unusual 19th C. Chinese SWAGGER STICK Dagger, Possibly for an Army Officer. In its sting-ray skin and brass furniture, mounted
with a strong sturdy blade of traditional form. Unusual early example, possibly an officer's swagger-stick or an Assassin's weapon
disguised as a stick. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 19" Blade length : 14"

258: Outstanding 18th-19th C. Mogul Indian Silver & Enamel

USD 3,000 - 5,000

Outstanding 18th-19th C. Mogul Indian Silver & Enamel KHANJAR Dagger. A truly beautiful Islamic Mughal warrior's weapon
featuring a large silver hilt profusely inlaid with blue, green and burgundy hot enamel ornamentation, depicting birds and peacocks
among the jungle flora. Mounted with an extraordinary broad double edged blade of fine Wootz damascus steel. Blade exhibits an
intricate and complex structure of seldom encountered multi-fullered configuration of extensive depth and armor-piercing capabilities.
Lower blade with reinforcement steel panels profusely inlaid with gold floral vines in silver framing. With its original fabric over wood
scabbard, this Gorgeous example must have belonged to a wealthy and important individual. Total length (inside scabbard if
present) : 14 1/2", Blade length : 9 1/2".

259: Unusual 19th C. Jeweled Islamic Arabic or Persian

USD 600 - 900

Unusual 19th C. Islamic Arabic or Persian Jeweled JAMBIYA Dagger. An interesting and very ornate example, having white metal
(possibly silver) and brass mounts including large copper coins depicting a Lion crest and other Islamic symbols, the front with
multiple rosettes set with various gem stones. Mounted with a broad curved sturdy blade, bearing struck moon and star markings to
one side. Very attractive piece with its unique style of decoration, note two brass or copper Star applications to each side of the
pommel, possibly a gift to a military figure for certain achievements. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 12 3/4" Blade length :
6 3/4"

260: Interesting 19th C. Asian Tibetan or Chinese

USD 400 - 800

Interesting 19th C. Asian Tibetan or Chinese Collapsible Sword / Dagger with Silver & Gold Inlays. Consisting of three movable
sections each of several strong steel bars riveted together, las one equipped wit a strong broad double edged blade with a distinctive
diamond point, lower blade reinforced with riveted steel plates. All sections except the blade adorned with silver and gold decorations
of Buddhist nature. Unusual and interesting weapon, which would require a particular skill of operating in combat. Total length (inside
scabbard if present) : 20 1/2" Blade length : 6 1/2"
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261: Good 19th C. Islamic Ottoman Officer's SHAMSHIR / KILIJ

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Good 19th C. Islamic Ottoman Officer's SHAMSHIR / KILIJ Sword with TURKISH RIBBON Damascus Blade. An impressive Turkish
Officer's saber with a large broad deeply curved blade of fine "Turkish Ribbon" Damascus steel. Blade featuring a gold inlaid maker's
mark to one side and equipped with a powerful raised false edge tip. In its iron mounts having silver Kofgari decorations and large
horn grips of traditional Ottoman form, retaining part of the original braid cord for wear. A powerful fighting example used by
fearsome Islamic warriors. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 38". Blade length: 31"

262: Fascinating 19th C. Indian Combination Battle Ax,

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Fascinating 19th C. Indian Combination Battle Axe, Matchlock Gun & Dagger. A fascinating example of Indian warriors weapon
consisting of three weapons in one. With silver damascene decorations and figural brass elements. A matchlock firing mechanism in
working order. Overall length: 23". Blade length: 5 1/2

263: Scarce 18th C. Islamic Indian or Persian KARD Dagger ~

USD 800 - 1,200

Scarce 18th C. Islamic Indian or Persian KARD Dagger ~ White Jade Stone Grips & Wootz Blade. In its leather over wood scabbard
having an ornate silver tip mount. Reinforced T-spine blade assuring most effective thrusting power and showing active watered
patterns of fine Wootz steel, evidence of good timely service and usage add character to this rare and once very attractive weapon.
Total Length (inside scabbard if present) - 15", Blade Length - 8 3/4"

264: Rare 17th C. Islamic Ottoman Turkish HANCER Dagger ~

USD 800 - 1,200

Rare 17th C. Islamic Ottoman Turkish HANCER Dagger ~ Armor-Piercing WOOTZ Blade. Of characteristic form with its one piece
horn grip carved in traditional manner. Very thick armor-piercing blade having central reinforcement ridge and showing active
watered patterns of fine Wootz steel. A rare early example with most efficient thrusting power for penetrating through armor if struck
by a skilled hand. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 12 1/2" Blade length : 7"

265: Great Quality 18th-19th C. Ottoman Kurdish JAMBIYA

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Great Quality 18th-19th C. Ottoman Kurdish JAMBIYA Dagger with Very Impressive Hilt. An attractive example of scarce quality,
having a wonderful large hilt of special material having fine polished finish and adorned with a large domed silver pommel cap.
Wearing a fine quality broad double edged blade with central reinforcement ridge, showing lovely watered patterns of Wootz
damascus steel. In its heavy solid silver scabbard having carved decorations. A very special Iraqi weapon of much higher quality
than most encountered Kurdish examples. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 15" Blade length : 8 1/2"

266: Rare 18th-19th C. Hindu Indian KUKRI Style Dagger ~

USD 400 - 800

Rare 18th-19th C. Hindu Indian KUKRI Style Dagger ~ Short Sword. With a beautiful and very distinctive heavy bronze hilt with
pierced and carved decorations. Mounted with a large blade of Nepalese Kukri sword style, lower blade having struck maker mark on
one side. A very unusual and impressive example of Hindu warrior weapons, probably from around South India regions. Total length
(inside scabbard if present) : 18 1/4" Blade length : 13"

267: Good 18th-19th C. Asian Nepalese KORA Battle Ax Sword.

USD 400 - 600

Good 18th-19th C. Asian Nepalese KORA Battle Axe Sword. A powerful early weapon with a strong well forged blade of very
distinctive form. Steel mounts grip having its fabric and wire cover with large leather lining under the pommel disk. A serious and
vicious battle weapon used by Nepalese warriors for centuries. Total length : 22 1/4" Blade length : 17 1/4 Width at the tip : 4 1/4".
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268: Massive 17th-18th C. South Indian Hindu YALI CHILANUM

USD 600 - 800

Massive 17th-18th C. South Indian Hindu YALI CHILANUM Dagger. A powerful example with its massive cast and chased bronze
grip topped with an impressive Yali head pommel (Yali is a Hindu mythical creature also called Sardula or Vyala). Complex guard
and knuckle-bow are of steel for most utilitarian confidence. Wearing a very broad double edged multi-fullered blade of deeply
recurved form, lower blade having elaborately scalloped edges which can serve as blade catchers at parrying the opponent's attack
while delivering a strike with your sword. A serious and very deadly early weapon of fearsome Hindu warriors. Total length (inside
scabbard if present) : 15 1/2" Blade length : 10"

269: Early 17th-18th C. Asian Sri-Lanka or Ceylon KASTANE

USD 800 - 1,200

Early 17th-18th C. Asian Sri-Lanka or Ceylon KASTANE Dagger ~ Fine Gold Gilt Hilt. Mounted with an early strong double edged
blade of diamond section, one side with well preserved struck maker's mark. Solid brass hilt of traditional style with elaborate carved
decorations and richly gilt finish. Rare early and exceptionally combat-worthy example. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 17
1/2" Blade length : 12"

270: Rare Early 18th-19th C. Malaysian KRIS Dagger with

USD 600 - 800

Rare Early 18th-19th C. Malaysian KRIS Dagger with War-Colors on Scabbard. With a fine large carved grip of traditional
Zoomorphic styling, silver mounts and strong Damascus steel blade. The broad silver band at the top of the scabbard can be
lowered to reveal the bone inlaid War Colors, needed for identifying your allies in battle. Rare and fine early example. Total length
(inside scabbard if present) : 19" Blade length : 14 1/2"

271: Very Early, 17th C. Hindu South Indian YALI Dagger with

USD 400 - 800

Very Early, 17th C. Hindu South Indian YALI Dagger with Bronze Hilt. Of traditional form with a strong double edged deeply recurved
blade and a solid bronze grip adorned with a Yali goddess pommel of a slightly unusual style than most encountered examples.
Good early piece of Hindu warrior's weapon. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 14 1/2" Blade length : 10"

272: Unusual 18th-19th C. Islamic Persian or Syrian Navy

USD 800 - 1,200

Unusual 18th-19th C. Islamic Persian or Syrian Navy Dirk ~ Naval Dagger. A highly unusual Islamic dagger, having solid brass hilt
with beast head pommel and brass scabbard, all with gold gilt finish. Mounted with a broad double edged blade having extensive
etched decorations, including Arabic scripts and Star of Damascus on ricasso. Very attractive piece, most likely of a naval service,
worn by one of the Eastern Army's navy officers perhaps, or possibly even an English officer serving in one of the colonies and has
privately ordered a dirk from one of the local makers, or has been presented one for his service. Total length (inside scabbard if
present) : 12 1/4" Blade length : 7 1/2"

273: Ornate 19th C. Islamic Arabic Moroccan KOUMIYA Dagger.

USD 250 - 450

Ornate 19th C. Islamic Arabic Moroccan KOUMIYA Dagger. In its silver and brass furniture adorned with large square inlays of red
stone or glass to the grip, and having lovely Niello silver decorations throughout the front. Mounted with a typical blade, double
edged for about two third of it's length. An attractive and well worn example overall. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 14"
Blade length : 6 1/4"
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274: Interesting 19th C. Islamic Arab Sudanese Dagger with

USD 400 - 600

Interesting 19th C. Islamic Arab Sudanese Dagger with Sword Catchers. Having a double edged deeply curved blade with two
interesting large pierced key-shaped openings, both sides with extensive etched Arabic scriptures. One piece bone grip carved in
traditional form. Rare and unusual example. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 15 1/2" Blade length : 11"

275: Very Cool 19th C. Islamic Sudanese or Persian Waste

USD 400 - 600

Very Cool 19th C. Islamic Sudanese or Persian Waste Dagger. Of a distinctive deeply warped form, designed for being worn curving
around the hip under the belt. In its white metal or some sort of alloy mounts having carved and mercury gold inlaid decorations. With
its just as warped double edged blade profusely etched on both sides with Arabic scriptures. A fascinating and very unique Islamic
weapon. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 8" Blade length : 5"

276: Large 19th C. Ottoman Turkish Enameled QAMA Dagger ~

USD 600 - 800

Large 19th C. Ottoman Turkish Enameled QAMA Dagger ~ Short Sword. In its copper furniture depicting carved Islamic Temples,
Arms and Armor panoplies and floral scrolls, both sides with multi color enamel inlays. Mounted with an impressive large broad
double edged blade, having two narrow central fullers and partially worn silver inlaid Arabic scripts at ricasso. A vicious and
absolutely deadly weapon of Ottoman warriors, in seldom encountered art-work to its furniture. Total length (inside scabbard if
present) : 23 1/4" Blade length : 17"

277: Beautiful 19th C. Ottoman Turkish Enameled QAMA Dagger

USD 800 - 1,200

Beautiful 19th C. Ottoman Turkish Enameled QAMA Dagger ~ Short Sword. In its copper furniture depicting carved Islamic Temples,
Arms and Armor panoplies and floral scrolls, both sides with multi color enamel inlays. Mounted with an impressive large broad
double edged blade, having unusual multi-fuller configuration, and exhibiting well preserved silver inlaid floral scrolls at ricasso. A
very attractive and very deadly weapon of Ottoman warriors.Total Length 22 1/4"(inside scabbard if present) Blade Length 14"

278: Early Islamic Ottoman Turkish YATAGAN Sword with Gold

USD 600 - 900

Early Islamic Ottoman Turkish YATAGAN Sword with Gold Inlaid Blade. Most likely an 18th century Yatagan blade of traditional
form, showing indications of layered steel and extensive heavy gold inlaid decorations. One side with Arabic calligraphy, various
Islamic symbols and a maker's mark. Mounted with a later 19th century hilt, for continues service in the hands of some peasant
Janissary warrior. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 28 1/2" Blade length : 23 1/4"

279: Rare 19th C. Ottoman Turkish or Greek Military KARD

USD 800 - 1,200

Rare 19th C. Ottoman Turkish or Greek Military KARD Dagger Dirk. Of a very seldom encountered form, possibly a Military officers
Dirk, having a rare steel cross-guard and fine horn grips with silver side-straps, strong double-edged blade housed in a beautiful
repousse silver scabbard. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 12 3/4"Blade length : 6 3/4"

280: Very Good 1234 = 1818 Dated Islamic Turkish Damascus

USD 600 - 900

Very Good 1234 = 1818 Dated Islamic Turkish Damascus YATAGAN Sword. An impressive early example, with its silver mounts and
large horn grips of traditional eared form. Wearing a fine Damascus blade having silver inlaid Maker's cartouche on one side and a
date 1234 which corresponds to 1818 in Gregorian calendar. A very attractive example of these feared Ottoman warrior's weapons.
Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 28 1/2" Blade length : 23 1/4"
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281: Attractive Antique Mughal Indian Lady's JAMBIYA Dagger

USD 600 - 900

Attractive Antique Mughal Indian Lady's JAMBIYA Dagger with Hot Enamel Decorations. Lovely example in its silvered steel furniture
profusely inlaid with blue, green and red hot enamel forming flowers and leafs. Mounted with a strong broad deeply curved blade of
patterned damascus steel, lower blade with carved and blued floral decorations en suite to the mounts. Lovely dagger, probably
carried by an Indian Woman of higher than average social status. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 11 3/4" Blade length : 6"

282: Rare 18th C. Islamic Persian SHAMSHIR Sword with LADDER

USD 3,000 - 5,000

Rare 18th C. Islamic Persian SHAMSHIR Sword with LADDER PATTERN Wootz Damascus Blade. An elegant and very quick
saber, in its brass and silver alloy mounts having steel cross-guard and horn grips with brass and white metal inlays. Wearing a very
fine quality Wootz damascus blade showing distinctive Ladder-pattern also known as Ladder to Allah and having frequent vertical
steps in its watered pattern, interrupting the rest of the patterns structured along the blade length. In its ornate tooled leather over
wood scabbard with brass mounts en suite to thew hilt. Rare example, blades of such intricate pattern were very difficult to create
and were exclusively made by skilled blacksmiths of the Islamic world for special orders and important figures of status and rank.
Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 39", Blade length : 33 1/2".

283: Nice 18th C. Persian KHANJAR Dagger with Wootz Damascus

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Nice 18th C. Persian KHANJAR Dagger with Wootz Damascus Blade & Fine Carved Grip. Wearing a very deadly deeply curved
double edged blade with central reinforcement ridge, lower blade with heavy gold inlays depicting a Lion attacking the Deer. Active
watered patterns of black wootz steel throughout the blade. Fine hilt of marine nature, well carved with royal figures and Arabic
scripts. In its original tooled leather over wood scabbard having copper tip and unusual Turkish style "Steps of Allah" wire-stitched
seam, typical of mostly Ottoman weapon rather than Persian. Very attractive early example of these vicious Qajar dynasty era
weapons. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 14 1/4" Blade length : 8 3/4".

284: Exquisite Quality 19th C. Ottoman Turkish Dagger with

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Exquisite Quality 19th C. Ottoman Turkish Dagger with Enamel & Gold Inlays. With its blued steel blade and scabbard having
extensive gold Koftgari work. Multi-color enameled grip with gold inlaid war trophies and floral motifs. A very attractive example of
Islamic weaponry of seldom encountered workmanship and quality. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 9 1/4" Blade length : 4
1/4"

285: Rare 16th-17th C. Islamic Powder Flask with Silver

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Rare 16th-17th C. Islamic Powder Flask with Silver inlaid & Chiseled Turkish Prince Portrait. A very early example of superb
workmanship, having chiseled steel and silver inlaid decorations, with a fabulous relief portrait of an Ottoman Royalty. Rare museum
quality piece. Size : 7" x 5"

286: Rare 18th C. Islamic Ottoman Turkish Combination Battle

USD 2,000 - 4,000

Rare 18th C. Islamic Ottoman Turkish Combination Battle Ax / Flint Lock Carbine. With its large wood haft suitable for most efficient
two-handed operation in battle, and serving as a stock for a short rifle barrel, equipped with a large flint lock mechanism on the side,
featuring engraved maker's name and floral scrolls. Mounted with a powerful well wrought steel axe head, having a devastating
armor piercing spike to opposite side, interesting pierced squares along the edge of the axe-head. Barrel of the gun with gold inlaid
maker's mark in the form of the heart with carved facial features, other markings and engraved decorations to the lower barrel. An
exceptionally impressive and rare Ottoman weapon, with its significant battle abilities. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 27"
Blade length : 10 3/4"
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286A: Beautiful Mid 1900s Nepalese Gurkha's Presentation

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Beautiful Mid 1900s Nepalese Gurkha's Presentation KUKRI Knife to a British Army Officer. Of scarce quality in its elaborate silver
furniture with intricately carved and pierced Peacocks and floral motives, underlaid with bright red and blue foil and adorned with an
interesting gold emblem on top of the scabbard, depicting a Cupid with his Bow. The large silver presentation plaque bearing a
lengthy engraved inscription (please see photo # 2 for the owner's service details). Massive knife with a powerful broad blade of
traditional form, mounted with a carved horn grip having steel bolster and pommel mounts. Scabbard housing two small utility knives
with wooden grips. Gorgeous example overall with its lovely thick braid silver chain for wear.Total Length 16 1/2" (inside scabbard if
present) Blade Length 11 1/2"

287: Beautiful Quality 18th-19th C. Islamic Arabic Algerian

USD 5,000 - 8,000

Beautiful Quality 18th-19th C. Islamic Arabic Algerian PRESENTATION Flint Lock Pistol. In its ornate silver furniture richly encrusted
with large red corals and one Turquoise stone near the trigger guard. Bearing two panels engraved with lengthy Arab scripts and
numerals. With its large caliber barrel carved with floral ornaments and maker's mark. A gorgeous piece of Islamic weapon, surely
deserves further research as to the provenance, as was probably presented to an important individual of status and rank. Total
length: 19 1/8"

288: Outstanding 18th C. Pair of Islamic Turkish Flint-Lock

USD 6,000 - 8,000

Outstanding 18th C. Pair of Islamic Turkish Flint-Lock Pistols ~ from Rudolph Valentino Collection. Gorgeous pair in its heavy silver
mounts with wonderful carved and engraved decorations. Large caliber steel barrels are finely engraved and struck with multiple
maker marks. These beautiful Ottoman guns come with their original and very ornate embroidered fabric and leather holster with a
matching cartridge pouch. Comes from a well known collection of a well known actor. ~~~~~ Rudolph Valentino (1895-1926) was the
most famous Silent Screen star of the 1920s. A collector of antique weapons, automobiles and fine art. In this original signed
photograph Valentino plays a rogue Cossack in the film The Eagle (1925) in complete uniform. The hat was sold at auction for
$15,360 (1989). ~~~~~ These magnificent pair of pistols with holster and bullet pouch are attributed to his collection. These were
among over 2,000 items sold at Valentino's 1929 auction in Los Angeles, California. Total Length of each pistol : 20"

289: Good 18th-19th C. Islamic Ottoman Albanian RAT-TAIL

USD 800 - 1,200

Good 18th-19th C. Islamic Ottoman Albanian RAT-TAIL Miquelet Pistol. In its gilt brass furniture with ornate engraved decorations
and solid silver flower-head adornments. Barrel engraved with maker's name and appears to be of European manufacture for the
Eastern market. Good early example of the type distinctively attributed to Albanian region of Ottoman Empire. Total Length: 20"

290: Spectacular 18th-19th C. Ottoman Turkish Presentation

USD 4,000 - 8,000

Spectacular 18th-19th C. Ottoman Turkish Presentation YATAGAN Sword ~ WOW !!! Probably one of the fines and most impressive
examples ever offered for sale, this magnificent Turkish Yatagan is of Presentation quality and superb workmanship. Featuring
massive hilt with traditional eared grips of marine nature and seldom encountered form, gilt silver mounts with intricate filigree
decorations, all set with numerous large fluted red corals to its hilt and upper scabbard. One side of the scabbard bearing an ink
written number, matching to the number written on top of one of the large ears, and is most likely a Museum inventory number.
Mounted with an unbelievably gorgeous large blade of traditional form but very nontraditional level of decoration, having large fire
blued panels heavily inlaid with finest quality Gold Arabic scriptures, symbols and Koranic passages to both sides. In its beautiful
repousse silver scabbard, depicting Islamic Temples, War Trophy panoplies and wonderful floral scrolls. A truly Breath-Taking large
and highly ornate example, would make a Centerpiece for any advanced Ottoman Weapons collection. Total length (inside scabbard
if present) : 30" Blade length : 23 1/2"
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291: Massive and Fine 18th-19th C. Ottoman Turkish or Greek

USD 2,000 - 4,000

Massive and Fine 18th-19th C. Ottoman Turkish or Greek JAMBIYA Dagger. In its silver furniture showing traces of the gold gilt
finish throughout, huge hilt of distinctive form, engraved at the pommel and profusely embossed with fine repousse floral
decorations. Mounted with a massive broad and very powerful double edged blade having central reinforcement ridge and showing
lovely active watered patterns of Wootz damascus steel, lower blade with richly gold inlaid decorations and Arabic scripts. An
exceptionally impressive Islamic weapon, rarely encountered on such outstanding size and quality. Total length (inside scabbard if
present) : 22" Blade length : 15 1/8" Blade width is Wooping 2 3/4" at ricasso.

292: Rare 17th-18th C. Islamic Turkish Hancer Dagger with

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Rare 17th-18th C. Islamic Turkish Hancer Dagger with Wootz Damascus Blade. In its silver furniture of typical form adorned with
carved floral decorations. Mounted with a strong and sturdy double edged thrusting blade having prolonged armor-piercing tip for
penetrating through chain-mail armor links. Both sides of the blade with chiseled and gold inlaid decorations, showing areas of
detectable fine watered patterns of early Wootz damascus steel. A very attractive example of these rare early and very deadly
Ottoman weapons.Total Length (inside scabbard if present) 19 3/4"Blade Length 13 3/4"

293: Rare 1796 Dated Ottoman Empire Greek YATAGAN Sword in

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Rare 1796 Dated Ottoman Empire Greek YATAGAN Sword in Niello Silver Mounts. A seldom encountered early type, wearing a
straight single edged blade showing silver inlaid decorations including maker's cartouche with a date. Beautiful hilt of noble material
and silver mounts. In its all silver scabbard having extensive niello enamel decorations, including Greek writings and owner's initials,
as well as the date 1796. Rare early and once a very attractive Greek weapon high quality workmanship. Total length (inside
scabbard if present) : 26 3/4" Blade length : 21 1/2"

294: Good Quality 17th-18th C. Mughal Indian KATAR Push

USD 500 - 800

Good Quality 17th-18th C. Mughal Indian KATAR Push Dagger ~ Wootz Damascus Blade. A strong but elegant early example with
its steel multi bar grip showing partially worn gold inlaid decorations. Armed with its broad double edged blade having an
armor-piercing tip and complex deep multi fuller structure, areas of the blade showing watered Wootz steel patterns. In its fabric over
wood scabbard with gold thread braided lace. An attractive and very combat-worthy weapon favored by fearsome Mogul warriors.
Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 18 1/2" Blade length : 8 1/2"

295: Interesting 19th C. Islamic Afghani Presentation KARD

USD 800 - 1,200

Interesting 19th C. Islamic Afghani Presentation KARD Dagger ~ Inscribed Scabbard. In its very fine long silver mounted scabbard
having several Arabic inscriptions to its mounts and housing the dagger almost entirely up to the curved pommel which would allow
for easy extraction of the dagger. Fine carved grips of noble material with engraved silver mounts. Strong thrusting blade with spinal
reinforcement. A very good looking example overall, the Arab inscriptions surely deserve further research, as it may have belonged
to a known Muslim figure. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 19 1/2" Blade length : 8 1/2"

296: Unusual 18th-19th C. Islamic Arabic Sudanese MACE

USD 800 - 1,200

Unusual 18th-19th C. Islamic Arabic Sudanese MACE Weapon with Skull Crasher Grip. A rare example with a short haft dressed in
alligator skin and equipped with a strong iron skull crasher at the pommel, adorned with baby alligator claws. Wearing a full size
Mace head of 6-flang construction, all flangs with extensive etched Arab scriptures, as well as the the top spike and areas of the
strong steel haft. A fascinating and very seldom encountered Islamic weapon, this short but very combat-worthy example is
especially rare. Total Length: 15 1/8"
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297: Antique Meerschaum Smoking Pipe Carved with Turkish

USD 200 - 400

Antique Meerschaum Smoking Pipe Carved with Turkish Warrior Head. Total Length: 12"

298: Antique 1788 Dated Large Military Meerschaum Smoking

USD 800 - 1,200

Antique 1788 Dated Large Military Meerschaum Smoking Pipe. Carved with French or Russian Hussar in Horse Back Sword fight
with a Turkish soldier. Beautiful early example with Silver mounts. Original long flexible pipe is intact, having bull horn mounts. Size :
4 1/2" x 5 3/4" Length including soft braided pipe is 28 3/4"

299: Antique Meerschaum Smoking Pipe Carved with Turkish

USD 200 - 400

Antique Meerschaum Smoking Pipe Carved with Turkish Nobleman Head ~ in Original Case. Total length (inside scabbard if
present) : 2 3/4" Blade length : 3"

299A: Antique Meerschaum Smoking Pipe Carved with Turkish

USD 200 - 400

Antique Meerschaum Smoking Pipe Carved with Turkish Warrior Head. In its original leather bound case, lovely patina and carving
details.Total length 6"

300: Unique 19th C. Indian Officer's Enamel Silver Swagger

USD 5,000 - 8,000

Unique 19th C. Indian Officer's Enamel Silver Swagger Stick with Wootz Damascus Dagger. An exquisite and unique example of
finest quality workmanship, having solid silver mounts profusely inlaid with wonderful enamel decorations. Mounted with a strong
double edged thrusting blade of fine Wootz steel, bot sides with intricate gold inlaid decorations and scriptures to ricasso. Interesting
part is the locking mechanism, which has two positions so actually works as a Double lock, first the dagger can be turned and locked
inside the scabbard and then the ring can be turned in different direction to create a secondary lock, so except for this dagger's
owner. most likely no one else would be able to open it fast. Super beautiful and very unique Mogul weapon, superbly crafted for an
important military individual of significant status and rank. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 22 1/2", Blade length : 15 1/2".

301: Very Fine & Rare 18th-19th C. Russian Azerbaijani

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Very Fine & Rare 18th-19th C. Russian Azerbaijani KINJAL Dagger with Ruby Stones. Beautiful and richly decorated large Kinjal or
Qama dagger of seldom encountered Ethnic origin, with a massive one-piece carved grip of marine nature. Set with 4 large Rubies
in ornate silver rosettes. Mounted with a broad double-edged blade having a deep off-set fuller, gold inlaid with Arabic calligraphy on
both sides, including maker's cartouche and two struck X markings to the lower ricasso. In its very fine silver scabbard with gold gilt
finish and exquisite quality carved floral decorations. A trully beautiful Islamic weapon, having distinctive jewelry work style typical to
the Azerbaijan region of Imperial Russia, the blade most likely of neighboring Persian manufacture. Total length 19 1/4", length of the
blade - 13 1/4".

301A: Framed Picture of Famous Star Rudolph Velentino in

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Framed Picture of Rudolph Velentino (1895-1926) . Rudolph was the most famous Silent Screen star of the 1920s. A collector of
antique weapons, automobiles and fine art. In this original signed photograph Valentino plays a rogue Cossack in the film The Eagle
(1925) in complete uniform. The hat was sold at auction for $15,360 (1989). These magnificent pair of pistols with holster and bullet
pouch are attributed to his collection. These were among over 2,000 items sold at Valentino's 1929 auction in Los Angeles,
California. Dimensions: framed - 13 1/2" x 12 1/4". Image - 3" x 4 1/2"
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302: Very Fine & Rare 19th C. Russian Caucasian MIQUELET

USD 4,000 - 6,000

Very Fine & Rare 19th C. Russian Caucasian MIQUELET Pistol in Niello Silver Mounts. A beautiful and very elegant example, surely
made for a Caucasian warrior of status and rank, fully dressed in jewelry quality silver-work with extensive Niello decorations,
including multiple cartouches with Islamic calligraphy to the top strap. Original and very seldom encountered gold-fabric tassel is still
present to the locket on the ball finial of the stock. With its steel Miquelete lock of traditional style, struck with the circular maker's
mark. A truly exquisite and high quality weapon by the famed Caucasian arms-smiths and Jewelers. Pistol is 18" long.

303: Rare 18th-19th C. Russian Caucasian Islamic SHASHKA

USD 3,000 - 5,000

Rare 18th-19th C. Russian Caucasian Islamic SHASHKA Sword ~ Wootz Shamshir Blade. Very good early Caucasian Shashka of
so called Asiatic type, mounted with a captured Trophy blade from a Persian or Turkish shamshir saber, blade of fine Wootz steel
and significant curvature to its length, it was so valuable and respected by Caucasian warriors for the quality of the steel and combat
efficiency, that this blade was re-utilized for further use by building fine quality native style furniture for it, having solid silver hilt and
scabbard mounts, profusely decorated with beautiful Niello enamel. Note the short slot on top of the scabbard throat, not typical to
Caucasian Shashkas but is necessary in this case to make the extraction of such a curved blade possible. Rare example indeed,
built in the 19th century with much love and attention to detail and beauty using an 18th century Shamshir blade, most likely obtained
from a saber captured in battle by the Caucasian warrior himself or one of his ancestors. Total length (inside scabbard if present) :
35 1/4" Blade length : 27 1/2" on straight line, significantly more on the curve.

304: Russian Imperial era Award SHASHKA Sword with St. Ann

USD 3,000 - 5,000

Russian Imperial era Award SHASHKA Sword with St. Ann Order for Non Christians ~ FOR BRAVERY. An interesting example
awarded to one of the Caucasian Islamic warriors for his services in the Czar's army, adorned with a Niello inscription to its grip "For
Bravery" and a Non-Christian St. Ann order to the pommel. In its silver furniture with extensive Niello enamel decorations. Mounted
with a very strong straight single-edged blade having three fullers to each side and showing interesting watered patterns of multi
layered damascus steel. One side of the blade with struck and well preserved Gurda markings, often met on Caucasian blades
which were actually prized quite highly for resembling the markings of the famed 17th-18th century Venetian makers. Total length
(inside scabbard if present) : 36" Blade length : 29"

305: Beautiful and Rare 19th C. Russian Caucasian Dagestani

USD 5,000 - 8,000

Beautiful and Rare 19th C. Russian Caucasian Dagestani SHAMSHIR Sword. In its silver furniture with carved floral ornaments inlaid
with Niello enamel and richly gold gilt throughout front and back of the hilt and front of the scabbard mounts. The back of the
scabbard with more restrained decorations, showing Niello inlaid floral scrolls and bearing Russian Imperial 84 silver hallmarks to
each mount. This spectacular saber wears an earlier, 18th century blade which may have been a family relic or a trophy blade from
the warrior's father or grandfather, the blade appears to be of Hungarian manufacture, showing distinctive etched and gilt
decorations including a tribal warrior with a club and helmet, hand in the cloud holding a large saber and various carbolistic writings
and symbols. An exceptionally impressive Caucasian Islamic weapon, owned by or presented to a wealthy Dagestan warrior of
significant status and rank. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 37" Blade length : 31"

306: Unusual 18th-19th C. Russian Caucasian or Hungarian

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Unusual 18th-19th C. Russian Caucasian or Hungarian SHASHKA Sword. Interesting and uncommon example most likely to date
from around French Napoleonic wars era or slightly earlier, wearing a European Hussar saber blade, having large blued panels with
engraved and gold gilt decorations, tip of the blade featuring an impressive long raised false edge with a clip point tip. The un-blued
portion of the blade exhibits very unusual etched swirling in imitation of Damascus steel patterns. With its wood grips carved in
traditional Eared manner, adorned with Enamel inlaid rosettes to the pommel and plain brass tack decorations throughout. In its
leather over wood scabbard with most of its leather lacking, still retaining a fragment of its braid cord for wear. Very early and
fascinating Shashka example, with much character and quite a unique style of decoration, very likely used in battle actions against
the Napoleon's army. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 38" Blade length : 32"
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307: Museum Level Rarity 19th C. Russian Caucasian Georgian

USD 4,000 - 6,000

Museum Level Rarity 19th C. Russian Caucasian Georgian BEBUT Dagger in Arabic Style. ~~~~~~~ AN ESOTERIC DAGGER FOR
AN ERUDITE NOBLEMAN. A fine and very rare dagger exhibiting conflicting formal and decorative characteristics. While generally
evoking the well-known Yemeni Jambiya dagger, close scrutiny reveals an unexpected origin. The hilt is a single section of noble
material, brilliantly carved and undercut, depicting an armed warrior on horseback hunting a rhin0cer0s among huge trees, behind
which the massive casements of windows set in the stone walls of a castle are visible. The hand-wrought blade emulates the Yemeni
form: broad at the forte, sharply curved, continuously tapering and double edged, with the addition of a distinctive bisected
rectangular central rib. The velvet-covered wooden scabbard with applied galloon, mounted in silver, the locket finely filigreed with a
Christian cross, the chape with engraved motifs showing Persian influence, the finial of Arab thum form. This dagger is a unique
example of the cosmopolitan palate of techniques and literary influences found among Georgian Tiflis armorers and their clients in
the first half of the early 19th century. ~~~~~ The Kingdom of Georgia was declared a Christian nation by King Mirian III in 337 c.e.
Various other religions, notable Zoroastrianism, persisted until the 7th century. Its nearest Christian neighbors were Byzantium and
Armenia, with whom it generally enjoyed good relations. After the seventh century, Georgia was further bounded by Muslim states; it
was invaded many times in its long history. In 1783, devastating wars with Persia and the Ottoman Empire, followed by constant
raids by the Muslim mountaineers of Dagestan and Chechnya, compelled King Erekle (or Hercules) to sine a peace treaty with
Imperial Russia; a few years later, this treaty was used by Czar Paul I to annex the Kingdom of Georgia entirely. ~~~~~ While
sovereignty had been lost by the Georgian royal families and contenders, life in Georgia generally improved. Large number of
Russian nobles who served as high-ranking officers were posted to the capital, Tiflis, and with them came their retinues, including
many European artists, craftsmen and literary figures of the early 19th century. European architecture and culture took root in Tiflis
and flourished; an opera house, theaters, palaces and European-style hotels sprang up, along with Russian, French and German
schools, and the highest ranking Georgian families emulated Russian costume and manners at receptions, balls and audiences.
Their children learned Russian, French, German and even English in schools and their princes became officers in the Imperial
Russian Army. The richest traveled to St. Petersburg, Berlin, Paris and London. Many noted literary and artistic figures, among them
Alexander Dumas, visited Tiflis during the 19th century. This European cultural overlay had, by the 1830-s, kindled a predictable
reaction; a sense of Georgian nationalism. This manifested itself in an entirely cultural context during the period under discussion,
and was evident primarily through literature and costume. Legends which for centuries had been related via oral tradition began to
emerge in books and journals, the literati performed lengthy epic poems at receptions and artistic salons sprang up. Women often
wore European ball gowns in town while reverting to traditional Caucasian dress at home in their ancestral fortresses. Noble
Georgian males now accoutered in elaborate Imperial uniforms, began to express their cultural heritage in the weapons they carried.
These included distinctive sabers,daggers and firearms which the Russian officers openly admired and often acquired. The Tiflis
Arms Bazaar itself was a microcosm of the new Georgia. In its streets lined with narrow stalls, observers report Russians, Germans,
Frenchmen, Turks, Persians, Kubachins, Circassians, Armenians and Georgians all working side by side; the very nature of their
proximity compelled an exchange of forms and motifs as they displayed their work for the examination and pleasure of their
colleagues. It was in this multi-ethnic environment that a remarkable fusion of forms and motifs arose. ~~~~~ The combination of
Georgian nationalism, expressed through the language, its history and literature, and the remarkable renaissance in craftsmanship
found in Tiflis from the 1820s - 1860s, provided some of the finest and most imaginative works in arms ever seen in Imperial Russia,
which later led to a series of almost laughable misidentifications among collectors and museums, a condition which persists to the
present. By examining the form, execution and literary works of the Georgian people, the dagger under consideration may be
attributed with certainty to a Georgian master working in Tiflis between 1820-1850. The client who commissioned such a weapon
would have been a member of the Georgian nobility. First, because the superior quality of its workmanship and materials would have
made the cost prohibitive for any but the wealthiest patron, and secondly, the thorough knowledge and appreciation of the Georgian
legend which this piece narrates suggests an individual of education and nationalists sympathies. Finally, the form of the dagger's
blade and mounts indicates a man who likely traveled extensively throughout the Middle East. ~~~~~ In order to interpret and identify
the carved figures on the dagger's hilt, we must turn to the Tales of Amiran Drejaniani, a legend cycle included among works from
the Georgian Golden Age, which spanned the 11th - 13th century. These tales were first recorded by Mose Khoneli, a Georgian
author or compiler believed to have lived during the 12th century; it was he who organized the tales into 12 written episodes. The
tales have been translated from Georgian only once, into English (Amiran-Drejaniani, a Cycle of Medieval Georgian Tales
Traditionally Ascribed to Mose Khoneli, translated and annotated by R.H. Stevenson [Oxford, 1958]. ~~~~~ The First Cycle
introduces King Abesalom of India. While out hunting, Abesalom comes upon a mysterious and deserted palace in which he finds
portraits of hero knights and ladies. Upon inquiry, the King discovers that one hero is Amiran, the Georgian knight, and that one of
his erstwhile retainers, Savarsamidze, dwells nearby in Persia. King Abesalom invites Savarsamidze to his court and it is there that
the now-elderly man relates the many adventures of Amiran to the King. Of particular importance to this discussion are the events
detailed in the Second Cycle of Amiran ~~~~~ Amiran, the Georgian hero, travels far and wide with his loyal retainers in search of
battle and honor. While questing, Amiran meets a man dressed all in black who is mourning the death of his lord, Badri of Yemen.
The man in black tells Amiran how Badri killed three knights in single combat to win the Daughter of the King of the Sea. Badri of
Yemen and his warriors enter the Land of Beasts and slay lions, rhin0cer0s, and a two-headed monster. Badri is ultimately killed and
Amiran takes up the noble quest, making great and loyal friends. His travels include Persia, what is now Afghanistan, India, Khazaria
and Arabia. In the end, after feats of daring and magical challenges which are the equal of the best-known Greek legends, Amiran
becomes king and marries no less than three different princesses, thereby acquiring the kingdom of each as he goes. ~~~~~ The
knightly figure who opposes the rh!n0 carved on on the grip is clearly identifiable as Badri of Yemen. However, the patron who
conceived this dagger and the master who crafted it have further and quite cleverly emphasized Badri's origin by conforming the
blade of the dagger's legendary reference-though Georgian-made, it is of Arab Yemeni Jambiya form. Yemeni blades are virtually
always forged with a sharp central ridge - here, though the form precisely duplicates Yemeni work, the central rib of this example is
raised though flat, and further subdivided by a narrow groove; characteristically Georgian treatments. This awesome dagger must be
The Only example in the World of Georgian arms-makers executed in such unique and distinctive manner, thus is an absolute Gem
for any advanced collection of Russian Caucasian or Islamic Arms & Armor, ultimately belonging in a Museum display. ~~~ Total
length : 12" Blade length : 6 1/2" both slightly more if measured on the curve.
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308: Rare 18th C. Mughal Indian JADE & RUBY Hilted KARD

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Rare 18th C. Mughal Indian JADE & RUBY Hilted KARD Dagger. A very good early example featuring a massive grip of one piece
green Jade stone, adorned with a cabochon Ruby to each side of the pommel. Large gilt copper ferrule area with etched floral
motives. Mounted with a very serious straight single edged blade of significant thrusting power, showing active watered patterns of
early Indian Wootz steel. Blade is originally forged of two separate blocks of wootz steel, Note the overlapping seam at the lower
blade, a technique exclusively met on early Indian weapons, clearly showing the precious status of good Wootz steel in certain
Indian regions of the era. In its original fabric over wood scabbard with gold threaded lacing. This is a very large and beefy Kard
dagger example compare to most encountered weapons of this type and era. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 18 1/2" Blade
length : 10 1/2"

309: Fine 18th-19th C. Mogul Indian Hunting Knife Dagger ~

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Fine 18th-19th C. Mogul Indian Hunting Knife Dagger ~ Secret Compartment in the Grip. A beautiful and highly unusual example,
with its blued steel mounts heavily inlaid with gold floral decorations, large deer stag grip is hollowed inside for a secret stash of
Opium or such, topped with a gold inlaid steel pommel cap having a snappy lid. Mounted with a fine recurved single edged blade of
high contrast Black Wootz damascus steel, both sides with gold inlaid decorations en suite. A unique and high quality weapon, must
have been custom made for a wealthy hunter enthusiast of the Islamic world. Overall length: 12 1/2". Blade length: 8 1/2".

310: Rare 18th C. Mogul Indian Rock Crystal Horse Head

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Rare 18th C. Mogul Indian Rock Crystal Horse Head KHANJAR Dagger. Beautiful early weapon of Mughal warriors, wearing a
strong broad double edged blade of very actively watered Wootz Damascus Steel. A rare early example of desirable type and fine
quality Horse-head carving to its one-piece Rock Crystal grip. Overall length: 12 1/2". Blade length: 7 3/4"

311: Very Good 17th C. Indian or Persian Top Helmet

USD 2,000 - 4,000

Very Good 17th C. Indian or Persian Top Helmet with SIGNED Chain Mail Armor. A spectacular example of a 17th century
Indo-Persian head armor, consisting of a shallow steel bowl of most likely Wootz Damascus steel, having silver inlaid dots all around
and several interesting and seldom encountered markings. Very long chain mail of very fine riveted links, the two links holding the
hooks are bearing a fascinating and rarely seen engraved signature, possibly an owners name or a prayer. Very rare piece of Islamic
armor, most likely belonged to a figure of substantial status and high military rank. Length from top of the spike to the bottom of chain
mail: 28"

312: Scarce 18th C. Islamic Arabic Warrior's Chain Mail

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Scarce 18th C. Islamic Arabic Warrior's Chain Mail Armor Shirt. A seldom encountered variation of the Arab warrior's battle shirt.
With its interconnected steel links, each of the twisted double-coiled formation. With its long collar which can be opened or closed to
cover the neck and chest cavity. Held by a small iron hook on the other part of the collar. A very rare style of links in oppose to a
more common riveted construction, these ones interconnect as key-rings by sliding inside each other. Height: 29".

313: Beautiful 19th C. Mogul Indian Long Match-lock Rifle in

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Beautiful 19th C. Mogul Indian Long Match-lock Rifle in Mother of Pearl mounts. A very impressive and highly ornate example of very
substantial length, with its wooden stock entirely overlaid with mother of pearl sections configuring lovely ornamental floral patterns.
Strong steel barrel with various struck markings. An exceptionally attractive large rifle of Mughal warriors. Length : 66"
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314: Important 18th C. Indonesian or Malaysian PISO PODANG

USD 2,000 - 4,000

Important 18th C. Indonesian or Malaysian PISO PODANG Sword ~ Persian ASSAD ALLA Shamshir Blade. A very rare early
Presentation example of outstanding quality, mounted with its solid brass hilt of distinctive traditional form, original wood scabbard
built for the important Persian blade the sword is wearing, lower blade with gold inlaid Assad Alla markings and interesting 1790
dated carved presentation inscription. Blade showing wonderful active watered patterns of high contrast Wootz Damascus steel and
is of way better quality than can ever be found on the Asian tribal weapons of such type. This impressive sword is indeed a
Collectors Choice high quality example, must have been specially built for presentation to an important military figure of significant
status and rank. Total Length (inside scabbard if present) - 35 3/4", Blade Length - 29"

315: Highly Unusual 19th C. Ottoman Turkish Naval Short

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Highly Unusual 19th C. Ottoman Turkish Naval Short Sword with UNIQUE Blade ~ Signed & Dated. An impressive and Unique
Islamic weapon, this short sword is most likely of a Naval military service and is mounted with a short but powerful blade of
absolutely One-of-a-Kind configuration, having a warped structure with a light curve towards its left side. The inner side having a very
large fuller cavity and the outer side with flat surface having well engraved large signature and a date 1262 which would correspond
to 1846 in the Gregorian calendar. With it massive horn grips of Ottoman Shamshir or Kilij style but of very unique configuration as
well, having brass and copper mounts. A very exciting Islamic weapon overall, it would surely take a Master Sword-smith to create
such a special and unique blade, which is while made warped and curved to one side, features very strong and sturdy structure with
a deadly tip and most significant combat efficiency, especially in close hand combat aboard the battleship. Total length (inside
scabbard if present) : 20", Blade length : 14 1/2".

316: Beautiful 19th C. Islamic Persian or Indian

USD 600 - 800

Beautiful 19th C. Islamic Persian or Indian Knife/Dagger Belt with Very Fine Bead Work and Large Silver Buckle. Length: 32 1/4"
Width : 3" Buckle is 5" x 2 3/4"

317: Scarce 18th C. Islamic Indian Persian Stone-Gripped

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Scarce 18th C. Islamic Indian Persian Stone-Gripped PERSH-KABZ Wootz Dagger. A rare example of traditional form, having large
grips of Green Jade with silver mounts. With its T-spine section blade of distinctive form, showing active watered patterns of good
Wootz damascus steel. In its original fabric over wood scabbard. A good early Persh-Kabz dagger of seldom encountered quality.
Total length (inside scabbard if present) - 15". Bblade length - 10 1/2".

318: Rare 19th C. Islamic Indian Arab JAMBIYA Dagger ~ Jade

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Rare 19th C. Islamic Indian Arab JAMBIYA Dagger ~ Jade Stone Grips. A rare and seldom encountered example of an Indo-Arab
Jambiya with green jade grips and extensive gold koftgari work to the steel hilt mounts. With its broad double-edged blade of
traditional Arabic form. In its original red fabric covered wooden scabbard. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 14" Blade length
: 8 1/2".

319: Impressive WW II Islamic Iraqi Presentation JAMBIYA

USD 800 - 1,200

Impressive Islamic Iraqi Presentation JAMBIYA Dagger in Niello Silver Mounts. A massive example of seldom encountered form,
wearing a most powerful broad double edged blade with a central reinforcement ridge and deep curvature towards the tip. In its
heavy solid silver mounts profusely decorated with Niello enamel scenes of Naval nature. Back of the hilt with lengthy engraved
Arabic inscriptions and the name of the English or American military officer this truly impressive large dagger was presented to.
Dated in Arabic numerals but Gregorian date 1945 on the back of the hilt. Rare and highly unusual example.Total Length (inside
scabbard if present) 11 1/4" Blade Length 6 1/4"
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320: Beautiful Antique Islamic Ottoman Turkish HEADSTALL

USD 800 - 1,200

Beautiful Antique Islamic Ottoman Turkish HEADSTALL Horse Trapping. Of fine heavy leather, brass-studded throughout, with
pierced silver appliques and set with Carnelian stones and silver bells having incredible sound. Circa 19th century. Front side size
approximately 28" x 15".

321: Rare 15th-17th C. Turkish KALKAN Buckler Battle Shield

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Rare 15th-17th C. Turkish KALKAN Buckler Battle Shield with Coins. A rare early Turkish Kalkan of iron-bound cane. These small
bucklers are related to the cane shields used by the Ottoman and Mughal forces of the 15th and 16th centuries. The cane has been
fabric or cord covered, the domed shape is heavily reinforced by thick iron bars, and an iron reinforced rim. The large domed center
boss is of thick iron with protruding iron rivets. The reverse still retains its leather padding/backing, and Remarkably retains its woven
leather handgrip. Their small size and relative heavy weight presumably means these shields would have been used offensively to
punch as well as to guard against sword and weapon blows. A good early example overall, note interesting and unusual coin washer
decorations throughout the front. Diameter : 11 1/2"

322: Huge 19th C. Middle Eastern Shield, Islamic Arabic

USD 600 - 900

Huge 19th C. Middle Eastern Shield, Islamic Arabic Possibly Moroccan. A massive shield of brass and copper with black paint center
star and engraved decorations around the rim. An impressive piece, will compliment any monumental display of Eastern Arms &
Armor. Diameter : 30 3/4"

323: Large 18th-19th C. Islamic Arabic Turkish or Persian

USD 600 - 800

Large 18th-19th C. Islamic Arabic Turkish or Persian STIRRUPS Pair with Silver Damascene Decorations. Massive early stirrups
well wrought of good strong steel or iron, fully inlaid with silver decorations and cut through flower head to the bottoms. Impressive
looking pair because of their size and good age. 9" x 5 1/4" x 7"

324: Very Fine 19th C. Asian Burmese Large Knife Dagger with

USD 800 - 1,200

Very Fine 19th C. Asian Burmese Large Knife Dagger with Fantastic Carved Grip & Silver Mounts. With its strong and sturdy blade
showing layered steel structure. A very impressive and seldom encountered example. Total Length (inside scabbard if present) - 18",
Blade Length - 12"

325: Very Good 19th C. Asian Burmese DHA Dagger with Silver

USD 400 - 600

Very Good 19th C. Asian Burmese DHA Dagger with Silver Mounts and Fine Carved Grip. Note the layered Damascus steel
structure of the blade. A gorgeous and very elegant example. Total Length (inside scabbard if present) - 16 1/2", Blade Length - 9
1/2"

326: Lovely Quality 19th C. Asian Burmese DHA Dagger with

USD 400 - 600

Lovely Quality 19th C. Asian Burmese DHA Dagger with Silver Mounts & Fine Carved Grip. Total Length (inside Scabbard If
Present) - 13 1/2", Blade Length - 7 3/4"
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327: Ancient 10th-12th C. Asian Burmese Cambodian DHA Sword

USD 600 - 900

Ancient 10th-12th C. Asian Burmese Cambodian DHA Sword. With its long bronze hilt for two-handed combat operation, retaining
half of its ornate Tsuba style guard, iron blade with heavy oxidation nevertheless remaining quite sturdy and firm. Very early Asian
weapon, around 1000 years old or More. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 29 3/4"Blade length : 20 1/2"

335: Spectacular 18th C. German Saxon Rapier Sword for a

USD 8,000 - 12,000

Spectacular 18th C. German Saxon Rapier Sword for a Baron or Nobleman. An outstanding quality example of quite massive built,
with its gilt brass furniture having large family crests to each side of the pommel and applied horse head mount, most likely indicating
on the rapier owner's Cavalry service. Beautiful ebony grip spirally carved and inset with gilt copper wire and silver bead-strings. The
large oval guard with elaborate carved details to the interior, the exterior reinforced with a strong steel plate, making the sword most
efficient for serious combat. Wearing a large broad double edged blade having extensive blued and gilt panels with a series of
pierced decorations. In its open frame brass scabbard underlined with strong leather. A Magnificent early weapon, must have
belonged to a Baron who held a high rank military status. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 41 1/2" Blade length : 33"

336: Fine & Rare Early 19th C. American Officer's Sword ~

USD 2,500 - 4,500

Fine & Rare Early 19th C. American Officer's Sword ~ Exquisite Silver Hilt. An exquisite early example of American Federal era
officer's dress sword, having very fine silver hilt mounts carved and chased with wonderful details, including a Roman or Greek
warrior in helmet pommel and large clam shell guard depicting an American Indian warrior and a Roman Legionnaire holding a large
book of Spanish Monarch Constitution of 1812, the book rests on two Globe halves and surrounded by large cannons and flags
panoplies, including fruit and floral details, top of the book adorned with heavily gold gilt copper sun-burst. Grips are of fluted Mother
of Pearl showing wonderful spectrum of colors which is hard to capture with our camera. Mounted with a restrained straight single
edged blade with traces of etched decorations. An exquisite and probably Unique example, must have had a solid silver scabbard,
which was probably sold for scrap by one of the swords previous owners. It is safe to assume that this wonderful sword was in
service during the War of 1812 or slightly later. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 37" Blade length : 31 3/4"

337: Beautiful 18th-19th C. Swedish Officer's PALASCHE

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Beautiful 18th-19th C. Swedish Officer's PALASCHE Rapier Sword. An impressive large sword dating from around French
Napoleonic era, with its fire gilt brass furniture and fantastic blued and gilt blade, retaining its rarely present original leather scabbard
with gilt brass mounts. A large and exceptionally attractive example overall. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 39 1/4"Blade
length : 32 1/4"

338: Very Strong 18th C. French or English Silver Hilt

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Very Strong 18th C. French or English Silver Hilt Rapier Sword ~ American Revolution used. A beautiful large example with a fine
quality solid silver hilt profusely decorated with chiseled floral motives. Fine braid copper wire grip, fully intact. Mounted with a very
sturdy large blade of triangular section, etched with florals and war trophies. Better and stronger than average example, most likely
worn through American Revolutionary war by a higher rank officer of either side. Total Length (inside scabbard if present) : 42",
Blade Length : 35 1/2"

339: Fine Quality 18th C. English or French Silver mounted

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Fine Quality 18th C. English or French Silver mounted Rapier Sword. A very fine and rare example of an European rapier dating
from the times of American Revolution or possibly even earlier, with its fabulous silver mounted hilt showing very delicate and
elaborate open work decorations, multiple silver hallmarks to the lower disk guard and half-rings under the cross-guard. Blade of
triangular section, etched with floral scrolls and war-trophies. An exceptionally attractive example, especially so, having a later fitted
leather over wood scabbard with period silver mounts. Total Length (inside scabbard if present) : 40". Blade Length : 32 1/2"
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340: Outstanding 18th C. French or Dutch Silver Hilt RAPIER

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Outstanding 18th C. French or Dutch Silver Hilt RAPIER Sword. An exquisite early example of larger than most encountered rapiers
of such type, with its massive silver or heavily silver coated hilt showing elaborate deeply carved decorations and a silver grip with a
large portrait of an ancient Greek philosopher or scholar. Wearing a strong double edged blade of hexagonal section and
Colichemarde form, having a broadened lower section for most efficient thrusting power, both sides with elaborate etched
decorations. A beautiful early weapon overall, of impressive quality and combat-worthy efficiency, most likely used through American
Revolution era. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 38 1/8" Blade length : 32"

341: Unusual French Napoleonic era Officers Sword ~ Fine

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Unusual French Napoleonic era Officers Sword ~ Fine Fire-Gilt Figural Hilt. A unique and very attractive example, dating from the
late 18th to early 19th century and is likely French or German in origin. Featuring a Dore style solid brass or bronze hilt with heavy
gold gilt finish and elaborate figural details of a Lion trapped by Snakes. Wearing a curbed large-fullered blade showing partially worn
etched floral decorations extending through the entire length. A gorgeous piece of weapon, possibly carried by one of the Napoleon's
higher rank officers. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 38 3/4" Blade length : 32 3/4"

342: Very Attractive 19th C. French Navy Officer's Sword ~

USD 800 - 1,200

Very Attractive 19th C. French Navy Officer's Sword ~ Naval Saber. In its well detailed gilt brass furniture with fine open work guard
and chiseled decorations including large Anchors and floral scroll work. One piece carved bull horn grip. Wearing a very lightly
curved multi fullered blade retaining most of its original mirrored finish, lower spine with an engraved Arsenal inscription. Beautiful
and very ornate example overall. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 37 3/4" Blade length : 30 1/2"

343: Fabulous Quality 18th-19th C. Austrian Hungarian

USD 4,000 - 6,000

Fabulous Quality 18th-19th C. Austrian Hungarian Officer's Sword with Damascus Blade. An exquisite early example dating from
around French Napoleonic era, in its richly gold gilt brass furniture with elaborate carved decorations, including a large crowned
two-headed eagle and various arms and armor panoplies. Very fine carved horn grip topped with an absolutely fabulous lion head
pommel. Wearing a large curved fullered blade of actively patterned Damascus steel, lower blade with chiseled and gilt Hungarian
Crest and large monogram, lower spine bearing engraved maker's name. In its black lacquered steel scabbard having fine gilt brass
mounts en suite to the hilt. A Gorgeous weapon of seldom encountered quality. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 40" Blade
length : 34 1/4"

344: Large 19th C. French Hussar Officer's Battle Sword

USD 800 - 1,200

Large 19th C. French Hussar Officer's Battle Sword. In its brass furniture with a large lion head pommel and one piece horn grip.
Mounted with a powerful broad large-fullered blade, bearing lengthy engraved Arsenal inscription to its exceptionally thick spine.
Leather over wood scabbard with brass mounts en suite to the hilt. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 39 1/4" Blade length :
31 3/4"

345: Impressive French Napoleonic era General Officer's

USD 3,000 - 5,000

Impressive French Napoleonic era General Officer's Sword with Damascus Blade. A beautiful large saber with its silvered brass
mounts featuring lovely quality carved details, a large finely carved and checkered horn or ebony grip topped with a lion head
pommel. Wearing a powerful broad quill-back blade with a pronounced raised false edge and showing fine watered patterns of good
quality European Damascus steel. In its blued steel scabbard having large suspension ring mounts heavily silvered and deeply
carved with Angels and Arrow Quivers among Oak and Cherry branches. An exceptionally impressive large saber of rare pattern,
most surely worn by a high ranking General Staff officer of Napoleon's army.Total Length (inside scabbard if present) 44" Blade
Length 38"
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346: Very Good & Rare 1899 German Prussian Blucher Officer's

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Very Good & Rare 1899 German Prussian Blucher Officer's Sword ~ Well Marked. An exceptionally scarce ornate example of the
Blucher Officer's variant, in its gilt brass furniture with ornate details to its hilt and suspension ring mounts, leather covered grip
bound by brass twist wire. Steel scabbard bearing struck 517 number to its throat and drag, also an imperial German Crown marking
to the lower drag. Mounted with a powerful large-fullered blade with well survived struck markings and maker name to both sides of
ricasso and lower spine, dated '99 for 1899. An impressive and exceptionally battle-worthy saber of very rare pattern.Total Length
(inside scabbard if present) 36 1/2"Blade Length 29 3/4"

347: Interesting French Napoleonic era Officer's Sword with

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Interesting French Napoleonic era Officer's Sword with a Bullet Shot. An attractive officer's saber in its brass mounts with engraved
and carved decorations, checkered ebony grip and a curved single edged blade featuring etched carbolistic inscription, war trophies
and a Turkish warrior bust. Traces of gold gilt finish remaining. The scabbard bearing a bullet shot to the upper part, which has
possibly saved the life of its owner during the battle. Total Length (inside scabbard if present) : 41". Blade Length : 32 1/4"

348: Unique French Napoleonic era Anglo-Indian English

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Unique French Napoleonic era Anglo-Indian English Officer's Damascus Sword. Very unusual saber in its gold gilt furniture showing
strong eastern influence in its Indian shamshir style grip and having intricate carved decorations of the early Napoleonic era type.
Blade is slender and shows lovely patterns of fine European Damascus steel, in its original leather scabbard with unique brass
mounts, the lower mounts of extreme length and has a steel drag. Rare and unusual example, most likely made by Indian armorers
as a special order for an officer of the colonizing British Army. Overall length: 33 1/2". Blade length: 29".

349: Very Fine French Napoleonic era Officers Sword Blade in

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Very Fine French Napoleonic era Officer's Sword Blade in Original Case. Fabulous quality blade in its original mirrored finish,
well-wrought with good curvature to its length, a broad central fuller and pronounced false edge with clipped tip. Finely blued with
gilded motifs on either side, marked at the right forte S.M. In its fitted, leather-covered wooden case lined with velvet and brass
mounts, having 4 hooks on one side and 3 hooks on the other - hinged side of the case (few missing). Late 18th-early 19th century.
Case length 39" Working part of the Blade is 33" Not counting the tang.

350: Unusually Long 19th C. English or French Officer's

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Unusually Long 19th C. English or French Officer's MAMLUKE Sword. Interesting and very ornate example dating from around
Napoleonic wars era, wearing an exceptionally long and deeply curved blade with a large fuller, long false edge and clip-point tip,
both sides with early etched decorations of war trophies and scrolls. In its richly gilt brass furniture with intricate floral scrolls and
Roman warrior heads to the guard. With its later leather scabbard and pistol shape grips of traditional Turkish Shamshir style. Very
attractive and impressive looking saber due to its exceptional size and curvature.Total Length (inside scabbard if present) 41" Blade
Length 31"

351: Nice 19th C. Austrian Hungarian Officer's Dress Sword ~

USD 600 - 800

Nice 19th C. Austrian Hungarian Officer's Dress Sword ~ German made. In its ornate brass furniture with fine mother of pearl grips.
Mounted with a straight single edged large fullered blade retaining its original mirrored finish, one side struck with a German maker
name and an Austrian retailer logo at ricasso. In its blackened steel scabbard having ornate brass mounts en suite to the hilt.Total
Length (inside scabbard if present) 37" Blade Length 30 3/4"
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352: Superb 18th C. American Revolution era Spanish or

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Superb 18th C. American Revolution era Spanish or French Rapier Sword. A very good large example with its impressive brass hilt
fit for a large hand, retaining much of its original gold finish and exhibiting fine quality Sea Shell decorations frequently encountered
on the Revolutionary War era swords. Mounted with a strong Colichemarde double edged blade of Spanish manufacture, both fullers
with series of struck markings and fascinating Coded "En Toledo" inscription. Beautiful and superbly built example with most combat
efficiency and original untouched condition. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 38" Blade length : 31"

353: Model 1796 English Infantry Officer's Rapier Sword.

USD 600 - 800

Model 1796 English Infantry Officer's Rapier Sword. In its gilt brass mounts with a silver wire grip. Wearing a large straight single
edged blade with a large fuller and unusual etched decorations, retaining some of the original gilt finish over once blued panels. Total
length (inside scabbard if present) : 38 1/2" Blade length : 32"

354: Impressive French Napoleonic era Swedish Cavalry

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Impressive French Napoleonic era Swedish Cavalry Officer's PALASCHE Sword. A beautiful large example of the Model 1770
cavalry officer rapier, with a massive brass hilt retaining much of its original gold gilt finish. Mounted with a powerful straight
large-fullered blade having extensive blued and gilt panels profusely etched with war trophies, floral scrolls and interesting gold inlaid
inscription CARL JOH & OSCAR, possibly attributed to the Swedish King Charles XIV John. Beautiful large sword, most likely used
in Napoleonic wars against of Napoleon's army as Sweden was allies with Russians at the time, a very battle efficient weapon,
housed in a period steel scabbard with brown blued finish. ~~~~~ Charles XIV John, Swedish Karl Johan, or Carl Johan, original
name Jean-Baptiste Bernadotte, also called (1806â€“10) Prince De Ponte-Corvo, (born Jan. 26, 1763, Pau, Franceâ€”died March 8,
1844, Stockholm, Swed.), French Revolutionary general and marshal of France (1804), who was elected crown prince of Sweden
(1810), becoming regent and then king of Sweden and Norway (1818â€“44). Active in several Napoleonic campaigns between 1805
and 1809, he subsequently shifted allegiances and formed Swedish alliances with Russia, Great Britain, and Prussia, which defeated
Napoleon at the Battle of Leipzig (1813). ~~~~~ Bernadotte was the son of a lawyer. At the age of 17 he enlisted in the French army.
By 1790 he had become an ardent supporter of the Revolution and rose rapidly from sublieutenant in 1792 to brigadier general in
1794. During the campaigns in Germany, the Low Countries, and Italy he restrained his troops from plundering and gained a
reputation as a disciplinarian. Bernadotte first met Napoleon Bonaparte in 1797 in Italy. Their relationship, at first friendly, was soon
embittered by rivalries and misunderstandings. ~~~~~ In January 1798 Bernadotte was expected to succeed Bonaparte in command
of the army of Italy but instead was appointed ambassador to Vienna until April, when his mission ended. On Aug. 17, 1798, having
returned to Paris, he married DÃ©sirÃ©e Clary, Napoleonâ€™s former fiancÃ©e and the sister-in-law of Joseph Bonaparte,
Napoleonâ€™s older brother. ~~~~~ Bernadotte campaigned in Germany during the winter following his marriage, and from July to
September 1799 he was minister of war. His growing fame, however, and his contacts with the radical Jacobins irritated Emmanuel
Joseph SieyÃ¨sâ€”one of the five members of the government of the Directory that ruled France from 1795 to 1799â€”who
engineered his removal. In November 1799 Bernadotte refused to assist Bonaparteâ€™s coup dâ€™Ã©tat that ended the Directory
but neither did he defend it. He was a councillor of state from 1800 to 1802 and became commander of the army of the west. In 1802
he fell under suspicion of complicity with a group of army officers of republican sympathies who disseminated anti-Bonapartist
pamphlets and propaganda from the city of Rennes (the â€œRennes plot&rdquo;). Although no evidence has been found that he
was involved, it is clear that he would have favoured constitutional limitation of the powers of Napoleon, who had in 1799 become the
first consulâ€”to all intents and purposes, dictator of Franceâ€”or even his overthrow. In January 1803 Bonaparte appointed
Bernadotte minister to the United States, but Bernadotte delayed his departure because of rumours of approaching war between
France and England and remained inactive in Paris for a year. When, on May 18, 1804, Napoleon proclaimed the empire,
Bernadotte declared full loyalty to him and, in May, was named marshal of the empire. In June he became the military and civil
governor of the electorate of Hanover, and while in office he attempted to set up an equitable system of taxation. This did not prevent
him from beginning to accumulate a sizable fortune with the â€œtributes&rdquo; he received from Hanover and the Hanseatic city of
Bremen. ~~~~~ In 1805 Bernadotte was given command of the I Army Corps during the Austrian campaign. Difficulties delayed his
march toward Vienna, and in the battle at Austerlitz, in which Napoleon defeated the combined Russo-Austrian forces, the corps
played a dramatic but somewhat minor role. Napoleon gave Bernadotte command of the occupation of Ansbach (1806) and in the
same year made him prince of Ponte-Corvo. In July 1807 Bernadotte was named governor of the occupied Hanseatic cities of
northern Germany. In the Battle of Wagram, in which the French defeated the Austrians, he lost more than one-third of his soldiers
and then returned to Paris â€œfor reasons of health&rdquo; but obviously in deep disfavour. Napoleon, however, put him in
command of the defense of the Netherlands against the threatened British invasion; Bernadotte ably organized the defense. When
Bernadotte returned to Paris, political suspicions still surrounded him, and his position remained uncertain. ~~~~~ Despite the
distrust of French politicians, however, dramatic new possibilities now opened up to him: he was invited to become crown prince of
Sweden. In 1809 a palace revolution had overthrown King Gustav IV of Sweden and had put the aged, childless, and sickly Charles
XIII on the throne. The Danish prince Christian August had been elected crown prince but died suddenly in 1810, and the Swedes
turned to Napoleon for advice. The Emperor, however, was reluctant to exert a decisive influence, and the initiative fell to the young
Swedish baron Carl Otto MÃ¶rner. MÃ¶rner approached Bernadotte since he respected his military ability, his skillful and humane
administration of Hanover and the Hanseatic towns, and his charitable treatment of Swedish prisoners in Germany. The Riksdag
(diet), influenced by similar considerations, by their regard for French military power, and by financial promises from Bernadotte,
abandoned other candidates, and on Aug. 21, 1810, Bernadotte was elected Swedish crown prince. On October 20 he accepted
Lutheranism and landed in Sweden; he was adopted as son by Charles XIII and took the name of Charles John (Karl Johan). The
Crown Prince at once assumed control of the government and acted officially as regent during the illnesses of Charles XIII. Napoleon
now tried to prevent any reorientation of Swedish foreign policy and moreover sent an immediate demand that Sweden declare war
on Great Britain; the Swedes had no choice, but, though technically in a state of war between 1810 and 1812, Sweden and Great
Britain did not engage in active hostilities. Then, in January 1812, Napoleon suddenly occupied Swedish Pomerania. ~~~~~ Charles
John was anxious to achieve something for Sweden that would prove his worth to the Swedes and establish his dynasty in power.
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He could, as many Swedes wished, have regained Finland from Russia, either by conquest or by negotiation. Political developments,
however, prompted another solution, namely the conquest of Norway from Denmark, based on a Swedish alliance with
Napoleonâ€™s enemies. An alliance was signed with Russia in April 1812, with Great Britain in March 1813â€”with the British
granting a subsidy for the proposed conquest of Norwayâ€”and with Prussia in April 1813. Urged by the allies, however, Charles
John agreed to take part in the great campaign against Napoleon and to postpone his war with Denmark. The Crown Prince landed
his troops at Stralsund, Ger., in May 1813 and soon took command of the allied army of the north. Although the Swedish troops
contributed to the allied successes, Charles John intended to conserve his forces for the war with Denmark, and the Prussians bore
the brunt of the fighting. ~~~~~ After the decisive Battle of Leipzig (October 1813), Napoleonâ€™s first great defeat, Charles John
succeeded in defeating the Danes in a swift campaign and forced King Frederick VI of Denmark to sign the Treaty of Kiel (January
1814), which transferred Norway to the Swedish crown. Charles John now had dreams of becoming king or â€œprotector&rdquo; of
France, but he had become alienated from the French people, and the victorious allies would not tolerate another soldier in charge of
French affairs. Bernadotteâ€™s dream dissolved, and his brief visit to Paris after the armistice was not glorious. ~~~~~ New
difficulties recalled him to Scandinavia. The Norwegians refused to recognize the Treaty of Kiel, and in May 1814 a Norwegian
assembly in Eidsvold, Nor., adopted a liberal constitution. Charles John conducted an efficient and almost bloodless campaign, and
in August the Norwegians signed the Convention of Moss, whereby they accepted Charles XIII as king but retained the May
constitution. Thus, when force might have imposed any system on the Norwegians (for a time at least), the Crown Prince insisted on
a constitutional settlement. ~~~~~ At the Congress of Vienna (1814â€“15), Austria and the French Bourbons were hostile to the
upstart prince, and the son of the deposed Gustav was a potential pretender to the throne. But, thanks to Russian and British
support, the status of the new dynasty was undisturbed, and in Sweden its opponents were very few. Upon the death of Charles XIII
on Feb. 5, 1818, Charles John became king of Sweden and Norway, and the former republican and revolutionary general became a
conservative ruler. His failure to learn Swedish increased his difficulties, yet his experience, his knowledge, and his magnetic
personal charm gave him preponderant political influence. Though blunt in speech, he was cautious and farsighted in action. His
foreign policy inaugurated a long and favourable period of peace, based on good relations with Russia and Great Britain. In domestic
affairs, farsighted legislation helped the rapid expansion of Swedish agriculture and the Norwegian shipping trade; in Sweden, the
famous GÃ¶ta Canal was completed, postwar financial problems were solved, and during the reign both countries enjoyed a rapid
increase in population. On the other hand, the Kingâ€™s autocratic tendencies, restrictions on the liberty of the press, and his
reluctance to introduce liberal reforms in commercial and industrial policy and in the organization of the Swedish Riksdag led to a
growing opposition that culminated during the late 1830s with the trial of journalist M.J. Crusenstolpe and the resultant Rabulist riots,
leading to some demands for his abdication. In Norway there was opposition to the Swedish predominance within the union and to
the royal influence over the legislature. But the King rode out the storms, and the 25th anniversary of his succession to the throne in
1843 was an occasion for successful royalist propaganda and popular acclaim in both Norway and Sweden. ~~~~~~ House of
Bernadotte, royal dynasty of Sweden, from 1818. The name derives from a family of old lineage of BÃ©arn, France, whose earliest
known member (17th century) owned an estate in Pau known as â€œBernadotte.&rdquo; ~~~~~ In 1810, Jean-Baptiste-Jules
Bernadotte, a celebrated marshal of France under Napoleon, was elected crown prince of Sweden, went to Stockholm, acted
officially as regent during the illnesses of the aged, childless king Charles XIII, and in 1818 became king, as Charles XIV John.
Succeeding rulers were his son Oscar I (reigned 1844â€“59), Charles XV (1859â€“72), Oscar II (1872â€“1907), Gustav V
(1907â€“50), Gustav VI Adolf (1950â€“73), and Charles XVI Gustav (or Carl XVI Gustaf; 1973â€“ ). ~~~~~~
355: Rare Pattern 19th C. German Prussian Officer's Dress

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Rare Pattern 19th C. German Prussian Officer's Dress Sword. Beautiful sword with distinctive and very ornate brass mounted hilt
showing traces of original gold finish and having lovely mother of pearl grips, topped by a fabulous Prussian Eagle head pommel.
Mounted with a straight single edged blade profusely etched to both sides. In its leather scabbard with white paint finish and gilt
brass mounts en suite to the hilt. A very attractive and seldom encountered example. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 37
1/2 " Blade length : 31 3/4"

356: Beautiful French Napoleonic era German Officer's Dress

USD 800 - 1,200

Beautiful French Napoleonic era German Officer's Dress Sword by BORMANN MUNCHEN. In its richly gilt brass furniture with
exquisite details to its hilt and clam-shell guard depicting Roman warriors and a Panhandler or a Saint. Mounted with a very fine
single edged blade retaining its wonderful blued and gilt panels for two thirds of its length, the rest retaining its original mirrored
finish. In its leather scabbard retaining its original white paint finish and having ornate gilt brass mounts en suite to the hilt. Beautiful
sword overall, the blade is in amazing condition and of truly wonderful quality. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 36 1/4"
Blade length : 30 1/2".

357: Rare 1905 German Damascus Cavalry Officers Presentation

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Rare 1905 German Damascus Cavalry Officer's Presentation Sword. In its brass furniture with fine details to the knuckle bow and
lion head pommel. High quality blade of actively patterned German Damascus steel, etched with extensive decorations and 1905
presentation inscription, blued and gilt for the lower third of its length. Ricasso bearing a struck maker mark of W.K. & C. Overall
Length (inside scabbard if present) : 38", Blade Length : 31 1/4".
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358: Very Nice German made Presentation Sword for Ecuador

USD 600 - 800

Very Nice German made Presentation Sword for Ecuador Army Officer. In its richly gilt brass mounts execute with high attention to
detail, retaining its embroidered leather knot tassel. Wearing a lightly curved large fullered blade with fine quality etched decorations,
including an Ecuadorian crest matching to the one on the front langet of the guard. In its nickeled steel scabbard bearing a later
engraved presentation inscription to an infantry officer Francisco J. Gonzalez. A beautiful example overall in amazing near mint
condition. Total Length (inside scabbard if present):30 3/4" Blade Length: 27 1/2"

359: Very Impressive 18th C. French "Gendarmerie du Roy"

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Very Impressive 18th C. French "Gendarmerie du Roy" Royal Guard Officer's Sword. An exceptionally impressive and seldom
encountered example dating from around late 1700s, of massive built, wearing a powerful broad double edged blade having central
ridged reinforcement to each side, retaining most of its beautiful blued and gilt panels with etched decorations including Royal
regiment attribution on both sides. Large brass mounted half-basket hilt built for a large hand wearing a glove, with its leather and
thick brass wire bound grip. Beautiful and exceptionally battle-worthy Royal Guard's weapon, feels quite fantastic in hand. Total
length (inside scabbard if present) : 41 3/4", Blade length : 35"

360: Rare French Napoleonic era Hungarian Hussar or Dragoon

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Rare French Napoleonic era Hungarian Hussar or Dragoon Officer's Sword. A very attractive saber in its gold gilt brass furniture with
leather wrapped and wire bound grip topped with a fabulous Helmet pommel. Single edged large fullered blade retaining its blued
panels with gold gilt floral and military motives. In its steel scabbard with gilt brass mounts en suite to the hilt. Total Length (inside
scabbard if present) : 41 1/2", Blade Length : 32 1/4"

361: Rare French post Napoleonic Second Empire "Guarde

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Rare French post Napoleonic Second Empire "Guarde Nationale" Officers Sword. A scarce example circa 1830, in its gold gilt hilt
mounts with a finely checkered ebony grip inset with a stone or shell Cameo depicting Roman soldier. Mounted with a lightly curved
large-fullered blade retaining most of its blued panels with regimental inscriptions among floral scrolls. Beautiful and rare example of
the National Guard officer's weapon. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 32" Blade length : 26 1/4"

362: Rare French Napoleonic era Officer's CHAPEAU Hat

USD 800 - 1,200

Rare French Napoleonic era Officer's CHAPEAU Hat (Helmet).

363: Russian Imperial 19th to early 20th C. Dragoon

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Russian Imperial 19th to early 20th C. Dragoon Officer's SHASHKA Sword. In its brass furniture with a large Nicolas II cipher to the
pommel and ribbed wood grip. Mounted with a broad lightly curved blade in mirrored finish, having two narrow spinal fullers to each
side. In its original leather over wood scabbard with brass mounts en suite. Good honest example from the Late 1800s to WW I
era.Total Length (inside scabbard if present):36 1/2" Blade Length: 28 3/4"

364: Rare Type 19th C. Russian Imperial Army Dragoon

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Rare Type 19th C. Russian Imperial Army Dragoon Officer's SHASHKA Sword. Scarce early example of distinctive elegant built, in
its standard brass furniture having a slander carved wood grip with a part of original knot tassel still present. Mounted with a lightly
curved large-fullered blade having a large etched panel on one side, depicting abbreviated factory logo "Zlatoust Weapon Factory"
under the imperial double-headed eagle, all bordered by elaborate floral scrolls, another side with two struck inspector's letters to
ricasso. With its original leather over wood scabbard having brass mounts en suite. Scarce and seldom encountered Officer's model,
and is a well used battle weapon.Total Length (inside scabbard if present):36" Blade Length: 30"
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365: Scarce and Early, 19th C. Russian Imperial Navy

USD 600 - 800

Scarce and Early, 19th C. Russian Imperial Navy Officer's Dirk ~ Naval Dagger. An unusual early example of very elegant slander
built, in its brass mounts and an unusual black wood grip which appears to be native to the dirk. Mounted with a vicious and deadly
cruciform section blade, which would inflict and non-healing wound to its opponent, both sides of the blade with deeply etched
decorations of battle ships, anchors and other military and floral motives. Very unusual Russian dirk of petite proportions but of much
better than average quality in its younger years. Total Length (inside scabbard if present): 12 1/4" Blade Length: 8 1/2"

367: Very Cool French 15th-17th C. Style Match-Lock Hand

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Very Cool French 15th-17th C. Style Match-Lock Hand Cannon ~ Grenade Launcher. This impressive representation of the early
Renaissance era French grenade-launcher is surely a piece with a major WOW factor, with its cast bronze barrel of massive
proportions showing gilt finish and adorned with a large crowned crest on top, lower barrel having a small crowned shield maker's
mark. Massive wood stock with steel mounts and large match lock mechanism, top of the stock inlaid with a large steel Fleur De Lis
suggesting the French origin of this crazy looking weapon.Total Length: 23 1/2"

368: Engraved 19th C. Belgian 9mm Pin Fire Revolver Pistol

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Engraved 19th C. Belgian 9mm Pin Fire Revolver Pistol in Period Silver Mounted Case. Excellent condition with most of the origianl
blued finish present. Original walnut grips having crisp checkering and carved floral motives. Beautiful exterior of the case with
elaborate hallmarked silver mounts. Total Length of the gun : 9"

369: Beautiful Quality 19th C. Spanish Damascus

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Beautiful Quality 19th C. Spanish Damascus Double-Barrel Percussion Pistol. Gorgeous weapon featuring chiseled and richly gold
gilt floral decorations to its blued steel locks, hammers and top strap. Elaborate large trigger guard of silver alloy with fine carved
floral motives and a matching Viking head snappy-lid for the caps compartment inside the extensively carved, checkered and silver
inlaid grip. With its impressive quality barrels of truly exquisite Damascus steel, upper part with gold inlaid "DAMASCO" inside ornate
silver inlaid frame. This 19th century Spanish Baron's or Aristocrat's gun is a Real Looker of seldom encountered type and level of
decorations. Total length: 16 1/2

370: Exquisite 19th C. Spanish Revolver Pistol ~ Extensive

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Exquisite 19th C. Spanish Revolver Pistol ~ Extensive Gold Inlays. A rare example of wonderful quality, showing areal of its fine
blued steel finish with extensive 2-tone gold inlaid decorations, top of the barrel featuring a large and very beautiful Crowned crest,
suggesting that the wealthy and noble owner of this gun was of the King's household or in relation to the royal family. One side struck
with caliber 7.65 another side with several struck markings and 3-letter marking just above the safety switch. Gorgeous piece of
weapon overall, with its mother of pearl grips which survived undamaged. Total Length: 6"

371: Scarce 19th C. UNWIN & RODGERS Double Blade Folding

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Scarce 19th C. UNWIN & RODGERS Double Blade Folding Knife / Dagger / Pistol Combination. A very good example of English
manufacture made for the American market, with its bullet mold and tweezers tool still present inserted under the lovely two-tone bull
horn grips. Mounted with two spear point blades, both retaining well preserved maker marks at ricasso. Both blades open and close
firmly and stay tight in all positions. With its German silver mounts and a strong silver coated steel barrel of the pistol, bearing two
well preserved intricate struck markings. Very exciting weapon most likely used by a Wild West gambler in a post American Civil War
era. Gun : 6 3/4" Blade-1 : 3 1/8" Blade-2 : 2 1/8"
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372: Interesting 18th-19th C. Spanish Percussion Pistol ~

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Interesting 18th-19th C. Spanish Percussion Pistol ~ Converted from Flint-Lock. Very nice early example with a wonderful figural
hammer and finely engraved steel mounts over the checkered wood stock. Large caliber barrel is profusely inlaid with a lengthy
silver inscription including the 1840 date. Appears as an earlier gun which was converted to the percussion mechanism at the same
times the inlaid presentation inscription was done. Interesting and very attractive example overall. Total Length: 12 1/2"

373: Belgium or French 19th C. Double Barrel Percussion

USD 600 - 900

Belgium or French 19th C. Double Barrel Percussion Pistol with Flip-out Dagger Bayonet. Barrel with struck inscription on top, steel
mounts with engraved decorations. Bayonet blade is double edged and very thrust-worthy, opens with a snap. Total length (inside
scabbard if present) : 9 1/4" Blade length : 13"

374: Rare 19th C. European or American Percussion Gun -

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Rare 19th C. European or American Percussion Gun - Walking Cane with Full Stock. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 44
1/4"

375: Unique 19th C. Combination Horse Riding Crop ~

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Unique 19th C. Combination Horse Riding Crop ~ Cartridge Gun Pistol. A fascinating piece of weapon, most likely to date from the
second half of the 19th century and is either Latin American in origin or possibly used by one of the Wild West Cowboys of the era.
With its fine wooden shaft and noble material handle, silver mounts and a braided leather whip which may have been replaced as got
worn over the times. A fascinating weapon in working condition. Total Length of the Gun : 24", Whip Length : 13"

376: Spectacular Pair of Circa 1820s-1830s Spanish Flintlock

USD 6,000 - 8,000

Spectacular Pair of Circa 1820s-1830s Spanish Flintlock Pistols. A truly Magnificent pair dating from around first quarter of the 19th
century, featuring very finely engraved and chiseled steel mounts with mercury gold inlays, both trigger guards bearing gold inlaid
maker marks. Elaborate flint-lock mechanisms, both in perfect working order, each with a fine chiseled and gold inlaid maker's mark.
Mounted with two-stage barrels, starting out as octagonal section turning in to round section for most of the length, both barrels with
professionally refreshed fire blued finish and mercury gold inlays, also bearing gold inlaid maker marks at their base. Fantastic
quality set, indeed worthy of a royalty or possibly belonged to a high rank military figure of the Spanish army. Total Length of each
pistol : 11"

377: Impressive Rare 16th-17th C. German or Italian

USD 2,500 - 4,500

Impressive Rare 16th-17th C. German or Italian Musketeers Powder Flask. An exceptionally large and impressive example well
wrought of strong steel with applied riveted large plate to the front depicting chiseled scene of Horseback Knights either leaving for
war or returning in to their Castle. Top plate with mounted nozzle opens up for reloading, still retaining its original headless screw
which keeps it closed. A very attractive and very early piece of much larger proportions than most encountered examples of its type.
Total Length (inside scabbard if present):10 3/4" Blade Length: 4 1/4"

378: Very Nice 19th C. Gentleman's Traveling Set ~ Folding

USD 400 - 600

Very Nice 19th C. Gentleman's Traveling Set ~ Folding Knife, Spoon & Fork with Cork Screw. With German silver mounts and
spoon, knife and fork with good strong steel blades, each utensil having matching bone grip scales, set also included the collapsible
tin cup. All housed in its snake or alligator skin pouch.Total Lenth: 6 1/2" x 2 3/4"
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379: Unusual 19th C. Spanish ALBACETE Naval Officer's Dirk ~

USD 800 - 1,200

Unusual 19th C. Spanish ALBACETE Navy Officer's Dirk. A very nice example having a lovely elaborate gilt brass figural hilt of three
serpents. Mounted with a broad single edged blade of bowie knife style, having false edge spear point tip and a maker's name in
Albacete struck to one side. In its original leather scabbard with engraved German silver mounts. Very attractive naval dagger
overall, of a unique custom ordered style. Total Length (inside scabbard if present): 10 3/4" Blade Length: 6 1/2"

380: Rare 17th-18th C. French or German Brass mounted Left

USD 800 - 1,200

Rare 17th-18th C. French or German Brass mounted Left Hand Dagger for a Rapier.A very interesting early example with solid brass
hilt mounts featuring intricate details to the grip and ram-head guard finials. Mounted with a strong double edged blade of hexagonal
cross section, housed in its original brass scabbard with brass mounts en suite. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 14
3/4"Blade length : 9 1/2"

381: Adorable Quality 19th C. Small Spanish or French

USD 400 - 800

Adorable Quality 19th C. Small Spanish or French Stiletto Dagger in Fine Etched Steel Mounts, depicting arms and armor panoplies
and floral scroll work. Mounted with strong and very deadly double edged blade with double fuller to each side. A lovely quality
dagger, pleasure to handle. Total Length (inside scabbard if present) : 8 1/2", Blade Length : 4 1.2"

382: American Revolution era Navy Officer's Dirk ~ Naval

USD 600 - 800

American Revolution era Navy Officer's Dirk ~ Naval Dagger. With its gilt brass hilt having distinctive sea-shell style of decorations.
Mounted with a sturdy double edged blade struck with a number 16 at ricasso. In its leather scabbard having gilt brass mounts en
suite to the hilt, each mount with a struck number 15 markings. An unusual large example showing characteristics of the American
Revolutionary war era weapon.Total Length (inside scabbard if present): 15 3/4" Blade Length: 11"

383: Rare 19th C. English Irish Navy Officer's Dirk ~ Naval

USD 600 - 900

Rare 19th C. English Irish Navy Officer's Dirk ~ Naval Dagger ~ CULLODEN BELFAST. A very nice and seldom encountered
example of the Irish navy officer's dirk, in its gilt brass mounts and carved wood grip, mounted with a sharp and deadly double edged
blade of diamond section, retaining most of its original mirrored finish. The back of the scabbard with well preserved struck "Culloden
Belfast" marking. Good quality dirk of rare origin.Total Length (inside scabbard if present): 10 1/2" Blade Length: 5 1/2"

384: Rare 18th-19th C. English or American Navy Officer's

USD 800 - 1,200

Rare 18th-19th C. English or American Navy Officer's Dirk ~ Naval Dagger. A very good early example with a fine carved grip of
noble material, richly gilt ferrule and circular guard having carved oak leafs and acorn decorations. Mounted with a long double
edged diamond section blade, engraved on both sides retaining traces of gold gilt decorations. In its original leather scabbard having
brass mounts with traces of gilt finish en suite to the hilt. Circa War of 1812 era or possibly earlier. Total Length (inside scabbard if
present): 12" Blade Length: 9"

385: Rare ID'ed American Revolution to War of 1812 Navy

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Rare ID'ed American Revolution to War of 1812 Navy Sailor's Boarding Hat ~ Naval Helmet. A very good early example found in
Sacket's Harbor, New York and bearing illegible owner's name and some numbers struck on the exterior of one of the broad brims.
Dating from anywhere between Revolutionary War and War of 1812, made of hardened leather which in most cases would protect
the sailor from majority of edged weapons including naval cutlass blows. Following the outbreak of war between the United States
and Great Britain in June 1812, Sackets Harbor became the center of American naval and military activity for the upper St. Lawrence
Valley and Lake Ontario. The brig Oneida, with a company of marines, was already at the harbor to suppress smuggling between
northern New York and Canada. Local woodlands provided ample timber, and a large fleet was constructed at the harbor extensive
shipyard. Barracks were also built for the thousands of soldiers, sailors, and mechanics who soon arrived to provide the manpower
for the invasion and conquest of Canada. A rare attribute of early English or American Naval History, survived in very presentable
shape with expected wear consistent with the age.4" x 9 3/4" x 11 1/2" x 8"
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386: Very Good French Napoleonic era Navy Officer's Dirk ~

USD 800 - 1,200

Very Good French Napoleonic era Navy Officer's Dirk ~ Naval Dagger. In its silvered brass mounts with engraved decorations and
set of fine grips of noble material. Mounted with an elegant but quite deadly double edged blade of diamond section, retaining traces
of delicate engraved decorations and signature to the lower ricasso. An attractive and seldom encountered example overall.

387: Unusual 18th-19th C. English French or American Navy

USD 600 - 800

Unusual 18th-19th C. English French or American Navy Officer's Dirk ~ Naval Dagger. A very nice early example with its solid brass
hilt having slightly up-turned quillons in imitation of a naval anchor, large crowned pommel having a thick copper washer under the
massive tang-cap. Mounted with a broad double edged blade of shallow diamond section, having a short central fuller unusually
positioned to the middle of its length. With its original steel scabbard having brass mounts en suite to the hilt. A well built early naval
dirk of very distinctive form, most likely to date between the American Revolution and Napoleonic wars era.Total Length (inside
scabbard if present): 10 1/4" Blade Length: 6"

388: European 19th C. Navy Officer's Dirk ~ Naval Dagger ~

USD 400 - 600

European 19th C. Navy Officer's Dirk ~ Naval Dagger ~ German, English or Dutch. With its gold gilt brass hilt having lovely spiraled
grip and carved decorations including an anchor to the front of the guard. Mounted with a long double edged blade with a wide
central fuller to each side, lower blade having a short blued panel. With a period leather scabbard missing mounts.Total Length
(inside scabbard if present): 16 1/2" Blade Length:10 1/4"

389: Rare 18th C. English or American Navy Dirk ~ Naval

USD 800 - 1,200

Rare 18th C. English or American Navy Dirk ~ Naval Dagger ~ Whale Bone Mounts. A very nice early example of unique style, most
likely home made by a crafty sailor or a midshipman, with its carved and well fitted Whale bone mounts with a horn scabbard's throat
in a form of a row boat, one side of the throat with a large chip however still showing a nicely carved anchor, another side showing
large carved diamond with red enamel inlay. Grip having two thick scales affixed by two accurate rivets, both grips are profusely
carved and exceptionally well fitted. Scabbard having interesting and unusual etched and green enamel inlaid floral decorations.
With its double edged blade having wide reinforcement bar at its base, inserted in to the lower guard. A truly Unique and
exceptionally well crafted early example, possibly used during American Revolution or slightly later.Total Length (inside scabbard if
present): 8 1/2" Blade Length: 4 3/4"

390: Rare 18th C. Italian Vatican Pope of Rome Bodyguard's

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Rare 18th C. Italian Vatican Pope of Rome Bodyguard's Dirk Dagger. With its gold gilt solid brass hilt featuring elaborate carved
decorations of Catholic Cathedral motives and a distinctive crest to the front of the guard. Mounted with a elegant and very
thrust-worthy thick double edged blade, of hexagonal section for the lower half slowly turning in to the diamond section towards the
tip half of its length. In its brass scabbard retaining most of its original fire gilt finish. A very attractive early example and a true find for
any advanced Dirks collector.Total Length (inside scabbard if present): 11" Blade Length: 6"

391: Rare 16th C. German Landsknecht BOLLOCK Thrusting

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Rare 16th C. German Landsknecht BOLLOCK Thrusting Dagger. Of a distinctive form with a lovely elegant wood grip carved with
kidney shaped ferrule area in traditional manner, with engraved iron pommel and cross guard having down-turned finials. With its
vicious armor piercing blade of cruciform section. Beautiful and very elegant example of these early Germanic knight's weapons.
Overall length: 15 1/4". Blade length: 10 1/2".
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392: Wonderful Quality 18th-19th C. French or Spanish Lady's

USD 800 - 1,200

Wonderful Quality 18th-19th C. French or Spanish Lady's Dirk ~ Romantic Dagger. A beautiful example of early Romantic or
prostitutes dagger, having deeply chiseled steel mounts with pierced guard finials. Carved ebony grip is inset with mother of pearl
section. Very unusual thick and extremely thrust-worthy double edged blade with chiseled and pierced ricasso. In its steel scabbard
chiseled en suite. A lovely quality piece, surely made for a wealthy woman or a higher grade working lady. Total length (inside
scabbard if present) : 9 3/4" Blade length : 4 3/4"

393: Very Fine 18th C. Italian or Spanish Hunting Socket

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Very Fine 18th C. Italian or Spanish Hunting Socket Bayonet Dagger. A beautiful large example with its brass hilt of distinctive form,
designed to be mounted on to the barrel of the musket to be used a as a polearm, showing delicate engraved designs and bound by
three large solid silver bands, finely carved in feather motives. The bracket holding the tang of the blade is wonderfully executed in a
form of a fist. Mounted with a broad and powerful single edged blade of distinctive leafed form, having a long false edge tip, both
sides with a large central fuller and wonderful quality chiseled steel decorations, showing traces of gold inlaid background. A truly
fine early hunting weapon of very fine and seldom encountered quality.Total Length (inside scabbard if present): 14 1/4" Blade
Length: 9 3/4"

394: Rare 15th-16th C. English BOLLOCK Thrusting Dagger ~

USD 2,500 - 4,500

Rare 15th-16th C. English BOLLOCK Thrusting Dagger ~ Engraved Blade. A fascinating early example of the type mostly attributed
to German Landsnecht warriors, this one appearantely is English in origin, with its black-wood grip carved in octagonal section with a
kidney shaped guard of traditional form. Mounted with a strong thrusting blade of cruciform section, both sides with engraved
decorations including a lengthy inscription : IF YE WOLD HAVE ME KIS MY MASTERS ARSE AND TAR ME on one side, and : ASK
ME NOT PRAY YOW FOR MY MASTER WIL DENY YOW to another side. Rare late Medieval era dagger, especially so being an
English Crusader warrior's weapon.

395: Exquisite 19th C. French Aristocrats Hunting Sword

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Exquisite 19th C. French Aristocrats Hunting Sword Dagger ~ Damascus Blade. A wonderful quality example with chiseled iron
guard having animal head and other hunting details, a large well carved one-piece horn grip topper with an elaborate iron tang-cap.
Wearing a superb quality double edged blade of strong diamond section, exhibiting wonderful active patterns of artistic Damascus
steel. In its leather scabbard having steel mounts profusely chiseled with floral motives and a maker's name to the front of the throat.
An exceptionally attractive hunting weapon, most definitely a custom design by a special order of a wealthy hunter enthusiast from
the mid to late 1800s France.Total Length (inside scabbard if present): 22 1/4" Blade Length: 14 1/4"

396: Impressive 19th C. German Aristocrats Large Hunting

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Impressive 19th C. German Aristocrats Large Hunting Sword of Rare FALCHION Form. Beautiful weapon with its highly detailed iron
furniture and finely checkered black-wood grips adorned with countless silver nails, massive Bulldog head pommel bearing a silver
inlaid plaque for the owner's monogram. Mounted with a very impressive broad Falchion style blade retaining most of its original
mirrored finish and bearing struck maker's logo on one side. A spectacular example overall of seldom encountered design, must
have been custom made in accordance to the specifics of its owner's exquisite taste. Total Length (inside scabbard if present): 22"
Blade Length:15 3/4"

397: Very Powerful 18th-19th C. French or English Large

USD 800 - 1,200

Very Powerful 18th-19th C. French or English Large Naval Boarding Ax. A very strong example of the early naval boarding axe, of
quite impressive built, with its well wrought massive steel head having a powerful spike to the back, making the axe suitable for the
vast variety of heavy duty tasks in the Navy battles or even ashore during the war actions. Mounted on its original wooden shaft with
ball shaped hand stopper end. Great piece, definitely well used in around Napoleonic wars era or possibly even earlier during the
American Revolution. Total length 35 3/4" Head length 13 3/4" Striking edge 4 1/2".
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398: Interesting 17th C. Hungarian Battle Ax ~ Later

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Interesting 17th C. Hungarian Battle Ax ~ Later Presented in WW I era ~ Featured in German Magazine. A fascinating early example
with a well wrought strong steel axe head bearing a large deeply struck Hungarian crest and later presentation inscriptions ob both
sides. The back of the head with a structured war-hammer. With its original wood haft having copper fittings, one with numeral
markings. A 1979 magazine with an article on this axe is included in this lot. Total Length: 24" Blade Length: 5 3/4"

399: Unique 1931 German Hunting Sword of "Karl Reimann"

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Unique 1931 German Hunting Sword of "Karl Reimann" Mayor of Dorfmark. A fascinating and One-of-a-Kind example, belonged to a
famous German politician who was a mayor of Dorfmark at the dawn of WW II. In its gilt brass mounts with a heavy solid hilt
featuring finely engraved hunting scene, Hunting Prize attribution and large owner's monogram to the pommel, some other engraved
decorations and insignia. Mounted with a Butcher bayonet blade which was most likely a personal bayonet of Karl Reimann in his
younger years of service and was built in to this lovely mounts specially for him as a Presentation piece. In its Butcher bayonet
scabbard with rich brown lacquer finish, adorned with a large gilt brass oak leaf en suite to the hilt. With its original frog, belt hanger
and knot tassel still present. A very attractive and truly unique historic example, we will never see another one like it. Total length
(inside scabbard if present) : 21". Blade length : 14 1/2"

400: A French 19th C. Artillery Short Sword, Well Marked

USD 300 - 500

A French 19th C. Artillery Short Sword, Well Marked Blade. Solid brass hilt, strong broad double edged blade, original scabbard.
Good clean example, well marked. Total Length (inside Scabbard If Present) : 25 1/2", Blade Length : 19"

401: Fine German Forestry Officer's Hunting Sword Dagger ~

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Fine German Forestry Officer's Hunting Sword Dagger ~ WW I to WW II era. In its fire gilt brass mounts with a deer stag grip topped
with a very detailed lions head pommel. Wearing a straight single edged un-fullered blade, maker marked and profusely etched with
hunting scenes and attributes. An exceptionally attractive example overall, in wonderful preservation state. Overall Length (inside
scabbard if present) is 21 3/4" Blade Length is 13"

402: Beautiful German Forestry Official's Hunting Sword

USD 800 - 1,200

Beautiful German Forestry Official's Hunting Sword Dagger ~ Around WW II era. In its silvered furniture with elaborate details and
deer stag grip having a silver emblem. Strong blade with high quality etched hunting scenes and maker mark. A handsome example
in lovely condition overall. Total Length (inside scabbard if present) : 18 1/4", Blade Length : 10"

403: Lovely 1872 Spanish Toledo Romantic Figural Statue

USD 600 - 800

Lovely 1872 Spanish Toledo Romantic Figural Statue Dagger with Gilt Bronze Mounts. A wonderful example with a well-marked and
dated double-edged blade of diamond section. A detailed cast bronze hilt with fire gilt finish, depicting a young fisherman boy holding
a cast net and a fish standing on two large fishes forming a cross-guard. In an ornate brass scabbard. Overall length: 10", Blade
length: 5 1/2"

404: Massive 19th C. German Aristocrat's Boar-Head Hunting

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Massive 19th C. German Aristocrat's Boar-Head Hunting Sword Dagger. In its well detailed gilt brass furniture featuring lovely
hunting motives to the quillon and the clam-shell guard, massive deer stag grip is topped with a beautiful large boar head pommel.
Mounted with a powerful straight single edged blade with false edge tip and large fuller to each side. In its original leather scabbard
housing its native skinning knife and having ornate gilt brass mounts en suite to the hilt. An exceptionally impressive early example
of massive built and outstanding quality. Total Length (inside Scabbard If Present) : ", Blade Length :
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405: Very Rare 17th C. Scottish Officer's Dirk Dagger ~

USD 4,000 - 6,000

Very Rare 17th C. Scottish Officer's Dirk Dagger ~ ANDREA FERARA Blade. With its large wood grip intricately carved with
traditional patterns, having solid brass ferrule mount and large pommel disk topped with a strong steel square spike carved with a
cross to each side. Wearing a large broad double edged blade with partially worn struck decorations, maker marks and large
crusaders style markings, each side bearing two rows with the name of one of the most famous and though after Spanish makers of
17th century ~ Andrea Ferara, whose blades frequently encountered on various European weapons of the era. An exceptionally rare
early example, still retaining its remarkably survived original leather scabbard with steel mounts and tooled geometrical
decorations.Total Length (inside scabbard if present): 19" Blade Length: 13 3/4"

406: Superb Quality Italian Large STILETTO Dagger of 17th C.

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Superb Quality Italian Large STILETTO Dagger of 17th C. Style. A massive Stiletto of exceptional quality, too well made to be a
Victorian piece and there is a very good chance of being a period example, note the thick disked finials of the guard and a large disk
pommel which are separate pieces mounted on to the steel guard and grip with incredible precision, the whole dagger appears to
have been professionally polished to its original condition with some areas still showing traces of its original patina and evidence of
great age. Mounted with a most powerful triangular blade with reinforced square section ricasso, top of the blade bearing a deeply
struck maker's mark. A truly outstanding Armor-piercing dagger of seldom encountered size and quality.Total Length (inside
scabbard if present): 14 3/4" Blade Length: 10"

407: Rare 16th C. German or Hungarian DUSSAGE ~ Horseman

USD 4,000 - 6,000

Rare 16th C. German or Hungarian DUSSAGE ~ Horseman Battle Sword. A very impressive large weapon mostly attributed to early
Germanic or Hungarian horsemen, with its steel mounts having a complex hilt configuration with a large cross-guard and massive
clam-shell guard, the grip with original braid steel and single brass wire bondage, topped by a large mushroom pommel having
ribbed rim. Mounted with a broad and powerful lightly curved single edged blade, having a pronounced raised false edged tip. One
side of the blade bearing deeply struck maker's mark, the edge exhibiting several battle-marks towards the tip area. A massive and
exceptionally battle-worthy weapon of very seldom encountered pattern. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 39 1/2" Blade
length : 33"

408: Interesting 18th C. English or Scottish Horseman Basket

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Interesting 18th C. English or Scottish Horseman Basket Hilted Sword ~ American Revolution. A good early example mounted with a
very long and very battle-worthy single edged unfullered blade which appears to be of French manufacture and bearing a lengthy
etched inscription to each side with attribution to the King. Possibly a Trophy blade captured by the sword's owner or one of his
ancestors and utilized with later English Cavalry mounts, having a large iron basket guard of distinctive pattern widely used through
American Revolutionary war and prior, retaining its original wood grip having spiral grooves for the wire, now lacking. A very serious
battle weapon of truly impressive proportions and combat efficiency. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 42 1/2" Blade length :
35 1/2"

409: Rare 17th-18th C. Scottish Chain-Basket Broad Sword ~

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Rare 17th-18th C. Scottish Chain-Basket Broad Sword ~ Maker-Marked Hilt. Of a scarce early type well used through American
Revolution, with its iron chain-basket guard which bears a seldom encountered maker's name struck to its interior, retaining its
original shark skin and braid brass wire grip with turk-head borders. Mounted with a single edged blade retaining traces of the maker
name struck inside the narrow spinal fuller on each side. A well used Scottish battle sword example of seldom encountered pattern.
Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 34 1/4" Blade length : 28"
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410: Fine 17th C. German / Spanish WALOON Rapier Broad

USD 2,500 - 4,500

Fine 17th C. German / Spanish WALOON Rapier Broad Sword. Large example with its steel mounts having finely pierced
double-shell guard, smaller one with a thumb ring on the inside. Wooden grip covered with multi-layered steel wire. Mounted with a
broad double-edged blade having short fuller to each side. Lower ricasso featuring maker's mark different on each side, fullers struck
MEFECIT SALINGEN followed by engraved running wolf. Lovely rich patina throughout. A fine quality weapon, German-made,
possible for a Spanish market. Overall length 42 1/2". Blade length 35 3/4"

411: Very Good Victorian Broad Sword of English Crusader's

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Very Good Victorian Broad Sword of English Crusader's Style ~ Circa 13th-15th Century. A great quality representation of the
English Knight's sword with its massive broad blade of distinctive configuration, large iron guard with slightly down-turned flattened
quillons and leather bound grip topped with a massive iron pommel of characteristic early form. A very impressive large sword with
significant fighting capabilities, feels quite fantastic in hand. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 38 1/2" Blade length : 32 3/4"

412: Early and Unusual 17th C. Italian SCHIAVONA Broad Sword

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Early and Unusual 17th C. Italian SCHIAVONA Broad Sword Rapier. A rare early example with its steel basket guard of
characteristic complex form, having a highly unusual large iron pommel and mounted with a strong double edged blade with series of
early Medieval style Germanic markings and running Wolves to both sides. Married to a wonderful period leather over wood
scabbard of perfect length and width for this rare and very attractive example. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 42" Blade
length : 35"

413: Rare 18th C. Scottish GLASGOW SCHOOL Basket Hilt Broad

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Rare 18th C. Scottish GLASGOW SCHOOL Basket Hilt Broad Sword. A rare example dating from the American Revolution era or
slightly earlier, with its fine fluted and pierced steel basket of the Glasgow School type, retaining its interior lining and shark skin grip
cover bound by twist and braid steel wire. Mounted with a single edged multi fullered blade bearing early struck maker marks to one
side. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 39"Blade length : 32 3/4"

414: Very Good 17th C. French or Italian Swept-hilt Rapier

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Very Good 17th C. French or Italian Swept-hilt Rapier Sword. Of characteristic form with complex steel guard, fluted steel pommel
and braid steel wire grip. Mounted with a long and sturdy double edged blade of diamond section. A very well balanced and
combat-efficient weapon, solid and battle-ready overall. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 48 1/2"Blade length : 42 1/4" Total
length (inside scabbard if present) : 48 1/2" Blade length : 42 1/4"

415: Rare 18th C. American Revolution Scottish Broad Sword ~

USD 3,000 - 5,000

Rare 18th C. American Revolution Scottish Broad Sword ~ MASSIVE 17th C. Blade. A large early example with its distinctive iron
basket guard having S-bar to its sides and pierced decorations throughout. With its ribbed wooden grip retaining its shark skin and
brass wire bondage. Mounted with an earlier, 17th century blade of exceptional width and battle efficiency, both sides bearing
partially worn struck maker marks. An impressive and powerful example, most definitely used through American Revolutionary War
battle actions. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 39 3/4" Blade length : 34 1/2"
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416: Massive 17th-18th C. Scottish Broad Sword ~ American

USD 3,000 - 5,000

Massive 17th-18th C. Scottish Basket-hilt Broad Sword ~ American Revolution Used. A powerful large example of early pattern,
mounted with an exceptionally broad 17th century blade of German manufacture, both sides having a large gold or brass inlaid
running Passau Wolf. a traditional symbol of famed German arms makers of 16th-17th century. Large iron basket guard with pierced
decorations of distinctive style, bare wooden grip showing matted finish and spiral carved grooves, once bound by wire, now lacking.
A very impressive and exceptionally battle-worthy Scottish weapon, most definitely used through American Revolutionary war battle
actions, comes with a later strong leather scabbard which fits the sword Perfectly. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 40"
Blade length : 32 1/2"

417: Very Large 16th-17th C. European Executioner

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Very Large 16th-17th C. European Executioner's Beheading Ax. Massive early example of the Dark Ages European executioner's
axe, most commonly used for the beheading ceremony so popular by the Justice system of the era. With a large well wrought heavy
steel head of distinctive goose-neck form, guaranteed to do its job at the first and only impact with a poor bastard's neck. Mounted on
a wooden shaft of substantial age, which is likely to be a slightly later replacement. Huge and blood chilling piece, gives you
goosebumps just holding it in hands. Length : 33 3/4" Head length : 14 1/4" Striking edge : 9 3/4".

418: Massive 16th-17th C. Hungarian or Polish SHISHPAR Mace

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Massive 16th-17th C. Hungarian or Polish SHISHPAR Mace ~ BULOVA. A rare early weapon from Eastern Europe, of very unusual
and seldom encountered configuration, having a massive iron head of 15-flang construction, one flang lost, possibly in battle.
Mounted on a replacement wood haft which appears to be of the period or slightly later, bears an old collection tag. Rare and
powerful weapon, built for crashing through helmets and armor. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 19 1/2" Blade length : 5
1/2"

419: Beautiful Huge Italian or German Two-Handed BASTARD

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Beautiful Huge Italian or German Two-Handed BASTARD Sword of 16th C. Style. A massive and exceptionally well built later
example, having a strong steel guard of intricate pattern with elaborate chiseled finials. Large leather bound grip fully suitable for
two-handed operation, topped with a massive and intricately carved steel crown pommel. Wearing a powerful sturdy double edged
blade of diamond section with two central fullers to each side. A magnificent looking weapon overall, would make a centerpiece in
any wall display of early European Arms & Armor. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 54 1/2" Blade length : 41 3/4"

420: Good 17th-18th C. Spanish or Italian MAIN GAUGE Dagger

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Good 17th-18th C. Spanish or Italian MAIN GAUGE Dagger with Family Crest on the Guard. Very nice early example of a left hand
parrying dagger with its traditional large sail guard with intricately embossed family crest and a very long cross-guard with chiseled
ends. Mounted with a large and sturdy double-edged blade, typically broadened at the ricasso area. An interesting and early piece of
weapon usually accompanying the rapier sword. Most likely Spanish or Italian in origin. Overall length: 21". Blade length: 14 3/4"

421: Rare 15th - 16th C. German Saxon Knight Left Hand

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Rare 15th-16th C. German Saxon Left Hand Dagger. A rare early example used by the Saxon knights in the 1400s to 1500s era.
With its robust steel mounts and shark-skinned covered grip. Mounted with a very strong and sturdy double-edged large-fullered
blade, having reinforced tip for piercing through armor. A rare and very combat efficient weapon. Overall length: 16". Blade length:
11"
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422: Rare 16th-17th C. German Musketeer's PAPPENHIMER Rapier

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Rare 16th-17th C. German Musketeer's PAPPENHIMER Rapier Sword. With pierced steel basket guard and braided brass wire grip
with lower turk-head lacking. With its elegant but long and very thrust-worthy double-edged blade of diamond section, retaining its
original tip. A good early example of very desirable type. Total Length (inside scabbard if present) : 52", Blade Length : 42 1/4"

423: Good 17th-18th C. Spanish or Italian Cup-Hilt Rapier

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Good 17th-18th C. Spanish or Italian Cup-Hilt Rapier Sword with Chiseled Steel Decorations. With its steel hilt mounts and deep cup
guard having chiseled and open-work designs, S-turned cross-guard and D-guard with chased decorations en suite. Steel wire grip
topped with a carved iron or steel pommel. Mounted with its elegant but sturdy double edged blade of strong diamond section with
short rectangular section ricasso. Very nice example overall, of slightly unusual hilt pattern than most encountered rapiers of this
type and era. Total Length (inside scabbard if present) - 44", Blade Length - 36"

424: Scarce 18th C. Spanish BILBAO Rapier Sword with Brass

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Scarce 18th C. Spanish BILBAO Rapier Sword with Brass Hilt Mounts. A scarce example of characteristic Spanish Colonial type,
having seldom encountered brass hilt mounts with large kidney shaped guards and large cross-guard with the rest of the mounts en
suite. Grip retaining its finely braid brass wire bondage. Mounted with a long double edged blade of strong diamond section with
short rectangular section ricasso area. A good and seldom encountered brass-mounted example of restrained but very utilitarian
built. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 47" Blade length : 39"

425: Rare 17th-18th C. Spanish Colonial PIRATE's Rapier ~

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Rare 17th-18th C. Spanish Colonial PIRATE's Rapier ~ Naval Sword. Large sword with distinctive iron-mounted hilt, having a flower
pattern dish guard with chiseled and pierced decorations. Bull horn grip with carved ribbed sections and a large fluted egg-shaped
pommel. Mounted with a sturdy single-edged double-fullered blade retaining partially worn etched decorations. A rare example of the
weapon used by sea pirates of the Spanish Colonial era. Overall length 41 1/2". Blade length 34 1/2"

426: Very Cool 19th C. French or Belgium Naval Boarding Ax ~

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Very Cool 19th C. French or Belgium Naval Boarding Ax ~ Flint-lock Carbine. Very well built example with powerful octagonal gun
barrel of transitional length between a pistol and a rifle, mounted very strong axe head equipped with a powerful spike used for
various task besides being useful in close combat, the two-tone wood stock having brass and steel mounts with a steel push-button
trigger on top. Flint lock mechanism is tight and in perfect working order. A very exciting piece of weapon, quite substantial in size
and very battle-worthy, especially so during the sea battles on board of the ship. Total Length (inside scabbard if present) : 21 3/4".
Blade Length : 8 3/4" across the iron head (from tip of spike to the striking edge of the axe)

427: Outstanding Large 17th C. Style Spanish or Italian

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Outstanding Large 17th C. Style Spanish or Italian Swept-Hilt Rapier Sword. Quite a spectacular large example with ornate brass
furniture showing traces of silvered finish, and intricately braided grip cover. Mounted with a large broad double-edged blade having
deep central fuller to each side with traces of engraved decorations and series of large stuck dots on both sides. with its fantastic
leather over wood scabbard having lovely gilt brass mounts. A very attractive and impressive piece overall, will make a fantastic
addition to any advanced display of early European Arms & Armor. Total Length (inside scabbard if present) - 48 1/2", Blade Length 37 3/4".
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428: Rare 16th-17th C. English or Spanish Pikeman's Suite of

USD 6,000 - 8,000

Rare 16th-17th C. English or Spanish Pikeman's Suite of Armor. Well wrought of strong heavy steel with countless brass rivet caps
formed in ornamental patterns, all steel retaining most of its original black paint finish and bearing an impressive large red enamel
cross to its breast-plate. With later leg-armor and modern leather boots. A very impressive early armor of seldom encountered type
and style of decoration, possibly used at parade wear or by personal guards to a Noble individual of Renaissance era. Please note,
the Burgonet Helmet is not included in this lot and is offered separately in the Next Lot.

429: Very Good Cromwellian BURGONET Helmet ~ English Civil

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Very Good Cromwellian BURGONET Helmet ~ English Civil War ~ Circa 1650s-1670s. A very large and well-built example forged of
strong steel with raised ridge on top of the skull, large riveted visor and large hinged ear flaps. Adorned with a series of steel rivets
and nice decorations. A very attractive helmet, most likely an officers type from around English civil war era or slightly earlier.

430: Unique 18th-19th C. Spanish French or American Ladys

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Unique 18th-19th C. Spanish French or American Ladys Body Armor - Corset. A fascinating early piece of body armor made
specifically for a woman and must be a wealthy woman at that. Built exceptionally well of very thick hardened leather with Blued steel
mounts, top border struck with the makers name. With its original lining, straps and buckles. Awesome piece, probably French but
might even be made for an American Outlaw woman from the Wild West ages, definitely strong enough to stop most dagger or knife
blades and possibly even some bullets if shot from distance or impact at the angle. A beautiful display piece overall and a rare
element of 19th century fashion and wild culture. The mannequin is slightly too small for this large corset, but can be included by
buyer's request and at additional shipping cost.

431: Early, 16th C. Italian or French STILETTO Left-Hand

USD 800 - 1,200

Early, 16th C. Italian or French STILETTO Left-Hand Dagger. With its steel hilt mounts having an unusual octagonal grip chiseled
with distinctive style decorations. Mounted with a strong broad double edged blade bearing a well preserved deeply struck maker's
mark to ricasso. Good early example most likely to date from the mid to late 1500s.Total Length (inside scabbard if present): 16 3/4"
Blade Length: 10 3/4"

432: Good Long 17th-18th C. Spanish or Italian Cup-Hilt

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Good Long 17th-18th C. Spanish or Italian Cup-Hilt Rapier Sword ~ Chiseled Steel Mounts. Mounted with a long double edged blade
of diamond section, lower blade bearing a old label which says "Art Gallery" on it. With its chiseled and pierced cup-guard with
scalloped edges. Good early example of substantial length, well balanced, quick and deadly in a skilled hand. Total Length (inside
scabbard if present) : 51", Blade Length : 43 1/4"

433: Rare 16th-17th German Executioner's Beheading Sword.

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Rare 16th-17th German Executioner's Beheading Sword. Of seldom encountered type, made for use with a single hand, possibly for
executing children. With knobbed brass pommel and guard expanding slightly at the quillon terminals, wooden grip bare of its leather
or wire bondage. The broad double-edged blade terminating in a rounded tip, each side with engraved Hanging Carousel - a
symbolic execution attribute. Beheading by the sword in Central Europe was considered far less painful than the ax and quickly
became the aristocratic option; it was automatically extended to the nobility. Commoners, however, paid extra for the privilege. Total
length (inside scabbard if present) : 32 1/4" Blade length : 25"
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434: Excellent Victorian 15th C. Style Gothic German Knights

USD 3,000 - 5,000

Excellent Victorian 15th C. Style Gothic German Knights Suit of Armor. Very fine example of Maximilian era knights suit of armor with
its impressive Salette helmet and fully articulated elements throughout. Height without the base: 70". SWORD AND HALBERD ARE
NOT INCLUDED ! PLEASE NOTE, YOU ARE BIDDING ON A SUIT OF ARMOR ONLY !

435: Very Good 17th C. Style Italian or Spanish Transitional

USD 800 - 1,200

Very Good 17th C. Style Italian or Spanish Transitional Type Broad Sword ~ Swept Hilt Rapier. With its distinctive blued steel hilt
mounts having a large ring guard to the front of the hilt and cross-guard with extended down-turned quillons, designed for catching
and parrying the opponent's blade, adorned with pierced finials and ring-guard decoration. With its steel wire grip topped by a large
fluted pommel, all showing lovely blued brown finish en suite. Mounted with a strong broad double edged blade of diamond section,
having a central fuller for lower half of its length. A very attractive example of seldom encountered early pattern. Total length (inside
scabbard if present) : 41" Blade length : 33"

436: Very Good 17th C. English or German WALOON Broad Sword

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Very Good 17th C. English or German WALOON Broad Sword Rapier ~ ANDREA FERARA Blade. In its strong steel hilt mounts
having a distinctive kidney shaped shell-guards with typical pierced decoration and multi-branch D-guard. Original shark skin over
wood grip retaining its multi layered twist brass wire bondage. Mounted with a fine quality broad double edged blade with multiple
fullers to each side, both side with partially worn maker's name inside the fullers and was made by one of the most famous Spanish
makers Andrea Ferara, whose blades are often met on various European weapons of 17th century and are known for their
outstanding quality, thus were imported and purchased by many countries and utilized for centuries to come. A very good strong
example overall, most likely have been in service during the Cromwellian period of the English Civil War and possibly used all the
way through American Revolution. Total Length (inside scabbard if present) : 38 3/4", Blade Length : 32 1/4"

437: Well Marked 19th C. English Scottish Officer's Basket

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Well Marked 19th C. English Scottish Officer's Basket Hilt Broad Sword by MOLE. A large and powerful example with its massive
steel basket guard having distinctive pierced decorations and with its very fine shark skin grip retaining its multi-layered copper wire
fully intact. Mounted with a large strong double-edged blade having a short central fuller, both sides of ricasso as well as the edge
side are bearing multiple well preserved markings and numerals, including a date '99 (1899) and the maker's name MOLE on one of
the edges of ricasso. A very good example overall, of strong built and exceptional battle worthy characteristics, used by the British
Highland Regiments. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 38 1/2" Blade length : 32 1/2"

438: Very Rare early-16th C. Italian or Spanish Transitional

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Very Rare early-16th C. Italian or Spanish Transitional Knight's Broad Sword ~ Rapier. A very early example of rare transitional
pattern, still showing characteristics of the Medieval Knightly sword, with its broad double edged blade having distinctive Medieval
type copper inlaid markings, and having iron hilt mounts exhibiting early additions to its guard configuration, showing one of the
earliest transition stages towards the Swept-hilt rapier pattern. In overall a semi-excavated condition with wooden grip lacking,
however, showing strong structure and remaining in a very presentable state of preservation for such an early and rare weapon.
Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 37" Blade length : 32"

439: Circa 1650s-1670s Cromwellian English Civil War Era Sol

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Circa 1650s-1670s Cromwellian English Civil War Era Soldier's BURGONET Helmet. A good trooper's example of the English Civil
War era helmet with original face shield bars affixed to a hinged visor. With its original ear flaps still present. The front edge features
a rolled rim lined with rivets. And the rivets which once attached the neck protector are visible at the rear. Good solid condition with
aged ware and expected oxidation.
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440: Rare 16th C. German Saxon Silver Mounted Rapier Sword.

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Rare 16th C. German Saxon Silver Mounted Rapier Sword. An exceptionally rare example of the early Saxon rapier, with its steel
furniture having a superb and intricately braided silver and brass grip with a lovely silver flower pommel cap. Kidney shaped shell
guard having fine pierced stars. Mounted with a strong double edged blade of rare Trapezoid section configuration. Circa 1500s, rare
and early Saxon weapon. Overall length 35" Blade length 28 1/2".

441: Very Large 16th-17th C. German PAPPENHIMER Rapier Sword

USD 3,000 - 5,000

Very Large 16th-17th C. German PAPPENHIMER Rapier Sword with ESTOC Style Triangular Blade. A massive example of rare
configuration, most likely used as an Estoc sword rather than a rapier, wearing a powerful large blade of triangular section, designed
exclusively for most efficient thrusting combat technique, each side of ricasso bearing an engraved Sun symbol, possibly the maker's
mark. With its larger than most encountered steel mounted hilt having distinctive guard piercing of the Pappenhimer Rapier type, grip
retaining its original leather. A very impressive and exceptionally scarce 16th century example, especially rare being a Hybrid of two
weapons, a Pappenhimer Rapier and an early Estoc sword. Total Length (inside scabbard if present) - 48 1/4", Blade Length - 42"

442: Dated 1816 French Napoleonic Era Trooper's Cuirass

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Dated 1816 French Napoleonic Era Trooper's Cuirass Armor. Rare early example consisting of strong steel breastplate and
backplate, both with frequent brass rivets. Breastplate with arsenal markings and date 1816 later re-issued in 1820, retaining its
original lining. Backplate is hallmarked on the lower side and features punctured battle mark at the liver area of the back. Very cool
battled with example.

443: Fine Large 17th-18th C. Italian or Spanish Cup-Hilt

USD 2,000 - 4,000

Fine Large 17th-18th C. Italian or Spanish Cup-Hilt Rapier Sword. An impressive early example having a large steel cup-guard with
elaborate chiseled and pierced decorations, very fine iron wire bound grip is fully intact and showing lovely blued brown finish en
sute to the rest of the hilt mounts. Mounted with an elegant quick and very combat-efficient double edged blade of strong diamond
section. A beautiful early cup-hilt of impressive proportions and quality overall. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 47" Blade
length : 39"

444: Rare Massive 17th-18th C. Spanish Cup-Hilt Rapier ~

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Rare Massive 17th-18th C. Spanish Cup-Hilt Rapier ~ Broad Sword. An outstanding early example with its strong steel hilt mounts,
featuring a robust cup-guard and shorter than usually encountered cross-guard and D-guard, all of heavy gouge steel with simple
chiseled adornments. Carved wood grip with blackened finish seems to be native to the sword. Mounted with an impressive and rare
broad blade having scalloped edges and a central fuller with struck inscription of religious Biblical nature, the lower part of the
ricasso area under the guard is bearing a large chiseled Crucifix to one side. A powerful and exceptionally battle-worthy early
example of very seldom encountered features. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 43" Blade length : 35 1/2"

445: Very Attractive Swept-Hilt Rapier of Italian or French

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Very Attractive Swept-Hilt Rapier of Italian or French 17th C. Parade Sword Style. An impressive looking Swept-hilt example with its
iron hilt mounts of distinctive pattern, profusely carved with intricate decorations of mounted and foot knights in helmets and armor,
other interesting details throughout. Grip of finely braid steel or iron wire bondage. Mounted with a strong broad double-edged blade
of diamond section, having two central narrow fullers for about half of its length. Beautiful large sword overall, of the style worn by
royalties and noblemen to the parade ceremonies during the 16th-17th centuries era. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 41
1/2" Blade length : 35 1/4"
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446: Interesting Composite 17th-19th C. Processional /

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Interesting Composite 17th-19th C. Processional / Ceremonial Large Two-Handed Broad Sword Rapier. With its extra long wood grip
having brass tack decorations and remains of original fabric cover showing considerable age, mounted with a brass globed pommel
and a huge steel cross-guard of very distinctive form, further having two large finger rings under the guard. Mounted with a strong
and sturdy broad double edged blade of diamond section, having a very distinctive shape of ricasso area and showing good age as
well. An impressive large piece overall, of interesting configuration possibly built for processional or ceremonial use. Total length
(inside scabbard if present) : 47" Blade length : 37"

447: Rare 17th-18th C. Dutch Rapier Sword with Fine Figural

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Rare 17th-18th C. Dutch Rapier Sword with Fine Figural Hilt Details. A fascinating early rapier of Dutch origin, featuring brass hilt
mounts with wonderfully carved Serpent details and its blackwood grip having a steel bar to each of four sides decorated with
chased fish scales en suite to the rest of the mounts. Wearing a sturdy double edged blade of oval section, both sides profusely
engraved and etched with decorations and various font style inscriptions. Gorgeous piece overall, must have been made for a
ceremonial or court wear by an important figure of significant status and rank. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 43 1/2"
Blade length : 37"

448: Unusual Large 18th C. Spanish Processional Broad Sword

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Unusual Large 18th C. Spanish Processional Broad Sword. Mounted with a good broad double-edged blade of hexagonal section,
both sides etched "Don't Draw Me Without Reason, Nor Sheath Me Without Honor" over the short double fullers. Silver mounted
carved wood grip and a large brass cross-guard, lower blade mounted with a very unusual and quite impressive steel lotus flower
petals. Large and very impressive sword overall, probably used in 18th century court ceremonies or parade wear. Total Length
(inside scabbard if present) : 45 3/4", Blade Length : 39 1/2"

449: Good 17th-18th C. Italian or French Gunners Stiletto

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Good 17th-18th C. Italian or French Gunners Stiletto Dagger. A very good early example of quite a substantial length and quality.
Wearing a vicious thrusting blade of triangular section. Having a measuring scale on the flat side of the blade and a finely worked
ricasso area. iron mounted hilt with chiseled twisted finials and pommel. And with its beautiful carved horn grip inlaid with multiple
bone dots and fitted with brass wire and ferrule. A really beautiful early Stiletto, identical to the museum example featured in the
book. Overall length: 16". Blade length: 10 1/2"

450: Interesting Giant Medieval Style Broad Sword ~ possibly

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Interesting Giant Medieval Style Broad Sword ~ possibly Executioners Beheading Weapon. A fascinating early knights style sword of
Gigantic proportions, wearing an extremely wide double edged unfullered blade. With iron hilt mounts featuring down-turned cross
guard, huge and very beefy wheel-pommel and iron grips with under-layers of wood. Probably an excavated piece, some sort of
processional weapon or possibly a beheading sword used by an Medieval era Executioner. Total length (inside scabbard if present) :
46 3/4"Blade length : 38" Width : 4 1/8" WOW ! Sword weights 4 Lb. 5.5 Oz.

451: Good 17th-18th C. Spanish or Italian Morion CABASSET

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Good 17th-18th C. Spanish or Italian Morion CABASSET Helmet. A very good early example of the type used by Spanish
Conquistadors and Italian soldiers of the era. Of strong steel forged in two halves and decorated with a series of brass and steel
flower shaped rivets. Inside retaining its original blackened finish. Possibly an officer's helmet or a delicately decorated trooper's
example.
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452: Rare 17th C. Polish or Hungarian Hussar's KARABELA

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Rare 17th C. Polish or Hungarian Hussar's KARABELA Sword. A very good example of distinctive pattern, executed in the traditional
Ottoman Turkish shamshir saber style of the early ages, in its steel hilt mounts featuring an ornate thumb-ring to the excessively long
cross-guard, and a leather bound grip adorned with brass flower head rivet to each side. Wearing a deeply curved single edged
blade having an extended raised false edge tip area, lower blade with partially worn maker's name inside the shallow fuller. Very
exciting Hussar's saber overall, well balanced quick and deadly, feels quite fantastic in hand. Total length (inside scabbard if present)
: 30 1/2" Blade length : 25 1/2"

453: Attractive Victorian Viking Sword with Ornate Bronze

USD 800 - 1,200

Attractive Victorian Viking Sword with Ornate Bronze Hilt. A great looking representation of the early Viking sword, with its massive
solid bronze hilt of distinctive form, having lovely figural and engraved decorations throughout. Wearing a massive broad double
edged blade well wrought of good quality steel. A very attractive display piece overall, of quite impressive proportions for a Viking
sword. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 37 3/4" Blade length : 29 1/2"

454: HUGE 18th C. German Wall Crossbow with Original

USD 2,000 - 4,000

HUGE 18th C. German Wall Crossbow with Original Cranking Mechanism. A massive German cross-bow to be shut of the wall of
castle with huge armor piercing arrows. With its original thick shooting string still present and intact, mounted on a heavy and super
powerful steel bow. An extremely impressive example because of its Giant size, very restrained in decorations but very utilitarian,
built for serious action, especially rare with its native cranking mechanism still intact. Length : 54 1/2" Bow length : 35" if measured
straight between to ends, significantly more on the curve.

455: Nice Victorian era Spanish or Italian Rapier Sword with

USD 400 - 600

Nice Victorian era Spanish or Italian Rapier Sword with Figural Hilt Details. An ornate example off of a wall-display from the mid to
late 19th century Victorian era house, with its iron mounts having carved battle-scenes and other decorations, original wooden grip
and a double edged blade of flattened oval section. Total length (inside scabbard if present) : 41" Blade length : 34"

456: Interesting 16th-17th C. Style French or German Broad

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Interesting 16th-17th C. Style French or German Broad Sword Rapier. With its iron hilt mounts having a large S-turned cross-guard
with chiseled finials, leather bound wood grip topped with a massive pommel of distinctive crowned form. Mounted with a large
double edged blade having two wide fullers to each side, running the entire length of the blade. A large strong sword of an early and
seldom encountered pattern, some features suggest the transitional stage from an early German Katzbalger.Total Length (inside
scabbard if present): 41 3/4" Blade Length: 34 1/2"

457: Outstanding 16th - 17th C. Italian or French Nobleman's

USD 3,000 - 5,000

Outstanding 16th-17th C. Italian or French Nobleman's Stiletto Dagger. A fine and rare example of the early European stiletto, with a
beautiful agate stone hilt having elaborate silver mounts. Wearing a sturdy double-edged blade of hexagonal section for the lower
half of its length, turning into diamond section toward the tip. Lower blade with seldom encountered scalloped decoration. A fantastic
piece of weapon fit for the royalty of the 16th to early 17th C. era. Overall length: 14 1/2" Blade length: 9 3/4".
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458: Rare 16th C. Italian Aristocrat's "Chinquedia" Dagger,

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Rare 16th C. Italian Aristocrat's "Chinquedia" Dagger, with Museum inventory tag. A very rare and early example of Italian origin,
having a broad double edged blade of distinctive form, very robust and efficient for variety of tasks from hunting to combat service.
With steel hilt mounts and carved bone grip, having an old Museum tag attached. A very seldom encountered weapon of early
Renaissance era. Total length - 17", length of the blade - 12 1/2"

459: Impressive 16th-17th C. Style German or Italian DEATH

USD 2,500 - 4,500

Impressive 16th-17th C. Style German or Italian DEATH HEAD Closed Helmet. A very impressive large helmet typically attributed to
the knights of Germanic countries, some variations though were used by Italian troops in the 16th and early 17th centuries and are
referred to as "Savoyard" helmets. This awesome example is made of heavy gauge steel with separate hinged visor and face guard
mask, all fastened by metal hooks. Some restoration to the black paint on the vizor, otherwise retaining most of its original black
paint finish with natural age wear, most wear around the multi plated neck ring. A great looking piece of armor, definitely has a major
WOW factor.

460: Very Rare 16th C. Italian Aristocrats CHINQUEDA Short

USD 3,000 - 5,000

Very Rare 16th C. Italian Aristocrats CHINQUEDA Short Sword with Ornate Brass & Bone Mounted Hilt and Chiseled Steel Guard
Finials. Total Length (inside scabbard if present) - 25 1/2", Blade Length - 20", Blade Width - 3"

461: Fine Quality 16th C. Style Italian Aristocrats

USD 2,000 - 4,000

Fine Quality 16th C. Style Italian Aristocrats CHINQUEDA Short Sword Dagger. Gorgeous example with its carve black-wood grip of
characteristic form, having a fire-gilt brass ferrule with etched scroll-work. Large steel guard of distinctive down-turned form, having
lovely chiseled and gold inlaid decorations. Mounted with an exceptionally broad double edged blade showing exquisite etched and
mercury gold inlaid decorations, one side bearing large struck maker's mark. Fabulous piece overall, of the type used by Aristocrats
and Noblemen of 16th C. Italy and France. Total Length (inside scabbard if present) - 17 1/2", Blade Length - 12 1/2", Blade Width 3 1/4"

462: Massive 18th C. to French Napoleonic Era Sapper's or

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Massive 18th C. to French Napoleonic Era Sapper's or Pioneer's Sword. Powerful early military weapon with an exceptionally broad
single edged blade similar in shape to those of the early beheading swords having a distinctive blunt tip, however the serrated
saw-back spine suggests this sword being used by a pioneer or a sapper, most likely dating back from the 1700s era and being of
either French, English or Italian in origin. Blade exhibits heavy black patina and areas of heavy pitting, showing the extensive age
and service of this impressive early weapon. With its massive brass hilt showing strong Turkish ~ Mamluke influence, solid and
heavy, built for various survival and military tasks, showing dark mustard patina evenly distributed throughout. A very good early
example of almost never encountered pattern, most likely actively used through French Napoleonic wars era. Overall length: 33".
Blade length: 27"

463: Attractive Polish Winged Hussars Helmet of 17th C. Engl

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Attractive Polish Winged Hussars Helmet of 17th C. English Lobster-Tail Style. A very nice example of strong well-forged steel,
having a distinctive but seldom encountered pattern. Most likely of Polish origin, of the type used by famous Winged Hussars, but
could possibly be a variation used by Cromwellian officers during the English Civil War. Having fully articulated lobster tail
neck-guard and large pierced ear-flaps. Also featuring an adjustable nasal guard which slides through the visor and a seldom
encountered ringed top instead of the more common spike. Inside shows blackened finish and later leather strips holding the ear
pieces. A very handsome and well-displayed piece.

